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During the period, the above-listed stations, as part of the network that comprises Wisconsin 

Public Television, have served the public interest by producing and broadcasting diverse content 

which addresses national, statewide, and regional issues.  The following is a list of some of the 

produced or acquired programming aired in response to areas of local and statewide concern 

which were ascertained through station leadership meetings, internal editorial meetings, viewer 

responses, and ongoing communication with members and leaders statewide. 

 

Issues of Community Concern: 

 

                                                                 Agriculture 

Community Politics 

Culture 

Economy 

Education 

Employment 

Energy 

Environment 

Healthcare 

Religion 

Sexuality 

War 
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WISCONSIN PUBLIC TELEVISION’S LOCAL ISSUES FOR PERIOD COVERED: APRIL, MAY, JUNE 2014 

AGRICULTURE 

Title: Market to Market 

Description:  Nationally distributed program practicing serious journalism on issues of concern to rural Americans.  An 

 important source of information to rural and urban Americans on a wide range of issues. 

Time/Date: 10:30am; Sundays, 

Source/Duration: CPM; 30 minutes 

 
COMMUNITY POLITICS/GOVERNMENT/ELECTION 

 

Title: Here and Now 

Description: Weekend keeps you in touch with the day’s most pressing issues. 

Time/Date: 7:30 pm; Fridays 

Source/Duration: WPT; 30 minutes 

 
 

CULTURAL / ARTS 

 

Title: Live at the Overture: The Naughtons 

Description: Description: The classically trained pianists perform with the Madison Symphony Orchestra. 

Time/Date: 4:00pm; 04-06-14 

Source/Duration: WPT; 60 minutes 

 

Title: The Pro Arte Quartet: A Century of Music 

Description: Description: UW –Madison’s quartet-in-residence performs in the WPT Studios. 

Time/Date: 9:00pm; 04-17-14 

Source/Duration: WPT; 60 minutes 

 

Title: Kaleidoscope: Live From Lawrence University 

Description: Description: Enjoy a range of ensemble musical performances. 

Time/Date: 5:00pm; 04-06-14 

Source/Duration: WPT; 60 minutes 

 

Title: Director’s Cut 

Description:  Sit down with Wisconsin’s independent filmmakers on Director’s Cut, with a variety of hosts. After the 

 interviews, enjoy the director’s full length film’s on Director’s Cut Presents. 

Time/Date: 9:00pm; Fridays 

Source/Duration: WPT; 60 minutes 

 
Title: UW Varisty Band Spring Concert 2014 

Description: Celebrate 40 years of tradition with music from the Beatles, “Phantom of the Opera” and your 5th 

 quarter favorites. 

Time/Date: 7:00pm; 5/3/14 

Source/Duration: WPT; 120 minutes 

 
Title:    Auction   

Description:  Sports Night. The 39th Annual WPT Auction, one of WPT’s biggest fundraising events, kicks off its five-day run with 

great deals on sports equipment, memorabilia and tickets. 

Time/Date:   7:00pm, 5/30/14 

Source/Duration:  WPT; 240 minutes  

 

Title:    Auction   

Description:     Home and Garden Night. Spruce up your home, yard and garden. Bid on furniture, plants, equipment and other items for 

   the home and garden. 

Time/Date:   7:00pm, 5/29/14 

Source/Duration:  WPT; 240 minutes  

 

Title:    Auction   

Description:   Entertainment Night. Because fundraising should be fun and exciting, WPT will dedicate Friday to auctioning off leisure 

   items including spa packages, round trip airline tickets, and pizza and beer for a year. 

Time/Date:   7:00pm, 5/28/14 

Source/Duration:  WPT; 240 minutes  
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Title:    Auction   

 Description:   Kids Corner. Kids take over the airwaves as young auctioneers offer items suited for kids and families including two- 

   nights of camping at Yogi Bear’s Jellystone Park and Camp-Resort. 

Time/Date:   4:00pm, 5/31/14 

Source/Duration:  WPT; 180 minutes  

 

Title:    Auction   

Description:     Travel Night. Tune in for great deals on vacation packages throughout the state and nation. 

Time/Date:   7:00pm, 5/31/14 

Source/Duration:  WPT; 240 minutes  

 

Title:    Auction   

Description:     Marketplace. Before the auction showcase later this evening tune in to view an assortment of art and gift certificates. 

Time/Date:   4:00pm, 6/1/14 

Source/Duration:  WPT; 180 minutes  

 

Title:    Auction   

Description:     Showcase. Bid on items valued at $1500 or more, including trips, Badger football tickets, art, items for the home and much 

   more. 

Time/Date:   7:00pm, 6/1/14 

Source/Duration:  WPT; 180 minutes  

 

Title: Sewing with Nancy  

Description: Applique-Large & Small, Part 2 

 Mary Mulari guest hosts and teaches new and different applique techniques and easy tricks.  

Time/Date:  9:00am; Saturday, 5/10/14 

Source/Duration: WPT; 30 minutes 

 
Title: Sewing with Nancy  

Description: Quilt With Carefree Curves, Part 1 

 Learn the secret that eliminates concave and convex curves as you create easy quilt projects 

Time/Date:  9:00am; Saturday, 5/17/14 

Source/Duration: WPT; 30 minutes 
 

Title: Sewing with Nancy  

Description:  Quilt With Carefree Curves, Part 2 

 Nancy gives a facelift to timely quilt block designs like Hearts and Gizzards, Fan and Wagon Wheel.   

Time/Date: 9:00am; Saturday, 5/24/14 

Source/Duration: WPT; 30 minutes 

 
Title: Sewing with Nancy  

Description:  Handbags 2-Designer Knockoffs, Part 1 

 Tame the trickiest tasks of stitching a designer handbag using Nancy's sewing and embroidery tips. 

Time/Date:  9:00am; Saturday, 5/31/14 

Source/Duration: WPT; 30 minutes 

 

Title: Sewing with Nancy  

Description: Handbags 2-Designer Knockoffs, Part 2 

 Stitch a designer handbag with simply sophisticated embroidery details.  

Time/Date:  9:00am; Saturday, 6/07/14 

Source/Duration: WPT; 30 minutes 

 
Title: Sewing with Nancy  

Description:  Stress-Free Quilting With Machine Embroidery, Part 1 

 Piece quilt blocks using a combination of machine embroidery and techniques from paper piecing. 

Time/Date:  9:00am; Saturday, 6/14/14 

Source/Duration: WPT; 30 minutes 

 
Title: Sewing with Nancy  

Description: Stress-Free Quilting With Machine Embroidery, Part 2 

 Embroidery guru Denise Abel shows how to get the look of free motion quilting without the stress.  

Time/Date:  9:00am; Saturday, 6/22/14 
Source/Duration: WPT; 30 minutes 

 
Title: Sewing with Nancy 

Description: Sew Amazing Scarves, Part 1 
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 Double layer bias scarves are created and creative draping ideas are shared.  

Time/Date: 9:00am; Saturday, 4/05/14 
Source/Duration: WPT; 30 minutes 

 
Title: Sewing with Nancy 

Description: Sew Amazing Scarves, Part 2 

 Use a little fabric and some creativity for instant success making these fashionable scarves.  

Time/Date: 9:00am; Saturday, 4/12/14 

Source/Duration: WPT; 30 minutes 

 
Title: Sewing with Nancy  

Description:  Sew Amazing Scarves, Part 3 

 Scarves such as the Loop and Tuck, Fringed Folly, and Embroidered Elegance that are chic and fun.  

Time/Date:  9:00am; Saturday, 4/19/14 

Source/Duration: WPT; 30 minutes 

 
Title: Sewing with Nancy  

Description: Applique-Large & Small, Part 1 

  Applique techniques using "chips to chunks" of fabric, texturing and Kaleidoscope ideas are shared. 

Time/Date:  9:00am; Saturday, 4/26/14 

Source/Duration: WPT; 30 minutes 

 
 

History 

 

Title: Wisconsin Hometown Stories 

Description: Description: Explore this central Wisconsin county that borders the Wisconsin River. 

Time/Date: 8:00pm; 04/17/14 

Source/Duration: WPT; 60 minutes 

 

Title: Bottoms Up: Wisconsin’s Historic Bars and Breweries 

Description: "Bottoms Up" celebrates Wisconsin history by exploring the architecture and social history of Wisconsin's bars and 
breweries. Based on the book by Architectural Historian Jim Draeger and Historian Mark Speltz. Watch 

responsibly. 
Time/Date: 5:00pm 5/11/14 

Source/Duration: 60 minutes 

 

Title: Fill ‘er Up: The Glory Days of Wisconsin Gas Stations. 

Description: WPT takes a look at vintage gas stations as icons of architecture, economics and pop culture. 

Time/Date: 2:30pm; 06/1/14 

Source/Duration: WPT; 30 minutes 
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WISCONSIN PUBLIC TELEVISION’S LOCAL ISSUES FOR PERIOD COVERED: APRIL, MAY, JUNE 2014 

 

PBS Quarterly Program Topic Report 

April 1-15, 2014 

 

 

Agriculture 

NOLA:            MLNH  010958 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/25/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

If you are an American investor, the risks of climate change should matter to you. That's the message from the Risky Business 

Project, led by former New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg, billionaire financier Tom Steyer and former Treasury Secretary 

Henry Paulson. These business and political leaders have come together to quantify the economic costs. Judy Woodruff talks to 

Paulson about the project. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010922 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/6/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In its most comprehensive report on climate change yet, the White House forecasts the likely, negative effects facing each of the 

eight regions in the U.S., from drought in the Southwest, to stronger storms in the Northeast. The administration is expected to 

cite the warnings when it lays out new regulations this summer. John Holdren, science advisor to the president, talks to Gwen 

Ifill. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010910 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/18/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In Nevada, armed militia members and states' rights protesters showed up at the site of a dispute between the Bureau of Land 

Management and a cattle farmer who has refused to pay fees for grazing his animals on public lands for two decades. Rather than 

risk violence, the BLM released cattle it had seized. Hari Sreenivasan learns more from Ben Botkin of the Las Vegas Review-

Journal. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010898 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

More than 800,000 people have been displaced in the Central African Republic in the past year, caught in the crossfire between 

warring groups. Gwen Ifill talks to Mark Yarnell of Refugees International about the multiple layers of the human rights 

emergency there, and the debate in the international community on how to respond. 

 

Community Politics, Government 

NOLA:            COSE  020129 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/19/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Lawyers David Boies and Ted Olson--friends and former adversaries in the Supreme Court case Bush vs. Gore--discuss their 

book, Redeeming the Dream, about their successful effort to overturn Proposition 8, the California ballot initiative banning same 

sex marriage. 

 

NOLA:            FRSU  000000 
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Series Title:    Freedom Summer: American Experience 

Length:          120 minutes 

Airdate:         6/24/2014 9800:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

During the summer of 1964, the nation’s eyes were riveted on Mississippi. Over 10 memorable weeks known as Freedom 

Summer, more than 700 student volunteers joined organizers and local African Americans in a historic effort to shatter the 

foundations of white supremacy in the nation’s most segregated state. Working together, they canvassed for voter registration, 

created Freedom Schools and established the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party, with the goal of challenging the 

segregationist state Democratic Party at the national convention in Atlantic City. The campaign was marked by sustained and 

deadly violence, including the notorious murders of three civil rights workers, countless beatings, the burning of 35 churches and 

the bombing of 70 homes and Freedom Houses. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010951 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/16/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Recreational marijuana is legal in Colorado and Washington state, and though it’s still illegal under federal law, more states are 

considering the move, setting the stage for a potential gold rush that could conceivably rival the repeal of prohibition. Economics 

correspondent Paul Solman talks to entrepreneurs looking to cash in on the cannabis industry. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010954 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/19/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The state of Wisconsin has the worst rankings for African American children in the country for basic factors like education, 

income, health and home stability, and that statistic has real long-term consequences. Hari Sreenivasan reports on a new effort in 

the city of Madison to bridge the extreme racial disparity — an effort that leaders hope will provide a template to communities 

across the country. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010955 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/20/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

New York City will pay $40 million to five black and Latino men who 25 years ago were wrongly convicted of raping and 

beating a woman in Central Park. Their conviction was vacated in 2002, but it took until now to close the book on the decade-

long civil rights lawsuit. Jeffrey Brown talks to Craig Steven Wilder of Massachusetts Institute of Technology for more on the 

legacy of the infamous crime. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010956 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Voters in seven states will head to the polls Tuesday for another set of primary elections. Since House Majority Leader Eric 

Cantor’s loss in Virginia’s Republican primary two weeks ago, incumbents all over the country are scrambling to secure 

victories. Judy Woodruff talks to political editor Domenico Montanaro about key races, including Mississippi and New York. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010957 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/24/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 
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A new documentary “Freedom Summer” looks back to the deeply segregated Mississippi of 1964, and the young people who 

came from around the country to lend a hand in the struggle against racism. For a look back at the moment, Gwen Ifill is joined 

by Freedom Summer coordinator Robert Moses, Freedom Summer volunteer Rita Schwerner Bender, as well as director of the 

film, Stanley Nelson. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010958 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/25/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

From Mississippi to New York to Colorado, incumbents survived a series of close races in Tuesday night’s primaries. Judy 

Woodruff talks to political editor Domenico Montanaro about how Sen. Thad Cochran pulled ahead of his tea party challenger in 

Mississippi, plus Rep. Charlie Rangel’s victory in New York. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010959 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/26/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Thursday, thousands of Ukrainians rushed to cross into Russia on the day before a week-old ceasefire expires. 

In Paris, Secretary of State John Kerry warned Russia to move quickly on restoring peace in Ukraine. Meanwhile, New York 

state’s highest court refused to reinstate New York City’s ban on selling sugary drinks larger than 16 ounces. 

 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005351 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         6/20/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

President Obama said Thursday the U.S. will provide military assets to support Iraqi security forces fighting ISIS insurgents but 

no combat troops. Plus, how will Obama's record-low approval ratings affect the midterms? And House Republicans elect new 

leaders. Joining Gwen: Peter Baker, New York Times, Nancy Youssef, Michael Crowley, TIME Magazine; Janet Hook, Wall 

Street Journal; Ed O'Keefe, Washington Post. 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005352 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         6/27/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Four significant Supreme Court decisions this week including suspects' rights & abortion clinic protests, incumbent Sen. Thad 

Cochran of Mississippi survives a strong tea-party challenge, and a first person account on the worsening situation in Iraq. 

Joining Gwen: Pete Williams, NBC News; Joan Biskupic, Reuters; Martha Raddatz, ABC News; Dan Balz, Washington Post. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010931 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/19/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Voters will be heading to the polls in six states Tuesday. NewsHour political editor Domenico Montanaro joins Gwen Ifill to 

preview the closely watched primaries that will set the stage for some of the most consequential races in November, and to 

spotlight some of the female candidates running. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010933 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/21/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 
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Tuesday’s congressional primaries in Kentucky, Georgia and Oregon gave a boost to candidates favored by the Republican 

establishment as opposed to their more conservative opponents. The results raised GOP hopes to stretch the political map to take 

back control of the Senate. Judy Woodruff get insight from Jonathan Martin of The New York Times and Dan Balz of The 

Washington Post. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010935 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and Washington Post columnist Michael Gerson join Hari Sreenivasan to discuss the week’s 

news, including primary election contests in Kentucky, Oregon and Georgia, and calls from some lawmakers for Secretary Eric 

Shinseki to step down after troubles at the Department of Veterans Affairs. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010937 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/27/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The coast of Louisiana is crumbling into the Gulf of Mexico at an alarming rate, and the regional Flood Protection Authority says 

the oil and gas industry is partly to blame. A big political fight has broken out in the state legislature over who should pay to try 

and repair the damage. Hari Sreenivasan reports. 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005346 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         5/16/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Alleged deadly waiting times for medical care at VA hospitals, passing a compromise immigration bill ahead of the midterm 

elections, the growing number of 2016 presidential hopefuls, and a look at the GOP primary in Nebraska. Joining Gwen: Martha 

Raddatz, ABC News; John Dickerson, Slate Magazine and CBS News; Molly Ball, The Atlantic; John Harwood, CNBC and The 

New York Times. 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005347 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         5/23/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The latest on alleged mismanagement of VA hospitals, the indictment of five Chinese Army officials over cyber spying, analysis 

Tuesday’s primary elections and President Lyndon Johnson's call to make America a 'Great Society' fifty years later. Joining 

Gwen: Jeff Zeleny, ABC News; Pete Williams, NBC News; Susan Davis, USA Today; Karen Tumulty, Washington Post. 

 

NOLA:            INLE  001519 

Series Title:    Independent Lens 

Episode Title:   Let the Fire Burn 

Length:          90 minutes 

Airdate:         5/12/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

On May 13, 1985, a longtime feud between the city of Philadelphia and controversial radical urban group MOVE came to a 

deadly climax. By order of local authorities, police dropped military-grade explosives onto a MOVE-occupied rowhouse. TV 

cameras captured the conflagration that quickly escalated — and resulted in the tragic deaths of 11 people (including five 

children) and the destruction of 61 homes. It was only later discovered that authorities decided to “...let the fire burn.” Using 

archival news coverage and interviews, first-time filmmaker Jason Osder brings to life one of the most tumultuous and largely 

forgotten clashes between government and citizens in modern American history. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010919 
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Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/1/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

As 2014 midterm election kicks off, there are 20 percent more positive political TV ads than during the cycle two years ago. To 

understand the slight shift away from mudslinging, Judy Woodruff talks with ad-maker and consultant John Brabender and John 

Geer of Vanderbilt University. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010920 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week’s 

news, including a mixed-bag jobs report boasting the lowest unemployment rate in five years, upcoming midterm primaries and 

critiques for President Obama’s foreign policy standing. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010921 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/5/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Primaries in North Carolina, Indiana and Ohio will kick off the 2014 midterm election season. Over the next month and a half, 25 

states will vote in primaries for Congressional and local offices. Gwen Ifill gets a preview of some of the battles from NewsHour 

political editor Domenico Montanaro. 

 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010923 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/7/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

On Tuesday, voters headed to the polls for midterm election primaries in North Carolina, Indiana and Ohio. Republican 

contenders backed by the Washington establishment, like Senate candidate Thom Tillis in North Carolina, and incumbents like 

House Speaker John Boehner, made a good showing. NewsHour political editor Domenico Montanaro joins Gwen Ifill to make 

sense of the results. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010925 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/9/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Hari Sreenivasan to discuss the week’s 

news, including the outcomes for Republicans in the first three midterm primaries, why the House GOP are pushing a Benghazi 

inquiry, the latest national assessment on climate change and NBA MVP Kevin Durant’s tribute to his mom and supporters. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010925 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/9/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Times have changed, and so has California Gov. Jerry Brown. Embarking on an unprecedented fourth term, 40 years after he first 

won office, Brown touts the values of balance, budgeting and planning in order to manage all of that change. John Myers of 

KQED interviews the veteran politician about his strategy for leading his state. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010926 
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Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/12/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The city of Los Angeles is constantly reinventing itself. But now, a project called “Survey L.A.” is digging beneath the city’s 

layers to identify, catalogue and preserve its diverse cultural history in electronic form. Jeffrey Brown reports on this effort to 

map the history of a relatively new and rapidly developing city. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010927 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/13/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

At Kirtland Air Force Base on the outskirts of Albuquerque, New Mexico, a hole in a pipeline allowed fuel containing toxic 

chemicals to ooze into the soil, undetected for more than four decades. Special correspondent Kathleen McCleery reports on the 

efforts to clean up the leak, and the serious concerns that remain about drinking water contamination. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010928 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/14/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Tuesday’s election results in Nebraska and West Virginia highlight a growing polarization between the political parties. Political 

editor Domenico Montanaro joins Judy Woodruff to provide insight and examine a Brookings Institution study showing the roots 

of political division in the United States. 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005344 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         5/2/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

New job numbers were released Friday, the latest U.S. sanctions on Russia, a new poll that finds Americans want less foreign 

engagement and a look at North Carolina's senate election. Joining Gwen: Janet Hook, Wall Street Journal; Jim Tankersley, 

Washington Post, Alexis Simendinger, Real Clear Politics and Charles Babington, Associated Press. 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005345 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         5/9/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The kidnappings of nearly 300 schoolgirls in Nigeria by Boko Haram; the White House released a new report on climate change; 

the SCOTUS ruling to uphold prayer at government meetings; and a roundup of the primaries that marked the unofficial launch 

of the midterm season. Joining Gwen: Hannah Allam, McClatchy Paper; Dan Balz, Washington Post; Coral Davenport, The New 

York Times; Pete Williams, NBC News. 

 

NOLA:            AMMS  002701 

Series Title:    American Masters 

Episode Title:   A Fierce Green Fire 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/22/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Experience the battle for a living planet in the first big-picture exploration of the environmental movement, spanning 50 years of 

grassroots and global activism. Robert Redford, Ashley Judd, Van Jones, Isabel Allende and Meryl Streep narrate. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020093 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 
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Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/30/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A conversation with Bill de Blasio, the 109th and current mayor of New York City, on the role of government and what he hopes 

to accomplish during his term. 

 

NOLA:            FRON  003210 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:   Prison State 

Length:          90 minutes 

Airdate:         4/29/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

With unprecedented access, FRONTLINE investigates the impact of mass incarceration in America, focusing on a troubled 

housing project in Louisville, Kentucky, and a statewide effort to reverse the trend. There are some 2.3 million people behind 

bars in the U.S. today, but a disproportionate number come from a few city neighborhoods, and in some places the concentration 

is so dense that states are spending millions of dollars a year to lock up residents of single blocks.  "Prison State" examines one 

community, Louisville's Beecher Terrace housing project, and follows the lives of four residents as they move in and out of 

custody, while Kentucky tries break that cycle and shrink its prison state. 

 

NOLA:            INLE  001517 

Series Title:    Independent Lens 

Episode Title:   Muscle Shoals / Waiting for a Train: The Toshio Hirano Story 

Length:          120 minutes 

Airdate:         4/21/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Located alongside the Tennessee River, Muscle Shoals, Alabama, is the unlikely breeding ground for some of America's most 

creative and defiant music. Under the spiritual influence of the "Singing River," as Native Americans called it, the music of 

Muscle Shoals has helped create some of the most important and resonant songs of all time. At its heart is Rick Hall, who 

founded FAME Studios. Overcoming crushing poverty and staggering tragedies, Hall brought black and white together in 

Alabama's cauldron of racial hostility to create music for the generations. He is responsible for creating the "Muscle Shoals 

sound" and the Swampers, the house band at FAME that eventually left to start its own successful studio, Muscle Shoals Sound. 

In this joyful film, Greg Allman, Bono, Clarence Carter, Mick Jagger, Etta James, Alicia Keys, Keith Richards, Percy Sledge and 

others bear witness to Muscle Shoals' magnetism and mystery, and why it remains influential today. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010908 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/16/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Three months ago, a storage tank leaked up to 10,000 gallons of the chemical MCHM in Charleston, W.Va., where more than 

300,000 people were exposed to one of the worst cases of drinking water contamination in U.S. history. To examine the 

regulations that have been passed in its wake, Judy Woodruff talks to Evan Osnos of The New Yorker and Ashton Marra of West 

Virginia Public Broadcasting. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010909 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

When Detroit declared bankruptcy, the pensions of city workers faced deep cuts — some as high as 34 percent. After protests, 

these cuts have been scaled back and Detroit is drawing closer to a deal on how to protect against such drastic pension reductions. 

Judy Woodruff gets the story from Christy McDonald of Detroit Public Television. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010912 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/22/2014 6:00:00 PM 
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Service:         PBS 

 

In Seattle, there is a growing push to raise the minimum wage 62 percent to $15 an hour, which the University of Washington has 

calculated as the minimum cost of living for an adult with one child. But would the benefits of the wage hike actually outweigh 

the costs? Economics correspondent Paul Solman reports. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010914 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/24/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Charter school enrollment has soared from about 300,000 a little more than a decade ago to nearly 2 million students nationwide. 

But the expansion of charter schools, whose public funding is supplemented with private donations, has created serious 

competition for limited resources and space. Special correspondent John Tulenko of Learning Matters reports on the ongoing 

battle in New York. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010918 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/30/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In Oklahoma, Clayton Lockett died of a heart attack when he was given an untested combination of drugs in what was intended 

to be a lethal injection. Judy Woodruff talks to Cary Aspinwall who has been covering the story for Tulsa World. Attorney Roy 

Englert and Deborah Denno of Fordham University School of Law discuss whether states can implement the death penalty in a 

humane fashion. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010918 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/30/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Seattle’s push to raise the minimum wage to $15 has left owners and workers in the city’s restaurant industry conflicted. Caught 

between moral pressure on the one hand, and market pressure on the other, many businesses warn that such a hike could cut 

benefits and raise prices. Economics correspondent Paul Solman reports from Seattle. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010918 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/30/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Wednesday, torrents of rain caused severe flooding in parts of the Florida panhandle and coastal Alabama. 

Some parts of Alabama saw up to 26 inches of rain in 24 hours, and powerful thunder and lightning storms overnight knocked 

out power to thousands. Also, a train carrying crude oil derailed and caught fire in in downtown Lynchburg, Virginia. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020123 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/11/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A discussion with Mark Halperin and John Heilemann on House majority leader Eric Cantor's stunning loss to a Tea Party 

candidate in a primary election in Virginia's seventh congressional district. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010941 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 
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Voters in eight states will be heading to the polls Tuesday. In Mississippi, a Republican incumbent is being challenged by an 

outspoken conservative radio talk show host, while in Iowa, a little-known state senator has picked up steam with an ad about 

cutting spending in Washington. For a closer look at the upcoming round of midterm primaries, Gwen Ifill turns to political 

editor Domenico Montanaro. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010942 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/3/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

A new proposal by the EPA to cut carbon emissions may not take full effect for several years, but the political effects kicked in 

immediately. In states like West Virginia and Kentucky, where nearly all of the electricity is generated by coal, Democrats were 

quick to denounce the plan. Susan Page of USA Today and Reid Wilson of The Washington Post join Gwen Ifill to examine the 

backlash. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010943 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/4/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Wednesday, the Taliban released a video showing the handover of Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl. Meanwhile, Defense 

Secretary Chuck Hagel defended Bergdahl against accusations that he deserted in 2009. Also, San Francisco’s famous cable cars 

were idle this morning as the city’s transit workers pushed their “sickout” into a third day. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010943 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/4/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Primary elections took place in eight states last night. In Mississippi, a tea party challenger and six-term Senate stalwart head to a 

primary runoff. In Iowa, Republican frontrunner Joni Ernst won the majority vote against four competitors. For a closer look at 

the results, Judy Woodruff talks to political editor Domenico Montanaro. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010944 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/5/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In September, New Orleans will be the country’s first all-charter school district. The evolution was accelerated after Hurricane 

Katrina, when state officials and others seized the opportunity to overhaul the city’s troubled schools. Special education 

correspondent John Merrow and Sarah Carr, author of "Hope Against Hope," join Jeffrey Brown to discuss the transition and its 

national implications. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010946 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/9/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Just a few years ago, the push to create a set of K-12 educational standards enjoyed bipartisan support. Governors across the 

country got behind the Common Core, including Louisiana's Republican Gov. Bobby Jindal, whose state ranks near the bottom 

for high school achievement. Louisiana Public Broadcasting’s Shauna Sanford reports on a growing battle in that state over the 

standards. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010947 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 
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Airdate:         6/10/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

A California judge ruled that the state’s tenure protections for public school teachers are unconstitutional. Students who sued the 

state argued that the tenure policies denied their right to a quality education. Gwen Ifill gets reaction from Joshua Pechthalt, 

president of the California Federation of Teachers, and Russlynn Ali, former assistant secretary to the Department of Education. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010947 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/10/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Battles over whether to expand Medicaid under the federal health care law are still being waged. In Virginia, Republicans 

prevented Gov. Terry McAuliffe from opting the state into the expansion. Meanwhile, Republican governors in a handful of 

states are considering participation, but with added restrictions and requirements. Judy Woodruff learns more from Julie Rovner 

of Kaiser Health News. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010948 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/11/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Rep. Eric Cantor, R-Va., announced his decision to step down from his leadership post less than 24 hours after he became the 

first House majority leader to be defeated in a primary. Cantor was ousted by David Brat, a virtually unknown college professor 

who had never before run for office. Gwen Ifill talks to Ed O'Keefe of The Washington Post about Cantor’s fall. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010948 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/11/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The defeat of House Majority Leader Eric Cantor by David Brat shakes the stability of a more fragile GOP establishment. Gwen 

Ifill is joined by former Rep. Tom Davis, R-Va., Adam Brandon of FreedomWorks and Ed O'Keefe of The Washington Post to 

discuss Brat’s victory, as well as immigration and other issues that may be undermining the platform of moderate Republicans. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010949 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/12/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Thursday, the U.S. launched drone strikes overnight in Pakistan after a nearly six-month lull. Thirteen 

suspected insurgents were killed in two separate strikes, according to Pakistani intelligence officials. Also, the contest for House 

majority leader was whittled down to GOP Whip Kevin McCarthy of California and Rep. Pete Sessions of Texas. 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005349 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         6/6/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The controversial prisoner swap that freed Sergeant Bowe Bergdahl in exchange for five Taliban commanders, and two high-

profile GOP Senate primaries, Iowa and Mississippi, where six-term incumbent Thad Cochran is now facing a runoff election 

with tea party challenger Chris McDaniel. Joining Gwen: Molly Ball, The Atlantic; Ed O'Keefe, The Washington Post; David 

Sanger, The New York Times 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020082 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 
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Airdate:         4/15/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A discussion about the first anniversary of the Boston Marathon bombings with Mike Barnicle and Joel Steinhaus. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010897 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/1/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Around the country, 30 governors are proposing the expansion of preschool programs in their states. But what makes a pre-K 

program sufficiently educational? And how will the U.S. pay for these programs? Special correspondent John Tulenko of 

Learning Matters examines the debate over the value and the cost. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010904 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/10/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The Justice Department released a scathing report on its findings of a pattern of “unjustified force” by the Albuquerque Police 

Department in New Mexico. The report offers details on 23 fatal shootings since 2010, including the March shooting of James 

Boyd, a 38-year-old homeless man with a history of mental illness. Jeffrey Brown talks to Gene Grant of KNME, who has been 

covering this story. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010905 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/11/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Oklahoma is the latest state to move toward repealing the Common Core national education standards. Once a source of 

bipartisan support, the standards now face criticism from the left and right. Jeffrey Brown gets two views on the potential repeal 

from Oklahoma state representatives, Republican Jason Nelson and Democrat Emily Virgin. 

 

 

Culture 

NOLA:            COSE  020085 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/18/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A conversation with David Brooks of The New York Times on eulogies and the search for meaning, the turmoil in Russia and the 

Ukraine, and his advice for President Obama during the remainder of his term. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010917 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/29/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In the aftermath of Egypt's 2011 revolution and resulting political turmoil, the nation's treasured antiquities have been 

increasingly under threat of looting, vandalism and violence. In our series Culture at Risk, Jeffrey Brown examines the 

emergency facing Egypt’s rich archaeological heritage and one scholar’s efforts to publicize the problem. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020081 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/14/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 
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Arianna Huffington of the Huffington Post discusses her book Thrive: The Third Metric to Redefining Success and Creating a 

Life of Well-Being, Wisdom, and Wonder. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010904 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/10/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

There are 200 million children worldwide who do not attend school. A new U.N. initiative led by former British Prime Minister 

Gordon Brown aims to get 57 million more children into school by the end of 2015. Judy Woodruff interviews Brown, now a 

U.N. special envoy for Global Education, about overcoming ingrained social practices around the globe and mobilizing the 

children themselves. 

 

NOLA:            SJSS  000103 

Series Title:    Story of the Jews with Simon Schama; The 

Episode Title:   A Leap of Faith 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/1/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Simon Schama explores the bright, hopeful moment when Enlightenment thinkers and revolutionary armies brought ghetto walls 

crashing down — allowing Jews to weave their wisdom, creativity and energies into the very fabric of modern life in Europe. 

One of the most of fruitful branches of this Jewish renaissance was in music, and the stellar careers of Giacomo Meyerbeer and 

Felix Mendelssohn established the enduring tradition for Jewish musical prodigies. However, the remarkably successful 

integration of Jewish talent into the mainstream of European culture and commerce stirred up the ghosts of ancient prejudice, 

decked out in the new clothes of romantic nationalism and the pseudo-science of anti-Semitism. The road to the hell of the 

Holocaust was paved by the diatribes of Richard Wagner, while the trial of Alfred Dreyfus led Theodor Herzl to conclude that 

without a homeland of their own, Jews would never be free of the millennia-old persecution. 

 

NOLA:            SJSS  000104 

Series Title:    Story of the Jews with Simon Schama; The 

Episode Title:   Over the Rainbow 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/1/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Simon Schama plunges viewers into the lost world of the shtetl, the Jewish towns and villages sewn across the hinterlands of 

Eastern Europe, which became the seedbed of a uniquely Jewish culture. Shtetl culture would make its mark on the modern 

world, from the revolutionary politics of the Soviet Union to the mass culture of Tin Pan Alley and Hollywood. It was also the 

birthplaces of Hasidism, the most visible, iconic and, arguably, most misunderstood expression of Jewish faith and fervor. This 

episode travels from the forests of Lithuania, where Schama’s own family logged wood and fought wolves, to the boulevards of 

Odessa, where shtetl kids argued the merits of revolutionary socialism over Zionism. From the Ukrainian city of Uman, where 

today thousands of the Hasidim chant and sing over the tomb of the wonder-working Rabbi Nachman, to the streets of 

Manhattan’s lower east side, where the sons of shtetl immigrants wrote the American songbook. The program returns, with grim 

inevitability, to Eastern Europe in 1940, where the genocidal mechanisms of the “final solution” were beginning to grind the 

shtetl world into dust and ash. 

 

NOLA:            SJSS  000105 

Series Title:    Story of the Jews with Simon Schama; The 

Episode Title:   Return 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/1/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Simon Schama examines how the Holocaust and the creation of Israel have fundamentally changed what it means to be Jewish. 

Mixing personal recollection with epic history, Schama tells the story of the remarkable personalities and unprecedented events 

that turned the Zionist dream of creating a modern state of Israel into reality — and the consequences for the world. With 

contributions from writer David Grossman, photographer Micha Bar-Am, kibbutz founder Freddie Kahan, West Bank settler Zvi 

Cooper and Palestinian villager Yacoub Odeh, the film explores the tension between the high ideals and dire necessities that led 

to the creation of a Jewish homeland and the realities of conflict, dispossession and occupation that have followed in its wake. 
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Economy 

NOLA:            COSE  020136 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/30/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

This program featured an hour-long conversation with Mexican president Enrique Pena Nieto on his efforts to promote economic 

and social reforms within his country. The wide-ranging discussion also touched on education, telecommunications, the state oil 

monopoly; the political and trade relationship between Mexico and the U.S.; the problem of U.S. guns crossing the border; his 

efforts to curb drug cartels; immigration issues; and the massive influx of Central American child refugees. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010951 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/16/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Recreational marijuana is legal in Colorado and Washington state, and though it’s still illegal under federal law, more states are 

considering the move, setting the stage for a potential gold rush that could conceivably rival the repeal of prohibition. Economics 

correspondent Paul Solman talks to entrepreneurs looking to cash in on the cannabis industry. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010953 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/18/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Facing partisan gridlock, President Obama has bypassed Congress by using executive actions on issues like equal pay, student 

loans and carbon pollution. But each order faces backlash that the president has overstepped his power. Jeffrey Brown gets 

debate from Jonathan Turley of The George Washington University and Michael Waldman of the Brennan Center for Justice. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010954 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/19/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

A class-action lawsuit by former UCLA basketball player Ed O'Bannon contends that the NCAA should permit former and 

current college basketball and football players to profit from the use of their names, images, or likenesses in media like video 

games or TV broadcasts. Judy Woodruff talks to Michael McCann of the University of New Hampshire School of Law for a 

closer look at the arguments. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010954 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/19/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The state of Wisconsin has the worst rankings for African American children in the country for basic factors like education, 

income, health and home stability, and that statistic has real long-term consequences. Hari Sreenivasan reports on a new effort in 

the city of Madison to bridge the extreme racial disparity — an effort that leaders hope will provide a template to communities 

across the country. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010956 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 
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Year Up, a career development program for urban young adults, starts with a six-month crash course in job skills like accounting 

and the value of self-presentation, followed by a paid internship designed as entree to a secure, well-paying job. Economics 

correspondent Paul Solman revisits the program to see how trainees have fared during the recession. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010956 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The rise in U.S. college tuition is unsustainable. That’s the argument of a new television documentary, “Ivory Tower,” which 

tackles growing worries and critique over college costs and student debt. Jeffrey Brown talks to filmmaker Andrew Rossi about 

the origins of rising costs and financial competition among institutions, plus ideas about how to turn around the trend. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010958 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/25/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Hillary Clinton, the former secretary of state, senator and first lady, joins Gwen Ifill for an extended conversation on international 

concerns like the crisis in Iraq and upheaval in Ukraine, as well as the state of economic recovery in the United States, why 

Democrats should be embracing health care reform and the reason she's waiting to decide whether she'll run for president in 

2016. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010958 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/25/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

If you are an American investor, the risks of climate change should matter to you. That's the message from the Risky Business 

Project, led by former New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg, billionaire financier Tom Steyer and former Treasury Secretary 

Henry Paulson. These business and political leaders have come together to quantify the economic costs. Judy Woodruff talks to 

Paulson about the project. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010959 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/26/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Both Iraq's government army and fighters from ISIL have claimed to have the upper hand in a week-long battle for Iraq's biggest 

oil refinery. The clashes have stopped oil production at the Beiji complex, but amid the chaos, the price of crude exports has risen 

by only $2.35 a barrel. Gwen Ifill talks to Gianna Bern of Brookshire Advisory and Research and Greg Priddy of the Eurasia 

Group. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010960 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/27/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Ukraine’s President Petro Poroshenko traveled to Brussels to sign the trade agreement that sparked the crisis in Ukraine late last 

year. His Kremlin-backed predecessor had balked at further integrating with Europe, and move away from Russia. In 

Washington, a State Department spokesperson applauded the Ukraine deal, and hinted at further sanctions should Russia 

retaliate. Jeffrey Brown reports. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010960 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/27/2014 6:00:00 PM 
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Service:         PBS 

 

In a move that angered Moscow, Ukraine’s new leader signed a trade deal to bring his country closer to Europe. Jeffrey Brown 

talks to Matthew Rojansky of the Wilson Center and Nikolas Gvosdev of the U.S. Naval War College about the challenges of 

implementing the deal, as well as the dilemma now facing Russian interests in seeking to stave off further western sanctions. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010960 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/27/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and Ramesh Ponnuru of National Review join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week’s top 

news, including how incumbents held their ground against the tea party in last Tuesday’s primaries, Rep. John Boehner’s threat 

to sue President Obama for abusing presidential powers, as well as accusations swirling around missing IRS emails. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010930 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/16/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Sixty years after Brown v. Board of Education, the question of how far we’ve come in eliminating segregated education is not a 

simple one. Gwen Ifill leads a discussion with Cheryl Brown Henderson of the Brown Foundation for Educational Equity, 

Excellence and Research, Sheryll Cashin of Georgetown University, Catherine Lhamon of the Department of Education and Ron 

Brownstein of Atlantic Media. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010931 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/19/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Monday, banking giant Credit Suisse admitted to helping wealthy Americans dodge taxes as part of a federal 

plea deal. The bank will pay $2.8 billion in penalties. Also, the Balkans suffered the worst flooding in more than a century. At 

least 35 people died and thousands were forced to evacuate. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010931 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/19/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Sen. Elizabeth Warren joins Judy Woodruff to discuss her new memoir, “A Fighting Chance,” in which she criticizes the big 

banks and Washington politicians for weakening America’s middle class. Warren advocates for a hike in the minimum wage to 

ensure today’s middle class gets the same opportunities her family had, and discusses reform for banking and student loans. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010934 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/22/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Washington state has the highest minimum wage in the nation at $9.32. Can the state’s low-wage workers meet their basic needs 

without assistance? Economics correspondent Paul Solman explores the quality of life for a baggage handler at the Seattle-

Tacoma Airport and an employee of McDonald's. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010934 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/22/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 
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Timothy Geithner, key architect of the government’s response the financial crisis, joins Gwen Ifill to discuss his new book, 

"Stress Test: Reflections on Financial Crises." As the former treasury secretary, Geithner offers perspective on the government’s 

response to the crisis, what response Americans deserved and how close the country came to another Great Depression. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010934 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/22/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

China and Russia struck a $400 billion gas deal amid mounting tension between the United States and both countries. Jeffrey 

Brown talks to Geoff Dyer of Financial Times and Julia Nanay of IHS about why China and Russia chose this moment to reach 

an agreement and its potential geopolitical sway on the U.S. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010935 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Mental health funding has suffered cuts and negligence in recent decades, leaving hundreds of thousands of Americans on the 

streets, behind bars, in homeless shelters, or simply isolated and miserable. With their new series “The Cost of Not Caring,” USA 

Today hopes to incite compassion for the mentally ill by telling their stories. Judy Woodruff talks to Liz Szabo of USA Today. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010936 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/26/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

From Great Britain to Greece, anti-European Union political fervor surged in European Parliamentary elections over economic, 

globalization and immigration concerns. Jeffrey Brown discusses the rise of these anti-establishment groups and their potential 

impact with Antoine Ripoll of the European Parliament Liaison Office and Charles Kupchan of the Council on Foreign Relations. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020094 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/1/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

An hour with Egypt's foreign minister Nabil Fahmy on his trip to the U.S. to improve the relationship between the two countries, 

the state of American foreign aid, the unseating of former president Mohamed Morsi, the need for sustained economic growth, 

and other issues. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020101 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/12/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Former Treasury secretary Timothy Geithner discusses his book, Stress Test: Reflection on Financial Crisis, which reflects on his 

experiences managing the Obama administration response to the economic crisis. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020103 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/14/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Evan Osnos of the New Yorker on his book Age of Ambition: Chasing Fortune, Truth and Faith in the New China. 
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NOLA:            MLNH  010919 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/1/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Since 1973, the rate of incarceration in the United States has quadrupled, with more than 2 million people now behind bars. 

Jeffrey Brown talks to Jeremy Travis of the John Jay College of Criminal Justice about a new report that examines the causes and 

consequences of this explosion and recommends ways to cut down the figures. 

 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010920 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week’s 

news, including a mixed-bag jobs report boasting the lowest unemployment rate in five years, upcoming midterm primaries and 

critiques for President Obama’s foreign policy standing. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010920 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The jobs report released Friday finds that employers added 288,000 jobs in April and the unemployment rate fell to 6.3 percent. 

However, the dip in unemployment was driven by a sharp decline — more than 800,000 — in the number of people who worked 

or searched for work last month. Economics correspondent Paul Solman reports on the dwindling labor force. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010920 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

President Obama and Germany’s Chancellor Merkel met at the White House, where Mr. Obama said they are united in their 

resolve to impose increasing costs on Russia for its actions in Ukraine. Earlier, Russian President Putin declared last month’s 

Geneva agreement dead. Jeffrey Brown gets two views on the strategy from former State Department officials Richard Burt and 

David Kramer. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010921 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/5/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In an era when parents are working outside the home, many struggle to figure out their proper role in their children’s lives. 

Competition among families and the concept of making sure kids are always happy may also be adding to the stresses of modern 

parenthood. Judy Woodruff talks to Jennifer Senior, author of “All Joy No Fun,” about the evolving pressure to raise perfectly 

well-rounded children. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010922 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/6/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

A Chinese e-commerce giant called Alibaba filed an initial public offering that many experts say could rank among the largest 

ever. The company operates multiple businesses, including some akin to Amazon or eBay. Judy Woodruff talks to Paul Sweeney 

of Bloomberg Industries about the risks and reactions to Alibaba hitting the U.S. financial markets. 
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NOLA:            MLNH  010923 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/7/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

A small team of U.S. specialists will head to Nigeria to help efforts in locating more than 270 girls who were kidnapped from a 

boarding school -- a provocative attack that has drawn international outrage. To examine expectations for U.S. assistance, Jeffrey 

Brown talks to Jon Temin of the United States Institute of Peace and Heather Murdock of The Christian Science Monitor. 

 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010924 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/8/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In most of the country, child care is the most expensive part of the family budget. Infant care now costs more than state college 

tuition in many places. But while it might demand a luxury price, offering important advantages to kids, it’s an imperative for 

working parents. Economics correspondent Paul Solman reports on how the strain of paying for care cuts across class and income 

lines. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010924 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/8/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Job placement and income have traditionally been key yardsticks for assessing the value of a college education. But a Gallup-

Purdue survey of more than 30,000 graduates in all 50 states focuses on whether graduates have had a good life in terms of well-

being, satisfaction and career engagement. Judy Woodruff talks to Mitch Daniels, president of Purdue University, a partner in the 

study. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010925 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/9/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Times have changed, and so has California Gov. Jerry Brown. Embarking on an unprecedented fourth term, 40 years after he first 

won office, Brown touts the values of balance, budgeting and planning in order to manage all of that change. John Myers of 

KQED interviews the veteran politician about his strategy for leading his state. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010926 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/12/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

On a recent U.S. press tour for his bestselling book "Capital," French economist Thomas Piketty spoke to standing-room-only 

crowds about his examination of growing, global economic inequality. Economics correspondent Paul Solman interviews Piketty 

for his take on why inequality of wealth has reverted to a lofty level last seen in 19th century Europe. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010927 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/13/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 
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In "Capital," French economist Thomas Piketty explores how wealth and the income derived from it magnifies the problems of 

inequality. Gwen Ifill gets debate on his data and conclusions from Heather Boushey of Washington Center for Equitable Growth 

and Kevin Hassett of American Enterprise Institute. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010928 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/14/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Retirement communities with ties to universities are a growing trend. Catering to the college-educated baby-boomer generation, 

nearly 100 schools have revived relationships with former students and others who live in nearby senior communities. Special 

correspondent Spencer Michels talks to residents of one such community in Florida. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010928 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/14/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Former President Bill Clinton sat down with Gwen Ifill in Washington to discuss growing inequality, how Democrats should talk 

about the Affordable Care Act, the controversy around the Benghazi attack, Putin’s motives in Ukraine and Hillary Clinton’s 

potential presidential candidacy for 2016. Their conversation was hosted as part of a fiscal summit run by the Peterson 

Foundation. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020087 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/22/2014 12:00:00 AM  

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A conversation with Ken and Ben Lerer of venture capitalist fund Lerer Ventures, which has invested in 185 startups companies. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020093 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/30/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A conversation with Bill de Blasio, the 109th and current mayor of New York City, on the role of government and what he hopes 

to accomplish during his term. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010909 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

When Detroit declared bankruptcy, the pensions of city workers faced deep cuts — some as high as 34 percent. After protests, 

these cuts have been scaled back and Detroit is drawing closer to a deal on how to protect against such drastic pension reductions. 

Judy Woodruff gets the story from Christy McDonald of Detroit Public Television. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010909 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In SeaTac, Wash., home of the Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, citizens voted last year to raise the minimum wage to $15 

an hour. However, a court decision — now being appealed — has excluded the 5,000 or so workers on airport property from 

receiving the increased benefits. Economics correspondent Paul Solman reports. 
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NOLA:            MLNH  010912 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/22/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In Seattle, there is a growing push to raise the minimum wage 62 percent to $15 an hour, which the University of Washington has 

calculated as the minimum cost of living for an adult with one child. But would the benefits of the wage hike actually outweigh 

the costs? Economics correspondent Paul Solman reports. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010913 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

President Obama made Tokyo his first stop on tour of Japan, South Korea, Malaysia and the Philippines. The trip is the latest step 

in a stated policy shift toward Asia and away from a decade of war in Iraq and Afghanistan. Gwen Ifill reports. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010914 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/24/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

During a visit to Japan, President Obama observed traditions and technological innovations, while negotiators worked behind the 

scenes on a proposed trade pact. While the president vowed protection for Japan, the allies remain divided on a few key issues. 

Judy Woodruff talks to Mike Mochizuki of The George Washington University and Sheila Smith of the Council on Foreign 

Relations. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010915 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/25/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In Slaviansk, a Ukrainian city where pro-Russian separatists hold sway, a military helicopter exploded and gunmen seized a bus 

carrying international mediators. Meanwhile, government forces began a full blockade of the city and Russian forces conducted 

maneuvers near the border. Judy Woodruff reports on the verbal battles between Russia and the U.S. about the ongoing turmoil in 

Ukraine. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010915 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/25/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week’s 

news, including the Supreme Court upholding the right of Michigan citizens to say you can't use race as a criteria for college 

admission, a new expansive gun rights law in Georgia and an update on four Senate races in the South. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010915 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/25/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

As evidence that Russia is already hurting from the initial round of sanctions, the ratings agency Standard & Poor’s has 

downgraded Russia’s credit rating for the first time in five years--to just one notch above junk status. Cliff Kupchan of Eurasia 

Group joins Judy Woodruff for a closer look at how Russia’s economy has been affected since the Ukraine crisis began. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010916 
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Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/28/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Gross domestic product, the total dollar value of goods and services sold in the U.S., has become fundamental to American 

economic policy. But there are other essential assets, qualities and conditions that GDP can't measure, like the health of the 

environment or society. Economics correspondent Paul Solman looks at another way of measuring progress that takes more of 

these variables into account. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010916 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/28/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The Obama administration has announced additional sanctions on Russian officials and key companies with close ties to 

President Putin to persuade Moscow to diffuse tensions in Ukraine. Deputy National Security Advisor Tony Blinken joins Gwen 

Ifill to discuss the strategy behind these new sanctions, their potential to hurt U.S. companies and the prospect of further 

sanctions still in reserve. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010916 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/28/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Tensions in Eastern Ukraine boiled over into more violent conflict as pro-Russian protesters in the city of Donetsk attacked a 

march supporting the Ukrainian government. The violence came after the Obama administration attempted to ratchet up the 

pressure on Moscow by imposing sanctions on key Putin allies. Lindsey Hilsum of Independent Television News reports from 

Donetsk. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010918 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/30/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Little progress on a broad Pacific trade agreement and challenging dynamics in Ukraine and the Mideast peace process has 

prompted new criticism for President Obama’s foreign policy. Gwen Ifill gets reaction from Nicholas Burns of Harvard 

University, Trudy Rubin of The Philadelphia Inquirer and retired Col. Andrew Bacevich from Boston University. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010918 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/30/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Seattle’s push to raise the minimum wage to $15 has left owners and workers in the city’s restaurant industry conflicted. Caught 

between moral pressure on the one hand, and market pressure on the other, many businesses warn that such a hike could cut 

benefits and raise prices. Economics correspondent Paul Solman reports from Seattle. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020117 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/3/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A conversation with Lloyd Blankfein, CEO of Goldman Sachs, and Michael Bloomberg on the importance of small businesses to 

the economy. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020124 
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Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/12/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

An hour-long conversation with Thomas Piketty, economist and author of Capital in the Twenty-First Century, on his popular 

and controversial theories about the negative impact of unrestrained capitalism on economic equality. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010941 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The Obama administration laid out an ambitious new plan to cut down on carbon pollution and combat climate change while 

offering some flexibility to states. EPA administrator Gina McCarthy joins Gwen Ifill to discuss the new rules and why she says 

they are good for the health of the economy, as well as criticism from both the energy industry and environmentalists. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010941 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

For an opposing perspective on the EPA’s new rules on cutting carbon emissions, Gwen Ifill talks to Jeff Holmstead of the 

Electric Reliability Coordinating Council, a leading voice for many of the power companies opposed to the proposal. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010943 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/4/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The BMW factory in Spartanburg, South Carolina, is luring workers with a program that offers part-time work, an all-expenses 

paid associates degree and near guarantee of a job and future education down the road. Economics correspondent Paul Solman 

reports on how such apprenticeships, modeled after European programs, may boost employment and help tailor curricula to 

employers’ needs. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010944 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/5/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The chair of the Securities and Exchange Commission laid out new rules to regulate high-frequency trading. Critics have argued 

that high-speed, computer trading gives a small group of traders an enormous advantage over the general public. Judy Woodruff 

talks to Bloomberg News reporter Keri Geiger for a closer look at the potential changes. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010945 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/6/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The online revolution has disrupted the traditional bookselling business over time. From the publishing industry’s annual trade 

show, Jeffrey Brown reports on how authors and publishers are adapting to new platforms, small startups are pushing their titles 

and independent bookstores have learned to survive. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010945 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/6/2014 6:00:00 PM 
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Service:         PBS 

 

American employment now exceeds pre-recession levels, but most of the jobs created have lower wages. That's according to 

May’s government labor data, which shows that despite gains of 200,000 jobs, the unemployment rate hasn't budged. Economics 

correspondent Paul Solman talks to MIT labor economist Paul Osterman for his take on the numbers. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010946 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/9/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The average person graduating from college in 2013 borrowed nearly $30,000 in student debt. To help Americans overburdened 

by their loans, President Obama signed a new executive order that expands on a 2010 law that capped federal loan repayments at 

10 percent of borrowers' monthly income. Gwen Ifill talks to Richard Vedder of Ohio University and Deanne Loonin of the 

National Consumer Law Center. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010948 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/11/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

For many Brazilians, the excitement of hosting the World Cup has been greatly diminished since the day that FIFA awarded the 

event to the soccer-loving country. As transit workers and others have protested, some argue that the $15 billion spent to host the 

celebration has diverted spending from health care, education and other public resources. Jeffrey Brown reports on the pushback 

in Brazil. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010948 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/11/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Hopes for Brazil’s burgeoning economy were high when the World Cup was awarded to the country in 2007. But now many 

Brazilians accuse the World Cup celebrations of draining $15 billion of Brazil’s resources into the international economy. Jeffrey 

Brown gets insight from sports writer Dave Zirin and Paulo Sotero of the Brazil Institute at the Woodrow Wilson International 

Center for Scholars. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010948 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/11/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The defeat of House Majority Leader Eric Cantor by David Brat shakes the stability of a more fragile GOP establishment. Gwen 

Ifill is joined by former Rep. Tom Davis, R-Va., Adam Brandon of FreedomWorks and Ed O'Keefe of The Washington Post to 

discuss Brat’s victory, as well as immigration and other issues that may be undermining the platform of moderate Republicans. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010949 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/12/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Income inequality has been rising over the past three decades, in the United States most of all, but also in the United Kingdom, 

Canada and France, according to new findings by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. Judy Woodruff 

talks to Angel Gurria, secretary-general of the OECD, about how inequality depresses economic growth. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010950 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 
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Airdate:         6/13/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The number of American fathers staying home with their children reached 2.2 million in 2010 -- an all-time high. For a closer 

look at why more fathers are acting as primary caregivers, Hari Sreenivasan talks to Kim Parker of the Pew Research Center and 

Scott Coltrane of the University of Oregon. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020072 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/1/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Michael Lewis discusses his latest book, Flash Boys: A Wall Street Revolt, in which he claims that the American stock market is 

rigged by a combination of stock exchanges, Wall Street banks, and high-frequency traders. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020079 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/10/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A conversation about the global economy with Christine Lagarde, managing director of the International Monetary Fund. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020080 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/11/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A conversation with Robert Greifeld, CEO of Nasdaq OMX, the world-renowned stock exchange. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020081 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/14/2014 12:00:00 AM  

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Rafael Correa, President of the Republic of Ecuador. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010898 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The International Monetary Fund’s Managing Director Christine Lagarde speaks to Judy Woodruff about the importance of 

financial and structural reforms in Ukraine, measuring the effects of sanctions on Russia, combating a sluggish global economy 

and encouraging women to access the job market. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010899 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/3/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In 1978, all eyes were on then-President Jimmy Carter when he brought bitter enemies together at a secluded presidential retreat. 

Now the drama of their 13-day summit has been translated to a new stage play. Judy Woodruff talks to the producer and Pulitzer 

Prize-winning playwright behind "Camp David." Margaret Warner explores how the play resonates with peace efforts today. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010900 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
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Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/4/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Much of the stock market trading that occurs today is done with computer servers, completing hundreds of millions of orders in a 

system known as high-frequency trading. Author Michael Lewis has made this practice the subject of his latest book, “Flash 

Boys: A Wall Street Revolt.” He joins Judy Woodruff for a discussion about Wall Street trading and reform. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010900 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/4/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The Labor Department’s reported boost of 192,000 jobs in March marks a milestone in the economic recovery: all of the private 

sector jobs lost in the recession have been regained. Economics correspondent Paul Solman offers a closer analysis of the 

numbers and Hari Sreenivasan takes an in-depth look at the problem of long-term unemployment with Ofer Sharone of the MIT 

Sloan School of Management. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010901 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/7/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In Switzerland, an idea to guarantee every citizen a yearly income of 30,000 Swiss francs, regardless of other wealth or 

employment, has gained enough supporters to trigger a referendum. Economics correspondent Paul Solman reports that the idea 

is gaining some traction across party lines in the United States, too, but views differ on if and how a guaranteed basic income 

would work. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010902 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/8/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

President Obama issued two executive orders aimed at income disparity based on gender on what the White House proclaimed 

Equal Pay Day. But Republicans charged the president and Democrats were playing politics rather than improving policy. Judy 

Woodruff gets two views from Ariane Hegewisch of the Institute for Women's Policy Research and Genevieve Wood of the 

Heritage Foundation. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010905 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/11/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Thursday marked the single worst day for the Nasdaq since 2011. The once high-flying biotech and Internet shares tumbled, 

pulling the index below 4000 for the first time since Feb. 3. Hari Sreenivasan talks to Hugh Johnson of Hugh Johnson Advisors 

about what's behind investors' jitters and why tech and biotech tend to be more volatile than other stocks. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010907 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/15/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The latest U.N. report on climate change suggests ways to potentially ward off the worst impacts of rising emissions. But these 

scenarios come with real costs, and have faced political opposition as well as reluctance from the American public. Judy 

Woodruff learns more from Robert Stavins of the Harvard Kennedy School of Government and Maura Cowley of the Energy 

Action Coalition. 
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NOLA:            MLNH  010907 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/15/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Forty-seven million Americans rely on government assistance to feed their families each month. Washington Post reporter Eli 

Saslow set out to trace this lifeline in a series of stories that transcend the typical Washington debate. Gwen Ifill talks to Saslow, 

whose series won him the 2014 Pulitzer Prize in Explanatory Reporting. 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005341 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         4/11/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The resignation of Health and Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius. What challenges will her successor inherit? Also, 

the 50th anniversary and legacy of the Civil Rights Act, the politics of income inequality, and the prospective candidacies and 

political dynasties of Hillary Clinton and Jeb Bush. Joining Gwen: Alexis Simendinger, Real Clear Politics; Amy Walter, Cook 

Political Report; Michael Duffy; TIME Magazine; Alex Wayne, Bloomberg News. 

 

 

Education 

NOLA:            COSE  020130 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/20/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A conversation with Sebastian Thrun, co-founder and CEO of the online education company Udacity, which has just announced a 

new "nanodegree" program in cooperation with AT&T. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020130 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/20/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A discussion about high school basketball with Tom Konchalski and Howard Garfinkel. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020136 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/30/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

This program featured an hour-long conversation with Mexican president Enrique Pena Nieto on his efforts to promote economic 

and social reforms within his country. The wide-ranging discussion also touched on education, telecommunications, the state oil 

monopoly; the political and trade relationship between Mexico and the U.S.; the problem of U.S. guns crossing the border; his 

efforts to curb drug cartels; immigration issues; and the massive influx of Central American child refugees. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010951 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/16/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Jason Moran, one of today's best-known younger jazz musicians, is a true believer that his art form can transport and transform 

an audience. Now the artistic director for jazz at the Kennedy Center in Washington, the musician has a public platform to share 

his passion. Chief arts correspondent Jeffrey Brown interviews Moran about his work to bring the jazz experience to more 

people. 
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NOLA:            MLNH  010952 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Finishing high school can be an uphill battle; for homeless students, it can be like facing a mountain of challenges. The Los 

Angeles County Unified School District’s Homeless Education Program is designed to provide assistance to students who don’t 

have a place to live. David Nazar of PBS SoCal reports on efforts to help LA’s homeless youth reach graduation. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010953 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/18/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Facing partisan gridlock, President Obama has bypassed Congress by using executive actions on issues like equal pay, student 

loans and carbon pollution. But each order faces backlash that the president has overstepped his power. Jeffrey Brown gets 

debate from Jonathan Turley of The George Washington University and Michael Waldman of the Brennan Center for Justice. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010954 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/19/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

A class-action lawsuit by former UCLA basketball player Ed O'Bannon contends that the NCAA should permit former and 

current college basketball and football players to profit from the use of their names, images, or likenesses in media like video 

games or TV broadcasts. Judy Woodruff talks to Michael McCann of the University of New Hampshire School of Law for a 

closer look at the arguments. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010954 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/19/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The state of Wisconsin has the worst rankings for African American children in the country for basic factors like education, 

income, health and home stability, and that statistic has real long-term consequences. Hari Sreenivasan reports on a new effort in 

the city of Madison to bridge the extreme racial disparity — an effort that leaders hope will provide a template to communities 

across the country. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010956 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The rise in U.S. college tuition is unsustainable. That’s the argument of a new television documentary, “Ivory Tower,” which 

tackles growing worries and critique over college costs and student debt. Jeffrey Brown talks to filmmaker Andrew Rossi about 

the origins of rising costs and financial competition among institutions, plus ideas about how to turn around the trend. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010956 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Year Up, a career development program for urban young adults, starts with a six-month crash course in job skills like accounting 

and the value of self-presentation, followed by a paid internship designed as entree to a secure, well-paying job. Economics 

correspondent Paul Solman revisits the program to see how trainees have fared during the recession. 
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NOLA:            MLNH  010957 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/24/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

A new study by the American Academy of Pediatrics shows that reading daily to young children, starting in infancy, can help 

with language acquisition and literacy skills. But, the report says, many children are missing out. Jeffrey Brown takes a closer 

look at the consequences and opportunities to improve with lead author of the study, Dr. Pamela High of the American Academy 

of Pediatrics. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020113 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/28/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

George Saunders discusses the book version of his 2013 convocation address at Syracuse University Congratulations, By the 

Way: Some Thoughts on Kindness. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010930 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/16/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Sixty years after Brown v. Board of Education, the question of how far we’ve come in eliminating segregated education is not a 

simple one. Gwen Ifill leads a discussion with Cheryl Brown Henderson of the Brown Foundation for Educational Equity, 

Excellence and Research, Sheryll Cashin of Georgetown University, Catherine Lhamon of the Department of Education and Ron 

Brownstein of Atlantic Media. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010930 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/16/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Sixty years after Brown v. Board of Education, the question of how far we’ve come in eliminating segregated education is not a 

simple one. Gwen Ifill leads a discussion with Cheryl Brown Henderson of the Brown Foundation for Educational Equity, 

Excellence and Research, Sheryll Cashin of Georgetown University, Catherine Lhamon of the Department of Education and Ron 

Brownstein of Atlantic Media. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010931 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/19/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Sen. Elizabeth Warren joins Judy Woodruff to discuss her new memoir, “A Fighting Chance,” in which she criticizes the big 

banks and Washington politicians for weakening America’s middle class. Warren advocates for a hike in the minimum wage to 

ensure today’s middle class gets the same opportunities her family had, and discusses reform for banking and student loans. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010932 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/20/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Master of Fine Arts students at Antioch University in Los Angeles are required to do community service to enhance the “writing 

life” of others. As part of our series Where Poetry Lives, poet laureate Natasha Trethewey joins Jeffrey Brown to visit current 

and former Antioch students and discuss the link between making poetry broadly available and honing one’s individual craft. 
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NOLA:            MLNH  010933 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/21/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The National Dance Institute of New Mexico aims to instill in young people the lessons of success through lessons in dance: hard 

work, perseverance and health. This year, NDI taught nearly 8,000 students — a majority from low-income families — across the 

state, and academic performance has improved across the board. Special correspondent Kathleen McCleery reports. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010937 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/27/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Pre-fab classroom buildings, or "portables," are supposed to provide a temporary, affordable solution to overcrowded schools. 

But many are kept in use well beyond their intended expiration dates, accumulating additional costs and sometimes causing 

difficulties. Special correspondent Katie Campbell of KCTS Seattle reports on how one Washington state school district is 

tackling this challenge. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010939 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/29/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The 2010 Healthy Hunger-Free Kids Act required schools to use more wholesome ingredients and set fat, sugar and sodium 

limits. But Republican lawmakers have proposed a one-year waiver, arguing that students won't eat the new offerings or that 

schools can't afford them. Judy Woodruff gets debate from Mark Bishop of the Healthy Schools Campaign and John Dickl of the 

School Nutrition Association. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010920 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The jobs report released Friday finds that employers added 288,000 jobs in April and the unemployment rate fell to 6.3 percent. 

However, the dip in unemployment was driven by a sharp decline — more than 800,000 — in the number of people who worked 

or searched for work last month. Economics correspondent Paul Solman reports on the dwindling labor force. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010920 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In the West African nation of Senegal, at least 50,000 talibes — young boys studying the Koran — beg for food and money to 

pay their master. Some of these boys left home so young they don’t know where they came from, and suffer brutal punishment 

when they fail to make their quota. Kira Kay of the Bureau for International Reporting visits some organizations that are trying to 

help. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010922 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/6/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Starting in the 1970s, and under the recent implementation of the Common Core, a former pillar of elementary education has 

been largely forgotten. But there’s a feeling that learning cursive still has value, even in the age of typing and texting. The 
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NewsHour's April Brown reports from North Carolina, one of a handful of states that's moved to make learning the formal, 

curlicue letters mandatory. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010923 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/7/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Increasingly, boys appear to be falling behind girls academically. Test statistics, grades and college degrees are part of the story, 

but experts are also concerned about the messages young men get about masculinity. Gwen Ifill talks with Michael Thompson, 

author of "Raising Cain," Ever Forward Club founder Ashanti Branch and Christina Hoff Sommers, author of "The War Against 

Boys." 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010924 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/8/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In most of the country, child care is the most expensive part of the family budget. Infant care now costs more than state college 

tuition in many places. But while it might demand a luxury price, offering important advantages to kids, it’s an imperative for 

working parents. Economics correspondent Paul Solman reports on how the strain of paying for care cuts across class and income 

lines. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010924 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/8/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Job placement and income have traditionally been key yardsticks for assessing the value of a college education. But a Gallup-

Purdue survey of more than 30,000 graduates in all 50 states focuses on whether graduates have had a good life in terms of well-

being, satisfaction and career engagement. Judy Woodruff talks to Mitch Daniels, president of Purdue University, a partner in the 

study. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010928 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/14/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Retirement communities with ties to universities are a growing trend. Catering to the college-educated baby-boomer generation, 

nearly 100 schools have revived relationships with former students and others who live in nearby senior communities. Special 

correspondent Spencer Michels talks to residents of one such community in Florida. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020083 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/16/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A conversation with Rick Levin, the former president of Yale University and CEO of Coursera, a for-profit educational 

technology company offering massive open online courses, or "MOOCS." 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020083 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/16/2014 12:00:00 AM  

Service:         PBS-PLUS 
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Katty Kay and Claire Shipman discuss their book, The Confidence Code, an analysis of the source and meaning of confidence 

and their conviction that there is a "confidence gap" between women and men. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020085 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/18/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A conversation with David Brooks of The New York Times on eulogies and the search for meaning, the turmoil in Russia and the 

Ukraine, and his advice for President Obama during the remainder of his term. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020090 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/25/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A conversation with John Calipari, head basketball Coach at the University of Kentucky. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020093 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/30/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A conversation with Bill de Blasio, the 109th and current mayor of New York City, on the role of government and what he hopes 

to accomplish during his term. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010912 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/22/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Dealing a blow to proponents of affirmative action, the Supreme Court ruled 6-2 in favor of a Michigan ballot initiative that 

banned public colleges from using race as a factor in admissions. For analysis on the court’s reasoning, Gwen Ifill talks to Marcia 

Coyle of The National Law Journal. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010913 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The Supreme Court upheld a ban on affirmative action in Michigan; at least seven other states have enacted similar laws. A New 

York Times study looking at five states found that African-American and Latino enrollment fell immediately at flagship schools. 

Gwen Ifill gets views from Dennis Parker of the American Civil Liberties Union and Roger Clegg of the Center for Equal 

Opportunity. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010914 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/24/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Charter school enrollment has soared from about 300,000 a little more than a decade ago to nearly 2 million students nationwide. 

But the expansion of charter schools, whose public funding is supplemented with private donations, has created serious 

competition for limited resources and space. Special correspondent John Tulenko of Learning Matters reports on the ongoing 

battle in New York. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010915 
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Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/25/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week’s 

news, including the Supreme Court upholding the right of Michigan citizens to say you can't use race as a criteria for college 

admission, a new expansive gun rights law in Georgia and an update on four Senate races in the South. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010916 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/28/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The graduation rates for American high schools have reached 80 percent, according to a report based on statistics from the 

Department of Education. Jeffrey Brown discusses the milestone and the work that lies ahead with John Bridgeland of Civic 

Enterprises, an author of the report. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010917 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/29/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The Obama administration ramped up pressure to confront sexual assault within American colleges amid mounting nationwide 

effort to hold colleges and universities accountable. Amherst College president Carolyn "Biddy" Martin, Andrea Pino of End 

Rape on Campus and Alison Kiss of the Clery Center for Security on Campus join Judy Woodruff to evaluate the recent progress, 

and what more needs to be done. 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005343 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         4/25/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Obama's four-nation tour of Asia, Israel's decision to suspend Mid-East peace talks, the SCOTUS decision to uphold Michigan’s 

affirmative action ban at public universities, the Justice Dept.'s effort to make select prisoners eligible for presidential clemency 

grants. Joining Gwen: Indira Lakshmanan, Bloomberg News; Doyle McManus, Los Angeles Times; Carrie Johnson, NPR; Joan 

Biskupic, Reuters. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020117 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/3/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A conversation with Frank Waldman and Mark Maurer of Spritz, a Boston startup offering speed-reading technology. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010943 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/4/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The BMW factory in Spartanburg, South Carolina, is luring workers with a program that offers part-time work, an all-expenses 

paid associates degree and near guarantee of a job and future education down the road. Economics correspondent Paul Solman 

reports on how such apprenticeships, modeled after European programs, may boost employment and help tailor curricula to 

employers’ needs. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010944 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
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Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/5/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In September, New Orleans will be the country’s first all-charter school district. The evolution was accelerated after Hurricane 

Katrina, when state officials and others seized the opportunity to overhaul the city’s troubled schools. Special education 

correspondent John Merrow and Sarah Carr, author of "Hope Against Hope," join Jeffrey Brown to discuss the transition and its 

national implications. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010946 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/9/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Just a few years ago, the push to create a set of K-12 educational standards enjoyed bipartisan support. Governors across the 

country got behind the Common Core, including Louisiana's Republican Gov. Bobby Jindal, whose state ranks near the bottom 

for high school achievement. Louisiana Public Broadcasting’s Shauna Sanford reports on a growing battle in that state over the 

standards. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010946 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/9/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The average person graduating from college in 2013 borrowed nearly $30,000 in student debt. To help Americans overburdened 

by their loans, President Obama signed a new executive order that expands on a 2010 law that capped federal loan repayments at 

10 percent of borrowers' monthly income. Gwen Ifill talks to Richard Vedder of Ohio University and Deanne Loonin of the 

National Consumer Law Center. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010947 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/10/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

High atop Central Virginia's Shenandoah Mountains, students are continuing work begun 75 years ago when the National Park 

was originally established. A pilot project from the National Trust for Historic Preservation is bringing a new generation of 

young civilian workers into the hands-on trade of preserving America’s landmarks. Jeffrey Brown reports. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010947 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/10/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

A California judge ruled that the state’s tenure protections for public school teachers are unconstitutional. Students who sued the 

state argued that the tenure policies denied their right to a quality education. Gwen Ifill gets reaction from Joshua Pechthalt, 

president of the California Federation of Teachers, and Russlynn Ali, former assistant secretary to the Department of Education. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010948 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/11/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

For many Brazilians, the excitement of hosting the World Cup has been greatly diminished since the day that FIFA awarded the 

event to the soccer-loving country. As transit workers and others have protested, some argue that the $15 billion spent to host the 

celebration has diverted spending from health care, education and other public resources. Jeffrey Brown reports on the pushback 

in Brazil. 
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NOLA:            MLNH  010948 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/11/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In Chicago, an after-school art center has been transformed into a full-time public school that serves students who come from 

some of the highest crime areas in the city. Partnering with community schools to identify kids on the wrong track, its founder 

has put faith in the idea that offering access to the arts would be an invitation to learn every day. Hari Sreenivasan reports. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010948 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/11/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Wednesday, a group of Sunni militants broadened their control in Iraq by capturing the city of Tikrit, only 80 

miles north of Baghdad. The al-Qaida linked group took over Mosul, Iraq’s second largest city, a day earlier. Also, a bill 

designed to help people refinance their student loans stalled in the Senate. Republicans said the legislation was too expensive. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010949 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/12/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Income inequality has been rising over the past three decades, in the United States most of all, but also in the United Kingdom, 

Canada and France, according to new findings by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. Judy Woodruff 

talks to Angel Gurria, secretary-general of the OECD, about how inequality depresses economic growth. 

 

NOLA:            ADRE  000000 

Series Title:    Address; The 

Length:          90 minutes 

Airdate:         4/15/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Ken Burns tells the story of a tiny school in Putney, Vermont, the Greenwood School, where each year the students are 

encouraged to memorize, practice and recite the Gettysburg Address. In its exploration of Greenwood, whose students, boys ages 

11-17, all face a range of complex learning differences, the film also unlocks the history, context and importance of President 

Lincoln’s most powerful address. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020076 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/7/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Scott Burns and Steven Soderbergh discuss their new play, The Library, following a 16-year-old girl in the aftermath of a deadly 

high school shooting. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020081 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/14/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Rafael Correa, President of the Republic of Ecuador. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010897 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/1/2014 6:00:00 PM 
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Service:         PBS 

 

Around the country, 30 governors are proposing the expansion of preschool programs in their states. But what makes a pre-K 

program sufficiently educational? And how will the U.S. pay for these programs? Special correspondent John Tulenko of 

Learning Matters examines the debate over the value and the cost. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010898 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

During Michael Santos’ 26 years in federal prisons, he read books on history and law, earned undergraduate and master’s degrees 

and wrote seven books about the criminal justice system. Now, just six months after his release, Santos is imploring prisoners to 

follow his lead, and speaking out against the U.S. correctional system. Jeffrey Brown has the story. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010899 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/3/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

It’s the time of year when students around the country are receiving college acceptance letters. Now comes the number 

crunching: how will they pay? Hari Sreenivasan talks to Claudio Sanchez of NPR and Roberta Johnson of Iowa State University 

about calculating the costs and navigating the financial aid options. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010902 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/8/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Players and fans celebrated the March Madness victory by the University of Connecticut, but the game against the University of 

Kentucky also highlighted one of the major debates facing NCAA basketball. Jeffrey Brown gets perspectives from Patrick 

Harker, president of the University of Delaware, and Kevin Blackistone of the University of Maryland about student players and 

the amateurship model. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010902 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/8/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

President Obama issued two executive orders aimed at income disparity based on gender on what the White House proclaimed 

Equal Pay Day. But Republicans charged the president and Democrats were playing politics rather than improving policy. Judy 

Woodruff gets two views from Ariane Hegewisch of the Institute for Women's Policy Research and Genevieve Wood of the 

Heritage Foundation. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010903 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/9/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Wednesday, a teenager allegedly stabbed and slashed 19 students and a security guard at Franklin Regional 

High School in Murrysville, Pa. Police haven’t released the 16-year-old’s identity, but said he was armed with two knives. Also, 

President Obama and the first lady, Michelle, participated in a memorial service at Fort Hood to honor three soldiers killed in a 

mass shooting. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010904 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 
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Airdate:         4/10/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

President Lyndon Johnson signed the Civil Rights Act into law 50 years ago. Gwen Ifill examines its legacy and unfinished 

business with President Johnson’s daughter, Lynda Johnson Robb, Shirley Franklin, the former mayor of Atlanta, Ranjana 

Natarajan of the University of Texas School of Law, and former House Republican aide Robert Kimball. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010904 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/10/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

There are 200 million children worldwide who do not attend school. A new U.N. initiative led by former British Prime Minister 

Gordon Brown aims to get 57 million more children into school by the end of 2015. Judy Woodruff interviews Brown, now a 

U.N. special envoy for Global Education, about overcoming ingrained social practices around the globe and mobilizing the 

children themselves. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010904 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/10/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

At Pathways in Technology Early College High School in Brooklyn, N.Y., students are expected to attend for six years, earning 

both a high school diploma and a two-year Associate’s degree. P-TECH and other schools based on the same model aim to give 

students from low-income families a head start on college with free, career-oriented coursework. Hari Sreenivasan tells the story. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010905 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/11/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Oklahoma is the latest state to move toward repealing the Common Core national education standards. Once a source of 

bipartisan support, the standards now face criticism from the left and right. Jeffrey Brown gets two views on the potential repeal 

from Oklahoma state representatives, Republican Jason Nelson and Democrat Emily Virgin. 

 

Employment 

NOLA:            MLNH  010953 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/18/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Facing partisan gridlock, President Obama has bypassed Congress by using executive actions on issues like equal pay, student 

loans and carbon pollution. But each order faces backlash that the president has overstepped his power. Jeffrey Brown gets 

debate from Jonathan Turley of The George Washington University and Michael Waldman of the Brennan Center for Justice. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010954 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/19/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The state of Wisconsin has the worst rankings for African American children in the country for basic factors like education, 

income, health and home stability, and that statistic has real long-term consequences. Hari Sreenivasan reports on a new effort in 

the city of Madison to bridge the extreme racial disparity — an effort that leaders hope will provide a template to communities 

across the country. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010954 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
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Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/19/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

A class-action lawsuit by former UCLA basketball player Ed O'Bannon contends that the NCAA should permit former and 

current college basketball and football players to profit from the use of their names, images, or likenesses in media like video 

games or TV broadcasts. Judy Woodruff talks to Michael McCann of the University of New Hampshire School of Law for a 

closer look at the arguments. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010956 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Year Up, a career development program for urban young adults, starts with a six-month crash course in job skills like accounting 

and the value of self-presentation, followed by a paid internship designed as entree to a secure, well-paying job. Economics 

correspondent Paul Solman revisits the program to see how trainees have fared during the recession. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010961 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/30/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Court limits how public unions can make nonmembers pay fees: The Supreme Court delivered a setback to organized labor with 

a 5-4 decision on whether public sector home-health workers have to pay union dues. Marcia Coyle of The National Law Journal 

analyzes the arguments and implications with Judy Woodruff. 

 

NOLA:            CBAC  000101 

Series Title:    Coming Back with Wes Moore 

Episode Title:   Coming Back 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/13/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In episode one, host Wes Moore explores the questions surrounding the difficulty with the process of coming back from war. He 

meets Chris Phelan who was able to successfully translate his experience in the military to a career as a police officer. He is also 

raising his two-year-old daughter River by himself, while his wife, Star Lopez, serves as a lawyer at the Afghan Embassy 

preparing to return home herself. When Andy Clark returned from war, he and his wife were faced with their son's diagnosis with 

autism and the costs of his care. Feeling financial pressure, Andy decides to accept a position as a military contractor that 

requires him to be in Afghanistan for months at a time. Letrice Titus works as a counselor in the Canandaigua VA Hospital where 

all the calls to the VA Veterans Crisis Line are routed. And Brad Farnsley is at a Warrior Transition Unit, a system established by 

the Army in 2007 to assist with the transitioning of soldiers they deem medically or psychologically unready for either duty or 

discharge. Anxious to return to his family for good, Brad is stuck by the complicated bureaucracy and his discharge date remains 

a mystery. 

 

NOLA:            CBAC  000102 

Series Title:    Coming Back with Wes Moore 

Episode Title:   Fitting In 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/20/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In episode two, host Wes Moore reflects on the idea of fitting in when you and the home you are returning to is fundamentally 

changed by war. Wes follows up with Andy Clark as he prepares to return to Afghanistan as a military contractor and Brad 

Farnsley as he struggles to accept his situation at the Warrior Transition Unit. He also meets Bobby Henline, whose body was 

more than 40 percent burned when his Humvee was hit by an IED and has since found himself on stage as a stand-up comedian. 

But he still struggles with PTSD, which is making it difficult to cope with his tumultuous family life and straining his relationship 

with his wife. Taylor Urruela lost his right leg to an IED two days before he was set to leave and now has a prosthetic limb. He 

now attends the University of Tampa to study Sports Management, while at the same time plans to try out for their baseball team. 

Earl Johnson is determined to use the skills he learned in the military to remake his neighborhood - Baltimore's infamous Oliver. 
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Working with Operation Oliver, he cleans up trash, boards up abandoned homes, and works as a conduit between the police and 

drug dealers. But his zealous drive is putting a tremendous strain on his relationship with his wife, Zina. And his past military 

service also comes into question, revealing a series of secrets that even his wife is unaware of. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020105 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/16/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A discussion about the replacement of New York Times executive editor Jill Abramson with Dylan Byers, Rebecca Traistter and 

Ann Marie Lipinski. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020105 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/16/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A conversation with The New Yorker's Ken Auletta on the sudden and controversial replacement of New York Times executive 

editor Jill Abramson. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010931 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/19/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Sen. Elizabeth Warren joins Judy Woodruff to discuss her new memoir, “A Fighting Chance,” in which she criticizes the big 

banks and Washington politicians for weakening America’s middle class. Warren advocates for a hike in the minimum wage to 

ensure today’s middle class gets the same opportunities her family had, and discusses reform for banking and student loans. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010934 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/22/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Timothy Geithner, key architect of the government’s response the financial crisis, joins Gwen Ifill to discuss his new book, 

"Stress Test: Reflections on Financial Crises." As the former treasury secretary, Geithner offers perspective on the government’s 

response to the crisis, what response Americans deserved and how close the country came to another Great Depression. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010934 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/22/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Washington state has the highest minimum wage in the nation at $9.32. Can the state’s low-wage workers meet their basic needs 

without assistance? Economics correspondent Paul Solman explores the quality of life for a baggage handler at the Seattle-

Tacoma Airport and an employee of McDonald's. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010938 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/28/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In a new internal report released exclusively to the NewsHour, Google reveals that women and minorities have been largely left 

behind in their tech workforce. The disclosure comes amid increasing pressure for Silicon Valley companies to disclose their 

records on diversity. Gwen Ifill talks to Google’s Laszlo Bock, Vivek Wadhwa of Stanford University and Telle Whitney of the 

Anita Borg Institute. 
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NOLA:            CBAC  000101 

Series Title:    Coming Back with Wes Moore 

Episode Title:   Coming Back 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/13/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In episode one, host Wes Moore explores the questions surrounding the difficulty with the process of coming back from war. He 

meets Chris Phelan who was able to successfully translate his experience in the military to a career as a police officer. He is also 

raising his two-year-old daughter River by himself, while his wife, Star Lopez, serves as a lawyer at the Afghan Embassy 

preparing to return home herself. When Andy Clark returned from war, he and his wife were faced with their son's diagnosis with 

autism and the costs of his care. Feeling financial pressure, Andy decides to accept a position as a military contractor that 

requires him to be in Afghanistan for months at a time. Letrice Titus works as a counselor in the Canandaigua VA Hospital where 

all the calls to the VA Veterans Crisis Line are routed. And Brad Farnsley is at a Warrior Transition Unit, a system established by 

the Army in 2007 to assist with the transitioning of soldiers they deem medically or psychologically unready for either duty or 

discharge. Anxious to return to his family for good, Brad is stuck by the complicated bureaucracy and his discharge date remains 

a mystery. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010920 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week’s 

news, including a mixed-bag jobs report boasting the lowest unemployment rate in five years, upcoming midterm primaries and 

critiques for President Obama’s foreign policy standing. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010920 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The jobs report released Friday finds that employers added 288,000 jobs in April and the unemployment rate fell to 6.3 percent. 

However, the dip in unemployment was driven by a sharp decline — more than 800,000 — in the number of people who worked 

or searched for work last month. Economics correspondent Paul Solman reports on the dwindling labor force. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010921 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/5/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In an era when parents are working outside the home, many struggle to figure out their proper role in their children’s lives. 

Competition among families and the concept of making sure kids are always happy may also be adding to the stresses of modern 

parenthood. Judy Woodruff talks to Jennifer Senior, author of “All Joy No Fun,” about the evolving pressure to raise perfectly 

well-rounded children. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010923 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/7/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Wednesday, Thailand’s constitutional court ordered Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra to leave office. The 

court ruled that she had abused her power by transferring a top official to another position purely for political benefit. Also, 

Federal Reserve chair Janet Yellen said that the economy is rebounding after an exceptionally long and severe winter. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010924 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
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Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/8/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In most of the country, child care is the most expensive part of the family budget. Infant care now costs more than state college 

tuition in many places. But while it might demand a luxury price, offering important advantages to kids, it’s an imperative for 

working parents. Economics correspondent Paul Solman reports on how the strain of paying for care cuts across class and income 

lines. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010924 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/8/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Job placement and income have traditionally been key yardsticks for assessing the value of a college education. But a Gallup-

Purdue survey of more than 30,000 graduates in all 50 states focuses on whether graduates have had a good life in terms of well-

being, satisfaction and career engagement. Judy Woodruff talks to Mitch Daniels, president of Purdue University, a partner in the 

study. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010925 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/9/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Times have changed, and so has California Gov. Jerry Brown. Embarking on an unprecedented fourth term, 40 years after he first 

won office, Brown touts the values of balance, budgeting and planning in order to manage all of that change. John Myers of 

KQED interviews the veteran politician about his strategy for leading his state. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010928 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/14/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Former President Bill Clinton sat down with Gwen Ifill in Washington to discuss growing inequality, how Democrats should talk 

about the Affordable Care Act, the controversy around the Benghazi attack, Putin’s motives in Ukraine and Hillary Clinton’s 

potential presidential candidacy for 2016. Their conversation was hosted as part of a fiscal summit run by the Peterson 

Foundation. 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005344 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         5/2/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

New job numbers were released Friday, the latest U.S. sanctions on Russia, a new poll that finds Americans want less foreign 

engagement and a look at North Carolina's senate election. Joining Gwen: Janet Hook, Wall Street Journal; Jim Tankersley, 

Washington Post, Alexis Simendinger, Real Clear Politics and Charles Babington, Associated Press. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020083 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/16/2014 12:00:00 AM  

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Katty Kay and Claire Shipman discuss their book, The Confidence Code, an analysis of the source and meaning of confidence 

and their conviction that there is a "confidence gap" between women and men. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020093 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 
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Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/30/2014 12:00:00 AM  

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A conversation with Bill de Blasio, the 109th and current mayor of New York City, on the role of government and what he hopes 

to accomplish during his term. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010909 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In SeaTac, Wash., home of the Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, citizens voted last year to raise the minimum wage to $15 

an hour. However, a court decision — now being appealed — has excluded the 5,000 or so workers on airport property from 

receiving the increased benefits. Economics correspondent Paul Solman reports. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010909 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

When Detroit declared bankruptcy, the pensions of city workers faced deep cuts — some as high as 34 percent. After protests, 

these cuts have been scaled back and Detroit is drawing closer to a deal on how to protect against such drastic pension reductions. 

Judy Woodruff gets the story from Christy McDonald of Detroit Public Television. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010912 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/22/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In Seattle, there is a growing push to raise the minimum wage 62 percent to $15 an hour, which the University of Washington has 

calculated as the minimum cost of living for an adult with one child. But would the benefits of the wage hike actually outweigh 

the costs? Economics correspondent Paul Solman reports. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010918 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/30/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Seattle’s push to raise the minimum wage to $15 has left owners and workers in the city’s restaurant industry conflicted. Caught 

between moral pressure on the one hand, and market pressure on the other, many businesses warn that such a hike could cut 

benefits and raise prices. Economics correspondent Paul Solman reports from Seattle. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010942 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/3/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

A new proposal by the EPA to cut carbon emissions may not take full effect for several years, but the political effects kicked in 

immediately. In states like West Virginia and Kentucky, where nearly all of the electricity is generated by coal, Democrats were 

quick to denounce the plan. Susan Page of USA Today and Reid Wilson of The Washington Post join Gwen Ifill to examine the 

backlash. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010943 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/4/2014 6:00:00 PM 
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Service:         PBS 

 

The BMW factory in Spartanburg, South Carolina, is luring workers with a program that offers part-time work, an all-expenses 

paid associates degree and near guarantee of a job and future education down the road. Economics correspondent Paul Solman 

reports on how such apprenticeships, modeled after European programs, may boost employment and help tailor curricula to 

employers’ needs. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010943 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/4/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Wednesday, the Taliban released a video showing the handover of Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl. Meanwhile, Defense 

Secretary Chuck Hagel defended Bergdahl against accusations that he deserted in 2009. Also, San Francisco’s famous cable cars 

were idle this morning as the city’s transit workers pushed their “sickout” into a third day. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010945 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/6/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

American employment now exceeds pre-recession levels, but most of the jobs created have lower wages. That's according to 

May’s government labor data, which shows that despite gains of 200,000 jobs, the unemployment rate hasn't budged. Economics 

correspondent Paul Solman talks to MIT labor economist Paul Osterman for his take on the numbers. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010946 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/9/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Just a few years ago, the push to create a set of K-12 educational standards enjoyed bipartisan support. Governors across the 

country got behind the Common Core, including Louisiana's Republican Gov. Bobby Jindal, whose state ranks near the bottom 

for high school achievement. Louisiana Public Broadcasting’s Shauna Sanford reports on a growing battle in that state over the 

standards. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010946 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/9/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The average person graduating from college in 2013 borrowed nearly $30,000 in student debt. To help Americans overburdened 

by their loans, President Obama signed a new executive order that expands on a 2010 law that capped federal loan repayments at 

10 percent of borrowers' monthly income. Gwen Ifill talks to Richard Vedder of Ohio University and Deanne Loonin of the 

National Consumer Law Center. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010947 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/10/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

High atop Central Virginia's Shenandoah Mountains, students are continuing work begun 75 years ago when the National Park 

was originally established. A pilot project from the National Trust for Historic Preservation is bringing a new generation of 

young civilian workers into the hands-on trade of preserving America’s landmarks. Jeffrey Brown reports. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010947 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 
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Airdate:         6/10/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

A California judge ruled that the state’s tenure protections for public school teachers are unconstitutional. Students who sued the 

state argued that the tenure policies denied their right to a quality education. Gwen Ifill gets reaction from Joshua Pechthalt, 

president of the California Federation of Teachers, and Russlynn Ali, former assistant secretary to the Department of Education. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010948 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/11/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

For many Brazilians, the excitement of hosting the World Cup has been greatly diminished since the day that FIFA awarded the 

event to the soccer-loving country. As transit workers and others have protested, some argue that the $15 billion spent to host the 

celebration has diverted spending from health care, education and other public resources. Jeffrey Brown reports on the pushback 

in Brazil. 

 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010949 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/12/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Income inequality has been rising over the past three decades, in the United States most of all, but also in the United Kingdom, 

Canada and France, according to new findings by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. Judy Woodruff 

talks to Angel Gurria, secretary-general of the OECD, about how inequality depresses economic growth. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010950 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/13/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The number of American fathers staying home with their children reached 2.2 million in 2010 -- an all-time high. For a closer 

look at why more fathers are acting as primary caregivers, Hari Sreenivasan talks to Kim Parker of the Pew Research Center and 

Scott Coltrane of the University of Oregon. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020081 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/14/2014 11:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Rafael Correa, President of the Republic of Ecuador. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010898 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The International Monetary Fund’s Managing Director Christine Lagarde speaks to Judy Woodruff about the importance of 

financial and structural reforms in Ukraine, measuring the effects of sanctions on Russia, combating a sluggish global economy 

and encouraging women to access the job market. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010900 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/4/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 
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The Labor Department’s reported boost of 192,000 jobs in March marks a milestone in the economic recovery: all of the private 

sector jobs lost in the recession have been regained. Economics correspondent Paul Solman offers a closer analysis of the 

numbers and Hari Sreenivasan takes an in-depth look at the problem of long-term unemployment with Ofer Sharone of the MIT 

Sloan School of Management. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010901 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/7/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In Switzerland, an idea to guarantee every citizen a yearly income of 30,000 Swiss francs, regardless of other wealth or 

employment, has gained enough supporters to trigger a referendum. Economics correspondent Paul Solman reports that the idea 

is gaining some traction across party lines in the United States, too, but views differ on if and how a guaranteed basic income 

would work. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010902 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/8/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

President Obama issued two executive orders aimed at income disparity based on gender on what the White House proclaimed 

Equal Pay Day. But Republicans charged the president and Democrats were playing politics rather than improving policy. Judy 

Woodruff gets two views from Ariane Hegewisch of the Institute for Women's Policy Research and Genevieve Wood of the 

Heritage Foundation. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010902 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/8/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Players and fans celebrated the March Madness victory by the University of Connecticut, but the game against the University of 

Kentucky also highlighted one of the major debates facing NCAA basketball. Jeffrey Brown gets perspectives from Patrick 

Harker, president of the University of Delaware, and Kevin Blackistone of the University of Maryland about student players and 

the amateurship model. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010903 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/9/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Almost a year has passed since a Bangladeshi factory collapsed, killing more than 1,100 garment workers. What has been done in 

that country and by the international garment industry to make the factories there safer? And how have the victims and their 

families been compensated? Special correspondent Fred de Sam Lazaro returns to Bangladesh to find out. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010904 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/10/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

At Pathways in Technology Early College High School in Brooklyn, N.Y., students are expected to attend for six years, earning 

both a high school diploma and a two-year Associate’s degree. P-TECH and other schools based on the same model aim to give 

students from low-income families a head start on college with free, career-oriented coursework. Hari Sreenivasan tells the story. 

 

Energy 

NOLA:            COSE  020103 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 
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Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/14/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A conversation with Environmental Defense Fund president Fred Krupp, who recently turned his focus to the controversial 

practice of shale fracking. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010922 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/6/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In its most comprehensive report on climate change yet, the White House forecasts the likely, negative effects facing each of the 

eight regions in the U.S., from drought in the Southwest, to stronger storms in the Northeast. The administration is expected to 

cite the warnings when it lays out new regulations this summer. John Holdren, science advisor to the president, talks to Gwen 

Ifill. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010925 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/9/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Times have changed, and so has California Gov. Jerry Brown. Embarking on an unprecedented fourth term, 40 years after he first 

won office, Brown touts the values of balance, budgeting and planning in order to manage all of that change. John Myers of 

KQED interviews the veteran politician about his strategy for leading his state. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010925 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/9/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Hari Sreenivasan to discuss the week’s 

news, including the outcomes for Republicans in the first three midterm primaries, why the House GOP are pushing a Benghazi 

inquiry, the latest national assessment on climate change and NBA MVP Kevin Durant’s tribute to his mom and supporters. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010927 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/13/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

At Kirtland Air Force Base on the outskirts of Albuquerque, New Mexico, a hole in a pipeline allowed fuel containing toxic 

chemicals to ooze into the soil, undetected for more than four decades. Special correspondent Kathleen McCleery reports on the 

efforts to clean up the leak, and the serious concerns that remain about drinking water contamination. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010928 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/14/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Judy Woodruff talks to Kenneth Lieberthal of the Brookings Institution and Gordon Chang, a Forbes.com columnist, about the 

historical rupture and motives underlying a dispute over a Chinese oil rig placed in waters claimed by Vietnam. 

 

NOLA:            INLE  001319 

Series Title:    Independent Lens 

Episode Title:   Revenge of the Electric Car 

Length:          90 minutes 

Airdate:         4/28/2014 9:00:00 PM 
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Service:         PBS 

 

Director Chris Paine takes his film crew behind the closed doors of Nissan, GM and the Silicon Valley start-up Tesla Motors to 

chronicle the story of the global resurgence of electric cars. Without using a single drop of foreign oil, this new generation of car 

is America’s future: fast, furious and cleaner than ever. “Revenge” follows the race among major car-makers to be the first, the 

best, and to win the hearts and minds of the public around the world. It’s not just the next generation of green cars that’s on the 

line. It’s the future of the automobile itself. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010908 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/16/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Three months ago, a storage tank leaked up to 10,000 gallons of the chemical MCHM in Charleston, W.Va., where more than 

300,000 people were exposed to one of the worst cases of drinking water contamination in U.S. history. To examine the 

regulations that have been passed in its wake, Judy Woodruff talks to Evan Osnos of The New Yorker and Ashton Marra of West 

Virginia Public Broadcasting. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010910 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/18/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week’s 

news, including the Keystone pipeline decision delay, a conflict in Nevada over private use of public land, Putin’s motives in the 

ongoing Ukraine crisis and the ramifications of awarding the Pulitzer Prize to reporting based on the Edward Snowden leaks. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010910 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/18/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Friday, the State Department extended the federal review of the controversial plan to add on to the Keystone oil 

pipeline, citing a Nebraska legal fight for the delay. Environmental groups welcomed the news, but House Speaker John Boehner 

called it “shameful.” Also, an avalanche on Mount Everest killed at least 12 Sherpa guides. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010913 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The amount of oil being moved around the United States by rail has quadrupled since 2005. A string of explosive train 

derailments in the U.S. and Canada have prompted the National Transportation Safety Board to work with other agencies on 

improving the safety of the rail shipments. Judy Woodruff talks to Deborah Hersman, chair of the National Transportation Safety 

Board. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010916 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/28/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Tensions in Eastern Ukraine boiled over into more violent conflict as pro-Russian protesters in the city of Donetsk attacked a 

march supporting the Ukrainian government. The violence came after the Obama administration attempted to ratchet up the 

pressure on Moscow by imposing sanctions on key Putin allies. Lindsey Hilsum of Independent Television News reports from 

Donetsk. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010918 
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Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/30/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Wednesday, torrents of rain caused severe flooding in parts of the Florida panhandle and coastal Alabama. 

Some parts of Alabama saw up to 26 inches of rain in 24 hours, and powerful thunder and lightning storms overnight knocked 

out power to thousands. Also, a train carrying crude oil derailed and caught fire in in downtown Lynchburg, Virginia. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020122 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/10/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

An hour with Lloyd Blankfein, chairman and CEO of Goldman Sachs, who discussed a wide variety of economic issues as well 

as the Goldman-hosted North American Energy Summit in New York City, which looks at the balance between environmental 

responsibility and the shale revolution. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010941 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

For an opposing perspective on the EPA’s new rules on cutting carbon emissions, Gwen Ifill talks to Jeff Holmstead of the 

Electric Reliability Coordinating Council, a leading voice for many of the power companies opposed to the proposal. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010941 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The Obama administration laid out an ambitious new plan to cut down on carbon pollution and combat climate change while 

offering some flexibility to states. EPA administrator Gina McCarthy joins Gwen Ifill to discuss the new rules and why she says 

they are good for the health of the economy, as well as criticism from both the energy industry and environmentalists. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010942 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/3/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

A new proposal by the EPA to cut carbon emissions may not take full effect for several years, but the political effects kicked in 

immediately. In states like West Virginia and Kentucky, where nearly all of the electricity is generated by coal, Democrats were 

quick to denounce the plan. Susan Page of USA Today and Reid Wilson of The Washington Post join Gwen Ifill to examine the 

backlash. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010898 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The International Monetary Fund’s Managing Director Christine Lagarde speaks to Judy Woodruff about the importance of 

financial and structural reforms in Ukraine, measuring the effects of sanctions on Russia, combating a sluggish global economy 

and encouraging women to access the job market. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010907 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 
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Airdate:         4/15/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The latest U.N. report on climate change suggests ways to potentially ward off the worst impacts of rising emissions. But these 

scenarios come with real costs, and have faced political opposition as well as reluctance from the American public. Judy 

Woodruff learns more from Robert Stavins of the Harvard Kennedy School of Government and Maura Cowley of the Energy 

Action Coalition. 

 

Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters 

NOLA:            MLNH  010952 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

President Obama launched a plan to create the world's largest marine preserve by adding to the existing national monument in the 

Central Pacific. Drilling, fishing and other activities would be off limits. Joshua Reichert of the Pew Charitable Trusts and Juliet 

Eilperin of The Washington Post join Jeffrey Brown to discuss the impetus and potential opposition for the proposed expansion. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010952 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Tuesday, Kenyan President Uhuru Kenyatta blamed local political leaders for two nights of rampages that 

killed at least 60 near the tourist resort island of Lamu. The Somali militant group al-Shabab had already claimed responsibility 

for the killings. Also, two Nebraska farming towns are still reeling from twin tornadoes that killed a child and injured 18 others. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010953 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/18/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Although snake bites are rarely fatal in the United States, every year about 100,000 people die worldwide after being bitten by 

venomous snakes. A California doctor has developed a nasal spray treatment that may be able to help some snake bite victims 

halt paralysis before they reach a hospital. Special correspondent Spencer Michels has the story. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010953 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/18/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Facing partisan gridlock, President Obama has bypassed Congress by using executive actions on issues like equal pay, student 

loans and carbon pollution. But each order faces backlash that the president has overstepped his power. Jeffrey Brown gets 

debate from Jonathan Turley of The George Washington University and Michael Waldman of the Brennan Center for Justice. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010955 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/20/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week’s top 

news, including the current political agenda of religious conservatives in America, the election of Rep. Kevin McCarthy to be 

House majority leader, new poll numbers for President Obama and the murky goals for U.S. military intervention in Iraq. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010958 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 
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Airdate:         6/25/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

If you are an American investor, the risks of climate change should matter to you. That's the message from the Risky Business 

Project, led by former New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg, billionaire financier Tom Steyer and former Treasury Secretary 

Henry Paulson. These business and political leaders have come together to quantify the economic costs. Judy Woodruff talks to 

Paulson about the project. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010959 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/26/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Tonle Sap Lake is one of the most productive freshwater ecosystems in the world. But overfishing, climate change and plans to 

build a hydropower dams could threaten the animals that make their home in the body of water known as the beating heart of 

Cambodia. Hari Sreenivasan narrates a report in partnership with the Pulitzer Center on Crisis Reporting on efforts to track and 

maintain lake health. 

 

NOLA:            NAAT  003013 

Series Title:    Nature 

Episode Title:   Great Zebra Exodus 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/18/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

When thunderclouds begin to gather over Botswana’s Kalahari each year, 20,000 zebras get itchy feet. As the first fat raindrops 

hit the dust, southern Africa’s biggest animal migration gets underway. In a never-ending quest for grass and water, the striped 

herds undertake an annual epic trek across the vast lunar landscape of the Kalahari’s Makgadikgadi Pans. See the story of this 

spectacular annual migration through the eyes of a single zebra family: a stallion, his three mares and their offspring. 

Documenting their journey across this otherworldly landscape, the film reveals their trials and triumphs as well as the fascinating 

social bonds that hold zebra families together. 

 

NOLA:            NAAT  003113 

Series Title:    Nature 

Episode Title:   Fabulous Frogs 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/25/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Join Sir David Attenborough on his journey through the weird and wonderful world of frogs, shedding new light on these 

charismatic, colorful and frequently bizarre little animals through firsthand stories, the latest science and cutting-edge technology. 

Frogs from around the world are used to demonstrate the wide variety of frog anatomy, appearance and behavior. Their amazing 

adaptations and survival techniques have made them the most successful of all amphibians. 

 

NOLA:            NOVA  003801 

Series Title:    NOVA 

Episode Title:   Deadliest Earthquakes 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/25/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In 2010, epic earthquakes all over the planet delivered one of the worst annual death tolls ever recorded. The deadliest strike was 

in Haiti, where a quake just southwest of the capital, Port-au-Prince, killed more than 200,000, reducing homes, hospitals, 

schools, and the presidential palace to rubble. In exclusive coverage, a NOVA camera crew follows a team of US geologists as 

they first enter Haiti in the immediate aftermath of the tragedy. It is a race against time as they hunt for crucial evidence that will 

help them determine exactly what happened deep underground and what the risks are of a new killer quake. Barely a month after 

the Haiti quake, Chile was struck by a quake 100 times more powerful, unleashing a tsunami that put the entire Pacific coast on 

high alert. In a coastal town devastated by the rushing wave, NOVA follows a team of geologists as they battle aftershocks to 

measure the displacement caused by the earthquake. Could their work, and the work of geologists at earthquake hot-spots around 

the U.S., one day lead to a breakthrough in predicting quakes before they happen? NOVA investigates intriguing new leads in its 

gripping investigation of a deadly scientific conundrum. 
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NOLA:            NOVA  003812 

Series Title:    Surviving the Tsunami: A NOVA Special Presentation 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/25/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The earthquake that hit the northern coast of Japan on March 11, 2011, was recorded at magnitude 9.0 -- the worst ever recorded 

in Japan. It generated an unprecedented tsunami, obliterating coastal villages and towns in a matter of minutes. In some areas, the 

tsunami climbed over 100 feet in height and traveled miles inland. Amazingly, amateur and professional photographers captured 

it all on video, including remarkable tales of human survival, as ordinary citizens became heroes in a drama they never could 

have imagined. As the waves rush in, a daughter struggles to help her elderly mother ascend their rooftop to safety; a man climbs 

onto an overpass just as the wave overtakes his car. These never-before-seen stories are captured in video and retold after-the-fact 

by the survivors who reveal what they were thinking as they made their life-saving decisions. Their stories provide lessons on 

how we should all act in the face of life-threatening disasters. 

 

NOLA:            NOVA  004023 

Series Title:    NOVA 

Episode Title:   At the Edge of Space 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/18/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Between the blue sky above us and the infinite blackness of space lies a frontier full of enigmas that scientists have only just 

begun to investigate. “At the Edge of Space” takes viewers on a spectacular exploration to probe the earth-space boundary zone, 

home to some of nature’s most puzzling and alluring phenomena: the shimmering aurora, streaking meteors, and fleeting flashes 

that shoot upwards from thunderclouds, known as sprites. Discovered in 1989, sprites have eluded capture because they flicker 

into existence for a mere split-second — 40 times faster than an eye blink. NOVA rides with scientists in a high-flying weather 

observation plane as they hunt for sprites and finally succeed in snaring them in 3D video, gaining vital clues to unravel their 

mystery. NOVA also combines advanced video technology with stunning sequences shot from the International Space Station. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010931 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/19/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Monday, banking giant Credit Suisse admitted to helping wealthy Americans dodge taxes as part of a federal 

plea deal. The bank will pay $2.8 billion in penalties. Also, the Balkans suffered the worst flooding in more than a century. At 

least 35 people died and thousands were forced to evacuate. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010931 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/19/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

After spending more than a decade and billions of dollars on developing zero-emission hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, carmakers are 

planning to release their models in California. But despite the state’s large demand for cars and tough air quality standards, 

California lacks a network of fueling stations. Scott Shafer and Sheraz Sadiq of KQED in San Francisco have the story. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010934 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/22/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

China and Russia struck a $400 billion gas deal amid mounting tension between the United States and both countries. Jeffrey 

Brown talks to Geoff Dyer of Financial Times and Julia Nanay of IHS about why China and Russia chose this moment to reach 

an agreement and its potential geopolitical sway on the U.S. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010937 
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Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/27/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The coast of Louisiana is crumbling into the Gulf of Mexico at an alarming rate, and the regional Flood Protection Authority says 

the oil and gas industry is partly to blame. A big political fight has broken out in the state legislature over who should pay to try 

and repair the damage. Hari Sreenivasan reports. 

 

NOLA:            NAAT  002603 

Series Title:    Nature 

Episode Title:   American Eagle 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/28/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Unique to North America, the bald eagle is the continent's most recognizable aerial predator, with a shocking white head, electric 

yellow beak and penetrating eyes. In the 1960s, this symbol of the United States became an emblem of environmental 

degradation, as the pesticide DDT and other human pressures brought it to the brink of extinction. Following their protection as 

an endangered species, bald eagles have come roaring back. Photographed by three-time Emmy-winning cinematographer Neil 

Rettig, this first-ever HD hour on bald eagles focuses on the drama of the nest. Even in the best of times, it's a surprisingly tough 

struggle to maintain a one-ton home and raise chicks until they can hunt on their own. This is an intimate portrait of these 

majestic raptors' lives in the wild. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020097 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/6/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Scientist E.O. Wilson on his latest book, A Window on Eternity: A Biologist’s Walk Through Gorongosa National Park, about 

the park in Mozambique that was almost destroyed during a civil war. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020103 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/14/2014 11:00:00 PM 

O.B. Date:       5/14/2014 11:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

Format:          Interview/Discussion/Review 

Segment Length:  00:15:16 

 

A conversation with Environmental Defense Fund president Fred Krupp, who recently turned his focus to the controversial 

practice of shale fracking. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010919 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/1/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Thursday, investigators in Pensacola, Florida, are asking whether storm flooding helped to trigger an apparent 

gas explosion that killed two inmates and injured about 150 others at a jail. Meanwhile, in Turkey, police fired tear gas, rubber 

pellets and water cannons to quell protesters throwing rocks and fireworks in Istanbul. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010920 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 
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In our news wrap Friday, at least 350 people were killed in a landslide in Afghanistan, while 2,000 others may still be trapped. 

The slide engulfed a village in the country’s mountainous northeast, according to the U.N. mission in that country. Also, Syria’s 

government agreed to a ceasefire in the city of Homs. Under the deal, hundreds of rebels could begin leaving the city tomorrow. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010922 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/6/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In its most comprehensive report on climate change yet, the White House forecasts the likely, negative effects facing each of the 

eight regions in the U.S., from drought in the Southwest, to stronger storms in the Northeast. The administration is expected to 

cite the warnings when it lays out new regulations this summer. John Holdren, science advisor to the president, talks to Gwen 

Ifill. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010923 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/7/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Wednesday, Thailand’s constitutional court ordered Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra to leave office. The 

court ruled that she had abused her power by transferring a top official to another position purely for political benefit. Also, 

Federal Reserve chair Janet Yellen said that the economy is rebounding after an exceptionally long and severe winter. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010925 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/9/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Hari Sreenivasan to discuss the week’s 

news, including the outcomes for Republicans in the first three midterm primaries, why the House GOP are pushing a Benghazi 

inquiry, the latest national assessment on climate change and NBA MVP Kevin Durant’s tribute to his mom and supporters. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010926 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/12/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Monday, a May storm dropped wet, slushy snow across Wyoming and Colorado, forcing much of an interstate 

to shut down in southern Wyoming. The storm also spawned minor tornadoes in Nebraska. Also, the Taliban killed at least 21 

people in attacks scattered across Afghanistan as part of a spring offensive. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010926 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/12/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

A study released by NASA and others offers the most definitive evidence that parts of the ice sheet in West Antarctica are 

melting and the damage is irreversible. The collapse will take more than a century, and the melting will lead to rising sea levels. 

Judy Woodruff talks to Thomas Wagner of NASA, one of the team’s lead members, about the larger consequences of these 

projections. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010927 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/13/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 
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At Kirtland Air Force Base on the outskirts of Albuquerque, New Mexico, a hole in a pipeline allowed fuel containing toxic 

chemicals to ooze into the soil, undetected for more than four decades. Special correspondent Kathleen McCleery reports on the 

efforts to clean up the leak, and the serious concerns that remain about drinking water contamination. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010929 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/15/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Thursday, gusty winds in southern California died down sufficiently to give firefighters an opportunity to bring 

several wildfires under control. The fires have burned through more than 9,000 acres in San Diego County, and forced tens of 

thousands to evacuate. Also, Secretary of State John Kerry warned Syria may have used chlorine gas attacks on its own people. 

 

NOLA:            NAAT  002202 

Series Title:    Nature 

Episode Title:   Shark Mountain 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/7/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Underwater filmmakers Howard and Michele Hall have spent 25 years diving and documenting the most remote and beautiful 

underwater locations, always learning something new about the fantastic creatures that live there. Yet even these remote places 

and creatures are at risk in today's world, and being able to share their experiences with the rest of us is increasingly important to 

them, and to us.  The Halls take us along on the dive of a lifetime, to a tiny outpost 300 miles off the coast of Central America -- 

Shark Mountain. 

 

NOLA:            NAAT  003102 

Series Title:    Nature 

Episode Title:   Love in the Animal Kingdom 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/2/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Animals dance, sing, flirt and compete with everything they’ve got to find and secure a mate. For many, the all-important bonds 

they share as a couple are what enable the next generation to survive. Can we call these bonds love? In this delightful, 

provocative look at the love life of animals, watch the feminine wiles of a young gorilla, the search for Mr. Right among a 

thousand flamingos, the open “marriages” of blue-footed boobies, the soap opera arrangements of gibbons and all the subtle, 

outrageous, romantic antics that go into finding a partner. 

 

NOLA:            NAAT  003111 

Series Title:    Nature 

Episode Title:   Leave It to Beavers 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/14/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

A growing number of scientists, conservationists and grass-roots environmentalists have come to regard beavers as overlooked 

tools when it comes to reversing the disastrous effects of global warming and worldwide water shortages. Once valued for their 

fur or hunted as pests, these industrious rodents are seen in a new light through the eyes of this novel assembly of beaver 

enthusiasts and “employers” who reveal the ways in which the presence of beavers can transform and revive landscapes. Using 

their skills as natural builders and brilliant hydro-engineers, beavers are being recruited to accomplish everything from finding 

water in a bone-dry desert to recharging water tables and coaxing life back into damaged lands. 

 

NOLA:            NOVA  003601 

Series Title:    NOVA 

Episode Title:   The Incredible Journey of the Butterflies 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/2/2014 11:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 
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"Butterfly" is a visually rich and exciting new documentary about one of the world's most beautiful and mysterious creatures: the 

Monarch butterfly. Nowhere in nature is there a more powerful mix of scientific marvel, awesome beauty and epic struggle for 

survival. This documentary, shot in high-definition video, is a journey into the Monarch's secret and fascinating world. NOVA 

visits the spectacular locations the Monarch calls home, meets its friends and enemies (including humans in both camps) and flies 

with it on one of the most inspiring migratory odysseys imaginable. 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005345 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         5/9/2014 78:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The kidnappings of nearly 300 schoolgirls in Nigeria by Boko Haram; the White House released a new report on climate change; 

the SCOTUS ruling to uphold prayer at government meetings; and a roundup of the primaries that marked the unofficial launch 

of the midterm season. Joining Gwen: Hannah Allam, McClatchy Paper; Dan Balz, Washington Post; Coral Davenport, The New 

York Times; Pete Williams, NBC News. 

 

NOLA:            AMMS  002701 

Series Title:    American Masters 

Episode Title:   A Fierce Green Fire 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/22/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Experience the battle for a living planet in the first big-picture exploration of the environmental movement, spanning 50 years of 

grassroots and global activism. Robert Redford, Ashley Judd, Van Jones, Isabel Allende and Meryl Streep narrate. 

 

NOLA:            INLE  001319 

Series Title:    Independent Lens 

Episode Title:   Revenge of the Electric Car 

Length:          90 minutes 

Airdate:         4/28/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Director Chris Paine takes his film crew behind the closed doors of Nissan, GM and the Silicon Valley start-up Tesla Motors to 

chronicle the story of the global resurgence of electric cars. Without using a single drop of foreign oil, this new generation of car 

is America’s future: fast, furious and cleaner than ever. “Revenge” follows the race among major car-makers to be the first, the 

best, and to win the hearts and minds of the public around the world. It’s not just the next generation of green cars that’s on the 

line. It’s the future of the automobile itself. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010908 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/16/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Three months ago, a storage tank leaked up to 10,000 gallons of the chemical MCHM in Charleston, W.Va., where more than 

300,000 people were exposed to one of the worst cases of drinking water contamination in U.S. history. To examine the 

regulations that have been passed in its wake, Judy Woodruff talks to Evan Osnos of The New Yorker and Ashton Marra of West 

Virginia Public Broadcasting. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010910 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/18/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week’s 

news, including the Keystone pipeline decision delay, a conflict in Nevada over private use of public land, Putin’s motives in the 

ongoing Ukraine crisis and the ramifications of awarding the Pulitzer Prize to reporting based on the Edward Snowden leaks. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010910 
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Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/18/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Friday, the State Department extended the federal review of the controversial plan to add on to the Keystone oil 

pipeline, citing a Nebraska legal fight for the delay. Environmental groups welcomed the news, but House Speaker John Boehner 

called it “shameful.” Also, an avalanche on Mount Everest killed at least 12 Sherpa guides. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010912 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/22/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Researchers are working to bring back extinct animals like the woolly mammoth and passenger pigeon, operating under the belief 

that reviving such species could restore vanishing habitats. But many biologists suggest these efforts should focus on endangered, 

rather than extinct, species. Gabriela Quiros and Thuy Vu of KQED have the story. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010913 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The amount of oil being moved around the United States by rail has quadrupled since 2005. A string of explosive train 

derailments in the U.S. and Canada have prompted the National Transportation Safety Board to work with other agencies on 

improving the safety of the rail shipments. Judy Woodruff talks to Deborah Hersman, chair of the National Transportation Safety 

Board. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010916 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/28/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Gross domestic product, the total dollar value of goods and services sold in the U.S., has become fundamental to American 

economic policy. But there are other essential assets, qualities and conditions that GDP can't measure, like the health of the 

environment or society. Economics correspondent Paul Solman looks at another way of measuring progress that takes more of 

these variables into account. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010916 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/28/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Tornadoes that tore across central and southern states left at least 16 people dead, 14 of them in Arkansas. Judy Woodruff talks to 

Arkansas Gov. Mike Beebe from Little Rock for an update on the strength of the tornado, the recovery efforts and how citizens 

had prepared ahead of time. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010916 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/28/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In Arkansas, a tornado touched down off and on for almost 80 miles, including in the town of Vilonia, leaving a trail of 

destruction. Another twister tore through Quapaw, Oklahoma, with no warning. At least 16 people were killed in three states, 

marking the first fatalities of the 2014 tornado season. Judy Woodruff reports on the deadly round of storms. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010917 
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Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/29/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Tuesday, a package handler opened fire at a FedEx sorting center outside Atlanta, wounding six people before 

taking his own life. Police said the man had explosives, but did not use them. Also, for the third day in a row, violent weather 

wrought death and destruction in some southern states. Tornadoes have killed at least 33 people since Sunday. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010918 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/30/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Wednesday, torrents of rain caused severe flooding in parts of the Florida panhandle and coastal Alabama. 

Some parts of Alabama saw up to 26 inches of rain in 24 hours, and powerful thunder and lightning storms overnight knocked 

out power to thousands. Also, a train carrying crude oil derailed and caught fire in in downtown Lynchburg, Virginia. 

 

NOLA:            NAAT  003102 

Series Title:    Nature 

Episode Title:   Love in the Animal Kingdom 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/30/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Animals dance, sing, flirt and compete with everything they’ve got to find and secure a mate. For many, the all-important bonds 

they share as a couple are what enable the next generation to survive. Can we call these bonds love? In this delightful, 

provocative look at the love life of animals, watch the feminine wiles of a young gorilla, the search for Mr. Right among a 

thousand flamingos, the open “marriages” of blue-footed boobies, the soap opera arrangements of gibbons and all the subtle, 

outrageous, romantic antics that go into finding a partner. 

 

NOLA:            NAAT  003109 

Series Title:    Nature 

Episode Title:   Touching the Wild 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/16/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Joe Hutto has dedicated seven years of his life to becoming a wild mule deer. Ordinarily, the deer herd would run from any 

human, but these keenly intelligent animals come to regard this stranger as one of their own. As he crosses the species divide, 

Hutto taps into a new understanding of these elusive animals. His joy in his new family is infectious, but this human predator also 

learns to see the world from the point of view of prey — and it’s an experience that will rock him to his core; sharing their world 

so personally takes a toll that sends him back to his own kind. 

 

NOLA:            NAAT  003110 

Series Title:    Nature 

Episode Title:   Snow Monkeys 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/23/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In the frigid valleys of Japan’s Shiga Highlands, a troop of snow monkeys functions in a complex society of rank and privilege 

where each knows his and her place. Their leader is still new to the job and something of a solitary grouch. One innocent little 

monkey, unaware of his own low status, reaches out to this lonely leader and they form a rare and remarkable bond that alters 

both their lives. Changing seasons bring new babies, family disagreements and tragedies. Mating season brings competition for 

females as the days grow shorter and colder in the rush to winter. With their now confident leader to guide them and their 

families to shelter and care for them, these snow monkeys are ready to face the world. 

 

NOLA:            NOVA  003601 

Series Title:    NOVA 

Episode Title:   The Incredible Journey of the Butterflies 
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Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/30/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

"Butterfly" is a visually rich and exciting new documentary about one of the world's most beautiful and mysterious creatures: the 

Monarch butterfly. Nowhere in nature is there a more powerful mix of scientific marvel, awesome beauty and epic struggle for 

survival. This documentary, shot in high-definition video, is a journey into the Monarch's secret and fascinating world. NOVA 

visits the spectacular locations the Monarch calls home, meets its friends and enemies (including humans in both camps) and flies 

with it on one of the most inspiring migratory odysseys imaginable. 

 

NOLA:            NOVA  004109 

Series Title:    NOVA | Inside Animal Minds 

Episode Title:   Dogs & Super Senses 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/16/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

What is it like to be a dog, a shark or a bird? This question is now getting serious attention from scientists who study animal 

senses. Humans rely on smell, sight, taste, touch and sound; other animals have super-powered versions of these senses, and a 

few have extra senses we don’t have at all. From a dog that seems to use smell to tell time to a dolphin that can “see” with its 

ears, discover how animals use their senses in ways we humans can barely imagine. But it’s not just the senses that are 

remarkable — it’s the brains that process them. NOVA goes into the minds of animals to “see” the world in an entirely new way. 

 

NOLA:            NOVA  004110 

Series Title:    NOVA | Inside Animal Minds 

Episode Title:   Who's the Smartest? 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/23/2014 12:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

What makes an animal smart?  Many scientists believe the secret lies in relationships. Throughout the animal kingdom, some of 

the cleverest creatures — including humans — seem to be those who live in complex social groups, like dolphins, elephants and 

apes. Could the skills required to keep track of friend and foe make animals smarter? To find out, NOVA goes inside the social 

lives of some of the smartest animals on the planet. 

 

NOLA:            BWMP  000102 

Series Title:    Brazil with Michael Palin 

Episode Title:   Into Amazonia 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/9/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Michael Palin travels on several rivers through the very heart of Amazonia. Meeting the Yanomami tribe, he talks to their 

spokesperson about the threats to their way of life. He visits the magnificent Manaus Opera House and samples some exotic 

Amazonian foods in Belem at the mouth of the Amazon. Traveling southward to the upper reaches of the Xingu River, Palin is 

welcomed to the Wauja tribe, one of the most colorful of all the Brazilian indigenous peoples. This leg of his journey ends in the 

capital, Brasilia, where he meets with rock star and political activist Dinho Ouro Preto. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020122 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/10/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

An hour with Lloyd Blankfein, chairman and CEO of Goldman Sachs, who discussed a wide variety of economic issues as well 

as the Goldman-hosted North American Energy Summit in New York City, which looks at the balance between environmental 

responsibility and the shale revolution. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020123 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/11/2014 12:00:00 AM 
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Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Journalist and New York Times columnist Tom Friedman discusses his new Showtime documentary series, Years of Living 

Dangerously, about the human impact of climate change. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010941 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

For an opposing perspective on the EPA’s new rules on cutting carbon emissions, Gwen Ifill talks to Jeff Holmstead of the 

Electric Reliability Coordinating Council, a leading voice for many of the power companies opposed to the proposal. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010941 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The Obama administration laid out an ambitious new plan to cut down on carbon pollution and combat climate change while 

offering some flexibility to states. EPA administrator Gina McCarthy joins Gwen Ifill to discuss the new rules and why she says 

they are good for the health of the economy, as well as criticism from both the energy industry and environmentalists. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010942 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/3/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

A new proposal by the EPA to cut carbon emissions may not take full effect for several years, but the political effects kicked in 

immediately. In states like West Virginia and Kentucky, where nearly all of the electricity is generated by coal, Democrats were 

quick to denounce the plan. Susan Page of USA Today and Reid Wilson of The Washington Post join Gwen Ifill to examine the 

backlash. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010947 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/10/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

High atop Central Virginia's Shenandoah Mountains, students are continuing work begun 75 years ago when the National Park 

was originally established. A pilot project from the National Trust for Historic Preservation is bringing a new generation of 

young civilian workers into the hands-on trade of preserving America’s landmarks. Jeffrey Brown reports. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010950 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/13/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Friday, Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl is now undergoing treatment at a military center in Texas. He flew there overnight 

from Germany, where he had been recovering after being held captive by the Taliban for five years. Also, international wildlife 

regulators reported that elephants in Africa are under attack by poachers, with 20,000 slaughtered on the continent in 2013. 

 

NOLA:            NAAT  002603 

Series Title:    Nature 

Episode Title:   American Eagle 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/3/2014 11:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 
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Unique to North America, the bald eagle is the continent's most recognizable aerial predator, with a shocking white head, electric 

yellow beak and penetrating eyes. In the 1960s, this symbol of the United States became an emblem of environmental 

degradation, as the pesticide DDT and other human pressures brought it to the brink of extinction. Following their protection as 

an endangered species, bald eagles have come roaring back. Photographed by three-time Emmy-winning cinematographer Neil 

Rettig, this first-ever HD hour on bald eagles focuses on the drama of the nest. Even in the best of times, it's a surprisingly tough 

struggle to maintain a one-ton home and raise chicks until they can hunt on their own. This is an intimate portrait of these 

majestic raptors' lives in the wild. 

 

NOLA:            NAAT  002810 

Series Title:    Nature 

Episode Title:   Outback Pelicans 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/5/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The Australian outback is the driest place on the driest inhabited continent on the planet. It is a place you might expect to see 

kangaroos but certainly not waterbirds. Yet once every ten years, rains flood into dried-up river beds and head inland to create the 

largest lake in Australia, and 100,000 pelicans -- a third of all the pelicans in Australia -- arrive for the event. Leaving their 

homes on coasts and harbors, they come to feed on fish washed in on the floods and on billions of brine shrimp and other 

crustaceans which hatch and grow to adulthood in a few days in water twice as salty as the Dead Sea. The pelicans have come 

home to court and raise as many families as possible before the water and the food disappear once more. 

 

NOLA:            NAAT  002906 

Series Title:    Nature 

Episode Title:   Fortress of the Bears 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/11/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Part of the massive Tongass National Forest, Admiralty Island in southeast Alaska supports the largest concentration of bears 

anywhere in the world. Sustained by a wealth of salmon streams, isolated and protected by their environment, some 1,700 

Alaskan brown bears are part of a unique circle of life that has played out here for centuries. Beginning in August, millions of 

salmon—pink and chum, coho and sockeye—return to the island to spawn, providing a feast for the bears, eagles, orcas, sea lions 

and even the trees. As long as the salmon continue to arrive, all is well. But this year, the salmon fail to arrive for the first time, 

and the bears get a bitter taste of what the future may hold. 

 

NOLA:            NOVA  004006 

Series Title:    NOVA 

Episode Title:   Earth From Space 

Length:          120 minutes 

Airdate:         6/11/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Earth from Space is a groundbreaking two-hour special that reveals a spectacular new space-based vision of our planet. Produced 

in extensive consultation with NASA scientists, NOVA takes data from earth-observing satellites and transforms it into dazzling 

visual sequences, each one exposing the intricate and surprising web of forces that sustains life on earth. Viewers witness how 

dust blown from the Sahara fertilizes the Amazon; how a vast submarine "waterfall" off Antarctica helps drive ocean currents 

around the world; and how the sun's heating up of the southern Atlantic gives birth to a colossally powerful hurricane. From the 

microscopic world of water molecules vaporizing over the ocean to the magnetic field that is bigger than Earth itself, the show 

reveals the astonishing beauty and complexity of our dynamic planet. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020076 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/7/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

An appreciation of writer Peter Matthiessen, the author, naturalist, and co-founder of The Paris Review 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010898 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 
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Airdate:         4/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Wednesday, an 8.2 magnitude earthquake struck off the coast of Chile Tuesday night, generating a tsunami and 

causing thousands to evacuate their homes. Six people died. Also, the CEO of General Motors faced more scrutiny on Capitol 

Hill over the company’s years-long delay in addressing a safety problem. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010901 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/7/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In some regions of northern New England, the moose population is down as much 40 percent in the last three years. The cause of 

this iconic animal’s dramatic die-off is not yet known, but researchers’ main theory is centered on the parasitic winter tick, and 

warmer winters may be partly to blame. Hari Sreenivasan reports from New Hampshire. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010906 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/14/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Monday, a car bomb ripped through a bus station in Nigeria’s capital, killing 71 and wounding 124. Nigerian 

President Goodluck Jonathan blamed Boko Haram, the Islamist group that has killed thousands. Also, the Chilean military 

prepared to evacuate 700 more families in Valparaiso, where a deadly wildfire has been burning for three days. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010907 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/15/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The latest U.N. report on climate change suggests ways to potentially ward off the worst impacts of rising emissions. But these 

scenarios come with real costs, and have faced political opposition as well as reluctance from the American public. Judy 

Woodruff learns more from Robert Stavins of the Harvard Kennedy School of Government and Maura Cowley of the Energy 

Action Coalition. 

 

NOLA:            NAAT  002601 

Series Title:    Nature 

Episode Title:   White Falcon, White Wolf 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/2/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

On Canada's remote Ellesmere Island, where June is spring, July is summer and August is already autumn, the race is on for two 

remarkable species to raise their families. The white gyrfalcon is enormous, the largest and most powerful falcon in the world. 

Yet last summer, the nesting falcon pair on the island failed to raise any young. The rare Arctic wolves rely on every member of 

the pack to chase and bring down the prey that keep them alive. Last year was good for them and they raised three cubs. But for 

the wolves and the falcons, as well as the snowy owls, musk oxen, lemmings, Arctic foxes and hares who share this fragile 

ecosystem with them, fortunes are always precarious. What will happen this year? 

 

NOLA:            NAAT  003108 

Series Title:    Nature 

Episode Title:   My Bionic Pet 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/9/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The animals of the world may increasingly need our help with big issues like preserving habitat or species conservation. But 

sometimes individual animals need our help as well. Left disabled without fins, flippers, beaks or tails because of disease, 

accidents or even human cruelty, these unfortunate creatures need what amounts to a miracle if they are to survive. Amazing 
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prosthetics made possible by the latest engineering and technology can provide just what they need, and scientists are finding that 

innovations created in the process are benefitting both animals and humans. Meet these inspiring animals and the remarkable 

individuals whose work has helped them live their lives again. 

 

NOLA:            NOVA  004107 

Series Title:    NOVA 

Episode Title:   Wild Predator Invasion 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/2/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Over the last few centuries we have shot, trapped and skinned the predators that formerly thrived at the top of the food chain in 

the wild. Wild bears, wolves and big cats are all in retreat, and a growing number of scientists are discovering that by eliminating 

predators, we have changed the environment. Removing predators from the wild has thrown ecosystems off-kilter, triggering 

domino effects that scientists are just beginning to understand. In Wild Predator Invasion, NOVA follows scientists who are 

trying out a simple but controversial solution: returning apex predators-like wolves, bears, and panthers-to their natural 

environments. Can these newly reintroduced predators restore the natural balance of their ecosystems without threatening the 

humans who live among them? 

 

NOLA:            NOVA  004108 

Series Title:    NOVA | Inside Animal Minds 

Episode Title:   Bird Genius 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/9/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

What would it be like to go inside the mind of an animal? We have all gazed into a creature's eyes and wondered: What is it 

thinking about? What does it really know? Now, the revolutionary science of animal cognition is revealing hard evidence about 

how animals understand the world around them, uncovering their remarkable problem-solving abilities and exploring the 

complexity of their powers of communication and even their emotions. In the three-hour special Inside Animal Minds, NOVA 

explores these breakthroughs through three iconic creatures: dogs, birds, and dolphins. We'll travel into the spectacularly nuanced 

noses of dogs and wolves, and ask whether their reliance on different senses has shaped their evolution. We'll see through the 

eyes of a starling in flight and test the tool-using skills of the smartest of birds, the crow. We'll listen in as scientists track 

dolphins in the Caribbean and elephants on the African savannah, trying to unlock the secrets of animal communication.  As we 

discover how researchers are pushing the animal mind to its limits, we'll uncover surprising similarities to - and differences from 

- the human mind. 

 

NOLA:            NOVA  004109 

Series Title:    NOVA | Inside Animal Minds 

Episode Title:   Dogs & Super Senses 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/16/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

What is it like to be a dog, a shark or a bird? This question is now getting serious attention from scientists who study animal 

senses. Humans rely on smell, sight, taste, touch and sound; other animals have super-powered versions of these senses, and a 

few have extra senses we don’t have at all. From a dog that seems to use smell to tell time to a dolphin that can “see” with its 

ears, discover how animals use their senses in ways we humans can barely imagine. But it’s not just the senses that are 

remarkable — it’s the brains that process them. NOVA goes into the minds of animals to “see” the world in an entirely new way. 

 

NOLA:            YOIF  000101 

Series Title:    Your Inner Fish 

Episode Title:   Your Inner Fish 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/9/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Our arms, legs, necks and lungs were bequeathed to us by a fish that lumbered onto land some 375 million years ago. The genetic 

legacy of this creature can be seen today in our own DNA, including the genes used to build our hands and limbs. 

 

Family/Marriage 

NOLA:            COSE  020083 
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Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/16/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Katty Kay and Claire Shipman discuss their book, The Confidence Code, an analysis of the source and meaning of confidence 

and their conviction that there is a "confidence gap" between women and men. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010918 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/30/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

“Forcing the Spring: Inside the Fight for Marriage Equality,” follows the five-year legal battle over same sex marriage that 

ensued after California passed Proposition 8. The book digs beneath the surface with personal narratives of those who had been 

the public face of this major civil rights case. Jeffrey Brown talks to journalist and author Jo Becker. 

 

 

Health/Health Care 

NOLA:            AMDO  002701 

Series Title:    POV 

Episode Title:   When I Walk 

Length:          90 minutes 

Airdate:         6/23/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Jason DaSilva was 25 years old and a rising independent filmmaker when a diagnosis of multiple sclerosis changed everything — 

and inspired him to make another film. “When I Walk” is a candid and brave chronicle of one young man’s struggle to adapt to 

the harsh realities of M.S. while holding on to his personal and creative life. With his body growing weaker, DaSilva’s spirits, 

and his film, get a boost from his mother’s tough love and the support of Alice Cook, who becomes his wife and filmmaking 

partner. The result is a life-affirming documentary filled with unexpected moments of joy and humor. Official Selection of the 

2013 Sundance Film Festival. A co-production of ITVS . 

 

NOLA:            HAKN  000000 

Series Title:    Hawking 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/18/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

This is the intimate and revealing story of Stephen Hawking’s life. Told for the first time in Hawking’s own words and with 

unique access to his home and public life, this is a personal journey through Hawking’s world. The audience joins him at home, 

under the care of his nursing team; in San Jose as he “wows” a packed theatre audience; in Silicon Valley as he meets a team of 

technicians who hope to speed up his communication system; and as he throws a party for family and friends. HAWKING also 

carefully tells Hawking’s life journey, from boyhood under-achiever to PhD genius, and from a healthy cox on the Oxford 

rowing team to diagnosis of motor neuron disease, given just two years to live — yet surviving several close brushes with death. 

The film also highlights his greatest scientific discoveries and plots his rise to fame and superstardom. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010951 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/16/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The Supreme Court ruled that if an individual intends to buy a gun for someone else, he or she must say so. In a separate ruling, 

the court unanimously supported a challenge to an Ohio law that makes it illegal to lie about a candidate’s position during a 

campaign. For a closer look at both cases, Jeffrey Brown talks to Marcia Coyle of The National Law Journal. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010953 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/18/2014 6:00:00 PM 
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Service:         PBS 

 

Although snake bites are rarely fatal in the United States, every year about 100,000 people die worldwide after being bitten by 

venomous snakes. A California doctor has developed a nasal spray treatment that may be able to help some snake bite victims 

halt paralysis before they reach a hospital. Special correspondent Spencer Michels has the story. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010953 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/18/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Facing partisan gridlock, President Obama has bypassed Congress by using executive actions on issues like equal pay, student 

loans and carbon pollution. But each order faces backlash that the president has overstepped his power. Jeffrey Brown gets 

debate from Jonathan Turley of The George Washington University and Michael Waldman of the Brennan Center for Justice. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010954 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/19/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Thursday, Republicans in the House voted in California Rep. Kevin McCarthy to be the next majority leader, 

filling a void left by Rep. Eric Cantor. Also, as many as 75 government scientists at a Centers for Disease Control lab in Atlanta 

may have been exposed to live anthrax bacteria. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010954 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/19/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In November 2010, Lance Cpl. Kyle Carpenter’s battalion was tasked with taking over a compound in Afghanistan, when a 

grenade landed on the roof where he was standing. He dove on it to save the life of a fellow marine, absorbing much of the blast 

that seriously wounded him. He was awarded the Medal of Honor on Thursday. Carpenter recalls his story and what followed to 

Jeffrey Brown. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010957 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/24/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

A new study by the American Academy of Pediatrics shows that reading daily to young children, starting in infancy, can help 

with language acquisition and literacy skills. But, the report says, many children are missing out. Jeffrey Brown takes a closer 

look at the consequences and opportunities to improve with lead author of the study, Dr. Pamela High of the American Academy 

of Pediatrics. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010958 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/25/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Hillary Clinton, the former secretary of state, senator and first lady, joins Gwen Ifill for an extended conversation on international 

concerns like the crisis in Iraq and upheaval in Ukraine, as well as the state of economic recovery in the United States, why 

Democrats should be embracing health care reform and the reason she's waiting to decide whether she'll run for president in 

2016. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010959 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 
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Airdate:         6/26/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Thursday, thousands of Ukrainians rushed to cross into Russia on the day before a week-old ceasefire expires. 

In Paris, Secretary of State John Kerry warned Russia to move quickly on restoring peace in Ukraine. Meanwhile, New York 

state’s highest court refused to reinstate New York City’s ban on selling sugary drinks larger than 16 ounces. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010959 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/26/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In the first of two high-profile unanimous Supreme Court decisions, temporary appointments made by President Obama in 2012 

were ruled illegal because Congress was not in recess. In the second, the justices struck down a 35-foot buffer zone prohibiting 

protests outside abortion clinics in Massachusetts. Marcia Coyle of The National Law Journal joins Judy Woodruff to explain the 

details. 

 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010959 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/26/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Jeffrey Brown talks to Dennis Wagner of The Arizona Republic about two whistleblowers who have emerged to make public 

accusations about problems within Veterans Affairs health system. One came forward with information about patients who died 

while waiting for medical care in Phoenix, while another claims she was fired after raising concerns. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010960 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/27/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Providing long term care at a reasonable cost — especially for low-income Americans who are elderly or have disabilities — has 

long been a challenge in the U.S. In California, long term care providers are coordinating in order to tackle the special challenges 

faced by those who qualify for both Medicare and Medicaid. Special correspondent Kathleen McCleery reports. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010960 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/27/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Excessive alcohol consumption accounts for one in 10 deaths among working-age Americans each year, making it the fourth 

leading cause of preventable deaths in the United States. And it's not just alcoholic drinkers at risk; partying, bingeing and daily 

drinking all take a toll. Hari Sreenivasan interviews Dr. Robert Brewer, co-author of a new report from the Centers for Disease 

Control. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010960 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/27/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and Ramesh Ponnuru of National Review join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week’s top 

news, including how incumbents held their ground against the tea party in last Tuesday’s primaries, Rep. John Boehner’s threat 

to sue President Obama for abusing presidential powers, as well as accusations swirling around missing IRS emails. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010961 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
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Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/30/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

News Wrap: Sunni extremists declare new Islamic state in Iraq and Syria: In our news wrap Monday, there was celebration and 

condemnation for the announcement of a new Islamic state, or caliphate, in Iraq and Syria, declared by ISIL on Sunday. Also, 

President Obama formally announced his nominee to replace former Secretary Eric Shinseki at the Department of Veterans 

Affairs. Robert McDonald is a former Proctor and Gamble executive and Army captain. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010961 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/30/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Court limits how public unions can make nonmembers pay fees: The Supreme Court delivered a setback to organized labor with 

a 5-4 decision on whether public sector home-health workers have to pay union dues. Marcia Coyle of The National Law Journal 

analyzes the arguments and implications with Judy Woodruff. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010961 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/30/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Supreme Court limits health care law’s contraception mandate: The Supreme Court ruled that family-owned corporations with 

religious objections are not required to pay for the contraceptive coverage of employees or their dependents. Marcia Coyle of The 

National Law Journal offers background on the case and Judy Woodruff gets debate on the potential fallout from Elizabeth 

Wydra of the Constitutional Accountability Center and attorney Kevin Baine. 

 

NOLA:            CBAC  000101 

Series Title:    Coming Back with Wes Moore 

Episode Title:   Coming Back 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/16/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In episode one, host Wes Moore explores the questions surrounding the difficulty with the process of coming back from war. He 

meets Chris Phelan who was able to successfully translate his experience in the military to a career as a police officer. He is also 

raising his two-year-old daughter River by himself, while his wife, Star Lopez, serves as a lawyer at the Afghan Embassy 

preparing to return home herself. When Andy Clark returned from war, he and his wife were faced with their son's diagnosis with 

autism and the costs of his care. Feeling financial pressure, Andy decides to accept a position as a military contractor that 

requires him to be in Afghanistan for months at a time. Letrice Titus works as a counselor in the Canandaigua VA Hospital where 

all the calls to the VA Veterans Crisis Line are routed. And Brad Farnsley is at a Warrior Transition Unit, a system established by 

the Army in 2007 to assist with the transitioning of soldiers they deem medically or psychologically unready for either duty or 

discharge. Anxious to return to his family for good, Brad is stuck by the complicated bureaucracy and his discharge date remains 

a mystery. 

 

NOLA:            CBAC  000102 

Series Title:    Coming Back with Wes Moore 

Episode Title:   Fitting In 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/20/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In episode two, host Wes Moore reflects on the idea of fitting in when you and the home you are returning to is fundamentally 

changed by war. Wes follows up with Andy Clark as he prepares to return to Afghanistan as a military contractor and Brad 

Farnsley as he struggles to accept his situation at the Warrior Transition Unit. He also meets Bobby Henline, whose body was 

more than 40 percent burned when his Humvee was hit by an IED and has since found himself on stage as a stand-up comedian. 

But he still struggles with PTSD, which is making it difficult to cope with his tumultuous family life and straining his relationship 

with his wife. Taylor Urruela lost his right leg to an IED two days before he was set to leave and now has a prosthetic limb. He 

now attends the University of Tampa to study Sports Management, while at the same time plans to try out for their baseball team. 
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Earl Johnson is determined to use the skills he learned in the military to remake his neighborhood - Baltimore's infamous Oliver. 

Working with Operation Oliver, he cleans up trash, boards up abandoned homes, and works as a conduit between the police and 

drug dealers. But his zealous drive is putting a tremendous strain on his relationship with his wife, Zina. And his past military 

service also comes into question, revealing a series of secrets that even his wife is unaware of. 

 

NOLA:            CBAC  000103 

Series Title:    Coming Back with Wes Moore 

Episode Title:   Moving Forward 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/27/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In episode three, host Wes Moore highlights the drive veterans often have of finding a new mission. Revisiting Taylor Urruela, 

his immediate mission is succeeding in the competitive tryouts for the University of Tampa baseball team, despite the fact that 

he's missing a leg. He is also finding meaning in Vet Sports, an organization he co-founded that helps veterans socialize through 

playing a variety of sports. Bobby Henline is still on his new mission of helping others through his comedy, but his PTSD is still 

interfering with his home life. His personal mission is to overcome this and fix his relationship with his family. Earl Johnson, 

whose lies have caught up with him in the previous episode, struggles to keep his mission of revitalizing the Oliver.  Tammy 

Duckworth, currently a Congresswoman from Illinois, was a helicopter pilot in Iraq and the survivor of a crash that caused her to 

lose both of her legs. In honor of those who saved her, Tammy now has a mission to continue serving the public and be a voice 

for her fellow vets. Finally, Wes meets Stacy Pearsall who was a war photographer who was hit by an IED in Iraq and now 

suffers with mild brain damage. Though she was told she'd never be able to be the photographer she once was, she now travels 

the country taking portraits of veterans as part of the Veteran's Portraits Project. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010930 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/16/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Friday, Dr. Robert Petzel, the top health official at the Department of Veterans Affairs, has resigned. He 

testified Thursday before a Senate panel on the department's failures to provide adequate care for veterans. Also, the Department 

of Transportation fined General Motors a maximum of $35 million for mishandling ignition switch defects. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010930 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/16/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Sixty years after Brown v. Board of Education, the question of how far we’ve come in eliminating segregated education is not a 

simple one. Gwen Ifill leads a discussion with Cheryl Brown Henderson of the Brown Foundation for Educational Equity, 

Excellence and Research, Sheryll Cashin of Georgetown University, Catherine Lhamon of the Department of Education and Ron 

Brownstein of Atlantic Media. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010932 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/20/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The National Institutes of Health announced that it will require scientists to test new drugs on both male and female animals. 

Until now, most early trials have been conducted on males. Judy Woodruff joins Dr. Janine Clayton of National Institutes of 

Health and Phyllis Greenberger of Society for Women's Health Research to discuss the past problems driving the decision. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010933 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/21/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 
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President Obama defended embattled Veterans Affairs Secretary Eric Shinseki Wednesday, but warned that someone will be held 

accountable for any revealed shortcomings amid allegations that 40 veterans died awaiting care. Gwen Ifill gets two views on the 

troubles inside the VA from former Defense Department official David McGinnis and Joseph Violante of Disabled American 

Veterans. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010934 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/22/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Washington state has the highest minimum wage in the nation at $9.32. Can the state’s low-wage workers meet their basic needs 

without assistance? Economics correspondent Paul Solman explores the quality of life for a baggage handler at the Seattle-

Tacoma Airport and an employee of McDonald's. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010935 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Friday, Thailand’s ousted prime minister was detained and 150 political leaders were barred from leaving the 

country. In response, the U.S. suspended $3.5 million in military aid to Thailand. Also, Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel told CBS 

News it would be premature to fire Veterans Affairs Secretary Eric Shinseki over allegations of delayed care. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010935 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and Washington Post columnist Michael Gerson join Hari Sreenivasan to discuss the week’s 

news, including primary election contests in Kentucky, Oregon and Georgia, and calls from some lawmakers for Secretary Eric 

Shinseki to step down after troubles at the Department of Veterans Affairs. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010935 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The rate of breast cancer deaths for African American women nationally is 40 percent greater than that of white women, 

according to a study published in the Journal of Cancer Epidemiology. In Memphis, the city with the widest disparity, a public 

campaign strives to tackle the gap through earlier detection and financial support. Gwen Ifill has the story. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010935 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Mental health funding has suffered cuts and negligence in recent decades, leaving hundreds of thousands of Americans on the 

streets, behind bars, in homeless shelters, or simply isolated and miserable. With their new series “The Cost of Not Caring,” USA 

Today hopes to incite compassion for the mentally ill by telling their stories. Judy Woodruff talks to Liz Szabo of USA Today. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010936 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/26/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 
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Elliot Rodger killed six people and himself Friday night in Isla Vista, California. According to a “manifesto,” Elliot had been 

planning the attack for three years, and had posted videos promising violence. Judy Woodruff learns more from Adam 

Nagourney of The New York Times about his parents’ attempt to get to him before the attack and a previous encounter between 

Rodger and the police. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010938 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/28/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Wednesday, the VA inspector general concluded that veterans awaiting care in Phoenix waited an average of 

115 days for a first appointment, and that 1,700 veterans weren’t on a waiting list at all. President Obama called the findings 

“extremely troubling.” Also, Libyan military jets bombed Islamist militia bases and the State Department urged Americans to 

leave the country. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010939 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/29/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The public health transformation in Rwanda is striking for those with memories of the massacre of nearly one million people 20 

years ago. International aid groups were initially wary about getting involved, but Rwanda took ownership of its own 

development and built a new health care system. Special correspondent Fred de Sam Lazaro explores how they’ve worked to 

overcome a shortage of doctors. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010939 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/29/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The 2010 Healthy Hunger-Free Kids Act required schools to use more wholesome ingredients and set fat, sugar and sodium 

limits. But Republican lawmakers have proposed a one-year waiver, arguing that students won't eat the new offerings or that 

schools can't afford them. Judy Woodruff gets debate from Mark Bishop of the Healthy Schools Campaign and John Dickl of the 

School Nutrition Association. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010939 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/29/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Calls for VA Secretary Eric Shinseki are mounting in Washington after the inspector general’s interim report on the VA medical 

center in Phoenix, Arizona, alleged staffers cooked the books to earn bonuses. Lawmakers on both sides, including Sen. John 

McCain, are calling for a criminal investigation. Hari Sreenivasan gets more detail from Gregg Zoroya of USA Today. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010940 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/30/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Eric Shinseki ended his five-year tenure as secretary of Veterans Affairs after more than 100 members of Congress demanded he 

step down. How will the VA clean up its problem-plagued health system? Jeffrey Brown talks to retired Army Brig. Gen. 

Stephen Xenakis, M.D., Joseph Violante of Disabled American Veterans and Paul Rieckhoff of Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans of 

America. 

 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010940 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
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Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/30/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week’s top 

news, including the resignation of VA Secretary Shinseki and President Obama’s foreign policy speech at West Point. 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005346 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         5/16/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Alleged deadly waiting times for medical care at VA hospitals, passing a compromise immigration bill ahead of the midterm 

elections, the growing number of 2016 presidential hopefuls, and a look at the GOP primary in Nebraska. Joining Gwen: Martha 

Raddatz, ABC News; John Dickerson, Slate Magazine and CBS News; Molly Ball, The Atlantic; John Harwood, CNBC and The 

New York Times. 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005347 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         5/23/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The latest on alleged mismanagement of VA hospitals, the indictment of five Chinese Army officials over cyber spying, analysis 

Tuesday’s primary elections and President Lyndon Johnson's call to make America a 'Great Society' fifty years later. Joining 

Gwen: Jeff Zeleny, ABC News; Pete Williams, NBC News; Susan Davis, USA Today; Karen Tumulty, Washington Post. 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005348 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         5/30/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

With the recent resignation of Veterans Affairs Secretary Eric Shinseki, we take a look at President Obama’s standing 18-months 

into his 2nd term, including his priorities, his stumbles and the potential obstacles ahead, both politically and internationally. 

Joining Gwen: Christi Parsons, Tribune Newspapers; Michael Crowley, TIME Magazine; Carrie Budoff Brown, Politico; Peter 

Baker, The New York Times. 

 

NOLA:            CBAC  000101 

Series Title:    Coming Back with Wes Moore 

Episode Title:   Coming Back 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/13/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In episode one, host Wes Moore explores the questions surrounding the difficulty with the process of coming back from war. He 

meets Chris Phelan who was able to successfully translate his experience in the military to a career as a police officer. He is also 

raising his two-year-old daughter River by himself, while his wife, Star Lopez, serves as a lawyer at the Afghan Embassy 

preparing to return home herself. When Andy Clark returned from war, he and his wife were faced with their son's diagnosis with 

autism and the costs of his care. Feeling financial pressure, Andy decides to accept a position as a military contractor that 

requires him to be in Afghanistan for months at a time. Letrice Titus works as a counselor in the Canandaigua VA Hospital where 

all the calls to the VA Veterans Crisis Line are routed. And Brad Farnsley is at a Warrior Transition Unit, a system established by 

the Army in 2007 to assist with the transitioning of soldiers they deem medically or psychologically unready for either duty or 

discharge. Anxious to return to his family for good, Brad is stuck by the complicated bureaucracy and his discharge date remains 

a mystery. 

 

NOLA:            FRON  003114 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:   Hunting the Nightmare Bacteria 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/6/2014 9:00:00 PM 
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Service:         PBS 

 

“Nightmare bacteria.” That’s how the CDC describes a frightening new threat spreading quickly in hospitals, communities and 

across the globe. FRONTLINE reporter David Hoffman investigates the alarming rise of untreatable infections: from a young girl 

thrust onto life support in an Arizona hospital, to a young American infected in India who comes home to Seattle, and an 

uncontrollable outbreak at the nation’s most prestigious hospital, where 18 patients were mysteriously infected and six died, 

despite frantic efforts to contain the killer bacteria. Fueled by decades of antibiotic overuse, the crisis has deepened as major drug 

companies, squeezed by Wall Street expectations, have abandoned the development of new antibiotics. Without swift action, the 

miracle age of antibiotics could be coming to an end 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010921 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/5/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Monday, the World Health Organization has declared a global health emergency amid outbreaks of polio across 

Asia, Africa and the Middle East. The U.N. agency says the number of new cases last year nearly doubled to 417. Also, some 

landslide survivors say they haven’t received assistance after the disaster in northeastern Afghanistan killed as many as 2,700 

people. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010922 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/6/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Tuesday, Islamist militants have reportedly abducted more girls in Nigeria’s northeast, in addition to the some 

270 schoolgirls kidnapped last month. Men went door-to-door, taking girls ages 12 to 15, said witnesses and police. Also, the 

White House defended the Veterans Affairs secretary amid allegations that up to 40 veterans died while waiting for help at a 

hospital in Phoenix. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010922 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/6/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Signaling a new public health emergency, the World Health Organization warns that if polio is not completely eradicated it could 

become endemic again. Worldwide, 74 cases of the crippling disease have been confirmed this year, with Syria, Cameroon and 

Pakistan leading with the most occurrences. Jeffrey Brown learns more from Dr. Jon Andrus from the Pan American Health 

Organization. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010924 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/8/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Sylvia Mathews Burwell, President Obama’s nominee for Secretary of Health and Human Services, received compliments from 

both sides of the aisle when she faced a Senate panel Thursday. If confirmed, Burwell would succeed Kathleen Sebelius, whom 

Republicans have roundly criticized for the botched health care rollout. Hari Sreenivasan reports. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010924 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/8/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Veterans Affairs Secretary Eric Shinseki is pushing back against calls for him to resign after allegations that dozens of patients 

have died because of delayed treatment at an agency hospital. Shinseki has ordered a nationwide review of access to care at all 
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VA clinics. Jeffrey Brown learns more from Phillip Carter from Center for a New American Security and Brian Skoloff of the 

Associated Press. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010925 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/9/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Times have changed, and so has California Gov. Jerry Brown. Embarking on an unprecedented fourth term, 40 years after he first 

won office, Brown touts the values of balance, budgeting and planning in order to manage all of that change. John Myers of 

KQED interviews the veteran politician about his strategy for leading his state. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010927 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/13/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

At Kirtland Air Force Base on the outskirts of Albuquerque, New Mexico, a hole in a pipeline allowed fuel containing toxic 

chemicals to ooze into the soil, undetected for more than four decades. Special correspondent Kathleen McCleery reports on the 

efforts to clean up the leak, and the serious concerns that remain about drinking water contamination. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010928 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/14/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Former President Bill Clinton sat down with Gwen Ifill in Washington to discuss growing inequality, how Democrats should talk 

about the Affordable Care Act, the controversy around the Benghazi attack, Putin’s motives in Ukraine and Hillary Clinton’s 

potential presidential candidacy for 2016. Their conversation was hosted as part of a fiscal summit run by the Peterson 

Foundation. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010929 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/15/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

When American inmates are released from jail or prison, most leave without health insurance and little access to medical care. 

But under the federal health care law's expansion of Medicaid, that's beginning to change. Sarah Varney of Kaiser Health News 

explores how ex-offenders will have the opportunity to get care in some states. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010929 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/15/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Veterans Affairs Secretary Eric Shinseki appeared in front of a Senate panel to defend his agency against accusations that a V.A. 

hospital in Phoenix, Arizona, falsified scheduling reports, and that up to 40 veterans died awaiting treatment. Senators on both 

sides of the aisle pressed Shinseki — under mounting calls to resign — to do more. Gwen Ifill reports. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020086 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/21/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 
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Charlie Rose Brain Series: Blindness, with Eric Kandel of Columbia University; Sanford Greenberg, chairman of the board of 

governors of Johns Hopkins Wilmer Eye Institute; Jean Bennett; Steven Schwartz of the Jules Stein Eye Institute; and Eberhart 

Zrenner and Carla Shatz of Stanford University. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010908 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/16/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The ‘80s sitcom ‘The Golden Girls’ popularized the idea that four older women could get along well as housemates. Now, with 

one in every three baby boomers single and approaching retirement, many women are turning to communal living to ease the 

burdens of aging. Special correspondent Spencer Michels reports for our Taking Care series. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010908 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/16/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Three months ago, a storage tank leaked up to 10,000 gallons of the chemical MCHM in Charleston, W.Va., where more than 

300,000 people were exposed to one of the worst cases of drinking water contamination in U.S. history. To examine the 

regulations that have been passed in its wake, Judy Woodruff talks to Evan Osnos of The New Yorker and Ashton Marra of West 

Virginia Public Broadcasting. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010913 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

A new drug has a 90 to 100 percent chance of curing the Hepatitis-C virus, but costs tens of thousands of dollars for a course of 

treatment. The announcement by the manufacturer that it earned more than $2 billion in the year’s first quarter raises the 

question, who should pay when drugs are highly effective, but extremely expensive? Hari Sreenivasan reports on the profits, 

coverage and costs. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010914 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/24/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Thursday, a security guard in Afghanistan shot three American doctors outside a hospital in Kabul. 

Afghanistan’s health minister called the killings “inhumane and brutal actions,” and lamented their potential harm to the 

country’s health services. Meanwhile, Ukrainian forces made a show of force against pro-Russian militants in the east, while 

Russia conducted military exercises. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010914 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/24/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The Food and Drug Administration announced it intends to regulate the ever-growing business of electronic cigarettes, which 

produce an inhalable nicotine vapor. Under the new guidelines, e-cigarette sales to anyone under the age of 18 would be banned. 

Judy Woodruff takes a closer look at the regulations with Mitch Zeller, director of the FDA’s Center for Tobacco Products. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010917 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/29/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 
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The Obama administration ramped up pressure to confront sexual assault within American colleges amid mounting nationwide 

effort to hold colleges and universities accountable. Amherst College president Carolyn "Biddy" Martin, Andrea Pino of End 

Rape on Campus and Alison Kiss of the Clery Center for Security on Campus join Judy Woodruff to evaluate the recent progress, 

and what more needs to be done. 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005342 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         4/18/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The high-level talks between the U.S., Russia, Ukraine and the E.U. to find a diplomatic solution in Ukraine, President Obama 

defends the healthcare law, the surge in political fundraising and a closer look at the two ongoing investigations into domestic 

terrorism. Joining Gwen: Peter Baker, The New York Times; Molly Ball, The Atlantic; Matea Gold, Washington Post; Pete 

Williams, NBC News. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020119 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/5/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

An hour-long conversation with outgoing White House press secretary Jay Carney on a variety of issues, including his close 

relationship with President Obama; his decision to join the administration after a strong reporting career; the White House's 

relationship with the Washington press; the Obamacare website fiasco; and the recent controversial prisoner exchange with the 

Taliban in Afghanistan. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010944 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/5/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Thursday, President Obama and British Prime Minister David Cameron warned that Russia must block 

weapons from entering Ukraine, recognize Kiev’s new leaders and cease supporting pro-Russian separatists or face new 

sanctions. The leaders met at the G7 summit in Brussels. Also, Sens. John McCain and Bernie Sanders agreed on a bipartisan bill 

to address delays in veteran health care. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010945 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/6/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

American employment now exceeds pre-recession levels, but most of the jobs created have lower wages. That's according to 

May’s government labor data, which shows that despite gains of 200,000 jobs, the unemployment rate hasn't budged. Economics 

correspondent Paul Solman talks to MIT labor economist Paul Osterman for his take on the numbers. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010946 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/9/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

A Veterans Affairs Department audit reveals that 57,000 veterans have been waiting 90 days or more for their first medical 

appointment at its hospitals and outpatient clinics. It also found that the 14-day wait time target was not attainable. Gwen Ifill 

talks to Ralph Ibson of the Wounded Warrior Project and Dr. Sam Foote, a former doctor in the Phoenix VA Health Care System. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010947 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 
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Airdate:         6/10/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Battles over whether to expand Medicaid under the federal health care law are still being waged. In Virginia, Republicans 

prevented Gov. Terry McAuliffe from opting the state into the expansion. Meanwhile, Republican governors in a handful of 

states are considering participation, but with added restrictions and requirements. Judy Woodruff learns more from Julie Rovner 

of Kaiser Health News. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010947 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/10/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Tuesday, the International Coalition in Afghanistan launched an investigation after five U.S. special operation 

soldiers were killed in what was reported as friendly fire. Also, the House of Representatives voted unanimously to make health 

care more accessible to veterans. The bill would pay for vets to get care outside of the VA system under certain circumstances. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010948 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/11/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

For many Brazilians, the excitement of hosting the World Cup has been greatly diminished since the day that FIFA awarded the 

event to the soccer-loving country. As transit workers and others have protested, some argue that the $15 billion spent to host the 

celebration has diverted spending from health care, education and other public resources. Jeffrey Brown reports on the pushback 

in Brazil. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010949 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/12/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Income inequality has been rising over the past three decades, in the United States most of all, but also in the United Kingdom, 

Canada and France, according to new findings by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. Judy Woodruff 

talks to Angel Gurria, secretary-general of the OECD, about how inequality depresses economic growth. 

 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005348 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         6/1/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

With the recent resignation of Veterans Affairs Secretary Eric Shinseki, we take a look at President Obama’s standing 18-months 

into his 2nd term, including his priorities, his stumbles and the potential obstacles ahead, both politically and internationally. 

Joining Gwen: Christi Parsons, Tribune Newspapers; Michael Crowley, TIME Magazine; Carrie Budoff Brown, Politico; Peter 

Baker, The New York Times. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020081 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/14/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Rafael Correa, President of the Republic of Ecuador. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020081 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 
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Airdate:         4/14/201412:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Arianna Huffington of the Huffington Post discusses her book Thrive: The Third Metric to Redefining Success and Creating a 

Life of Well-Being, Wisdom, and Wonder. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010897 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/1/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Tuesday, more than 7 million people have signed up for health insurance under the Affordable Care Act, 

despite technical glitches on HealthCare.gov during its rollout and the rush leading up to the enrollment deadline. Also, NATO 

ordered a halt to all civilian and military cooperation with Russia, and agreed to consider sending more forces to parts of Eastern 

Europe. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010899 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/3/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Army officials shed new light on the suspected gunman believed to have perpetrated the second mass shooting at Fort Hood in 

five years. Three people were killed and 16 wounded before Ivan Lopez, an Iraq veteran, killed himself. Judy Woodruff talks to 

Phillip Carter of the Center for a New American Security and retired Brig. Gen. Stephen Xenakis about what’s being learned 

about Lopez’s mental health. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010900 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/4/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Friday, Army officials at Fort Hood said a mass shooting by Spc. Ivan Lopez was likely triggered by an 

escalating argument. Also, a federal judge in Cincinnati announced he would strike down part of Ohio’s ban on same-sex 

marriage. The state will have to honor gay marriages conducted in other states. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010900 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/4/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week’s 

news, including a Supreme Court ruling that lifts campaign donation limits, as well as public commentary for a pro-baseball 

player’s paternity leave. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010902 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/8/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

For the 42 million Americans who take care of loved ones at home, the responsibilities of care -- once the purview of trained 

nurses -- have become increasingly complex. AARP has begun to advocate for greater caregiver support through public policy 

and legislation, but the health care industry may be wary of additional regulation. Special correspondent Kathleen McCleery 

reports. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010902 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 
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Airdate:         4/8/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

More than 100 people have died so far in the worst outbreak of the Ebola virus in years, which began in Guinea before spreading 

to Liberia. Now health officials are investigating possible cases in Mali and Ghana. Jeffrey Brown talks to Laurie Garrett from 

the Council on Foreign Relations about past outbreaks and the current challenges for containment. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010903 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/9/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Just 3 percent of doctors and medical providers received at least one-quarter of the $77 billion paid to providers by the 

government in 2012, according to an unprecedented and controversial release of data by Medicare. Judy Woodruff gets analysis 

from Dr. Ardis Hoven of the American Medical Association and Shannon Pettypiece of Bloomberg News. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010905 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/11/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap, President Obama announced his budget director Sylvia Mathews Burwell as his nomination to replace 

Kathleen Sebelius as Secretary of HHS. Sebelius, who has been criticized for troubles in the health care rollout, announced her 

resignation this week. Also, investigators search for answers after a truck-bus collision that killed 10 people in California 

Thursday. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010905 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/11/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Judy Woodruff to discuss this week’s 

news, including the resignation of Secretary of Health and Human Services Kathleen Sebelius and the health care law that 

defined her tenure, the anniversary of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, and potential candidates for the 2016 presidential election. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010907 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/15/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Tuesday, more than 100 female students were abducted from a boarding school overnight in northeast Nigeria. 

The abductions came hours after militants bombed a bus station in the country’s capital. Official blamed the Islamist group Boko 

Haram for both attacks. Also, an Ebola outbreak in Guinea and Liberia is now linked to more than 120 deaths. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010907 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/15/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

For most of us, life was back to normal within days or weeks of the Boston Marathon bombings. But for hundreds of victims and 

their families, that will never be true. 

 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005340 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         4/4/2014 7:00:00 PM 
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Service:         PBS 

 

The Supreme Court rejected the overall limits on how much individuals can donate; the implementation and politics of the 

Affordable Care Act; and why two powerful GOP congressmen, Rep. Mike Rogers and Rep. Dave Camp, have chosen not to 

seek re-election. Joining Gwen: Jeff Zeleny, ABC News; Matea Gold, The Washington Post; Pete Williams, NBC News; John 

Dickerson, Slate Magazine. 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005341 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         4/11/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The resignation of Health and Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius. What challenges will her successor inherit? Also, 

the 50th anniversary and legacy of the Civil Rights Act, the politics of income inequality, and the prospective candidacies and 

political dynasties of Hillary Clinton and Jeb Bush. Joining Gwen: Alexis Simendinger, Real Clear Politics; Amy Walter, Cook 

Political Report; Michael Duffy; TIME Magazine; Alex Wayne, Bloomberg News. 

 

 

Religion/Ethics 

NOLA:            MLNH  010951 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/16/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

If you could face the man who tried to kill you, what would you do? A new book, “The True American: Murder and Mercy in 

Texas,” tells the story of Raisuddin Bhuiyan, a U.S. immigrant from Bangladesh, who was shot in the face in Texas by a man 

trying to avenge the 9/11 attacks. Hari Sreenivasan talks to author Anand Giridharadas about Bhuiyan’s campaign to save Mark 

Stroman from execution. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010952 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In Baghdad, 10 people were killed in a car bombing in a Shiite neighborhood today. In the north, Shia militia appeared to join 

fight in lieu of security forces. Jonathan Rugman of Independent Television News reports from Iraq on refugees fleeing Mosul 

and Tal Afar, as well as a video released by the insurgency calling for all Sunnis around the globe to rise up and support ISIL. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010952 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The insurgency by Sunni militants in Iraq, known as ISIL or ISIS, adds conflict to an already volatile region. Gwen Ifill talks to 

Hisham Melhem of Al Arabiya News and Mary-Jane Deeb of the Library of Congress about the failure to stifle ISIL’s growth in 

Syria, the prospect of U.S. collaboration with Iran and the divergent agendas of Iraq’s other neighboring nations. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010953 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/18/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Pressure is mounting for the U.S. to come up with a course of action against the uprising of ISIL in Iraq. Judy Woodruff talks to 

Sen. Tim Kaine, D-Va., who says reforms have to happen in Iraq before the U.S. decides what kind of assistance to provide. Sen. 

John McCain, R-Ariz., says the U.S. should launch airstrikes and put some boots on the ground to oppose the extreme elements 

in Iraq. 
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NOLA:            MLNH  010954 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/19/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

An opposition rally against same-sex marriage in Washington came on the heels of news that President Obama will sign an 

executive action banning federal contractors from discriminating on the basis of sexual orientation. Judy Woodruff discusses the 

fight over gay rights and the shifting tide of public opinion with Edward-Isaac Dovere of POLITICO and David Crary of The 

Associated Press. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010954 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/19/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

President Obama announced that he will be sending up to 300 military advisors to Iraq, but stressed that the Iraqis will be 

ultimately responsible for stabilizing the uprising. The president also pushed that country’s leaders to seek a political solution. 

Meanwhile, Iraqi soldiers and helicopters faced off against Sunni extremists at Iraq’s main oil refinery north of Baghdad. Gwen 

Ifill reports. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010955 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/20/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week’s top 

news, including the current political agenda of religious conservatives in America, the election of Rep. Kevin McCarthy to be 

House majority leader, new poll numbers for President Obama and the murky goals for U.S. military intervention in Iraq. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010955 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/20/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie, former Pennsylvania Sen. Rick Santorum, Texas Sen. Ted Cruz, Florida Sen. Marco Rubio and 

Kentucky Sen. Rand Paul were among the speakers at a gathering of religious conservatives in Washington. Judy Woodruff 

reports that the Faith and Freedom Coalition's "Road to Majority" conference provided a chance to try out possible 2016 

campaign messages. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010955 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/20/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Pressure is mounting for Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki as ISIL advances toward that nation’s capital. Judy Woodruff talks 

to Rod Nordland of The New York Times from Baghdad about the future of Iraq’s government and reaction to President 

Obama’s announcement that he’s sending up to 300 military advisors to Iraq. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010955 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/20/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In Iraq, the country’s most influential Shiite cleric urged the newly elected governing body to convene quickly and choose a 

speaker and a president to counter the insurgency. Meanwhile, the Pentagon said it expects Iraq to agree to legal protections for 

the incoming group of military advisers. Judy Woodruff reports. 
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NOLA:            MLNH  010956 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Secretary of State John Kerry delivered a stern warning during a visit with the Shiite-led Iraqi government, urging immediate and 

united action to stand against ISIL. Meanwhile government forces lost control of the entire frontier with Syria and Jordan and 

Sunni insurgents extended their grip across northern and western Iraq. Gwen Ifill reports. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010957 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/24/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The United Nations estimates that, at minimum, 1,000 people have been killed in two weeks of fighting in Iraq. Judy Woodruff 

talks to two former U.S. Army officers who served in Iraq -- retired Lt. Col. Douglas Ollivant and retired Col. Derek Harvey -- 

about the strengths and weaknesses of the Iraqi security forces, the role of incoming U.S. special forces and the spread of ISIL’s 

influence in the region. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010957 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/24/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Secretary of State John Kerry made an emergency visit to the Kurdish region of Iraq to meet with President Massoud Barzani, 

urging him to support political reform in Baghdad in the face of the military onslaught by ISIL. But Barzani made it clear that the 

idea of single, unified Iraq might be a thing of the past. Judy Woodruff reports on how the Kurds have responded to the crisis in 

Iraq. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010958 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/25/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Wednesday, Iraq prime minister Nouri al-Maliki called for all factions to unite against a Sunni insurgency. 

However, he insisted that forming a unity government, as President Obama and others have pressed, would amount to a coup. 

Also, supporters of gay marriage won two new legal victories in Utah and Indiana. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010960 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/27/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The U.S. is now flying armed drones over Baghdad to protect U.S. civilians and military forces in the Iraqi capital, the Pentagon 

confirmed. Also, Human Rights Watch released a report alleging that ISIL conducted mass executions of more than 160 men in 

Tikrit. Lindsey Hilsum of Independent Television News reports from Baghdad on the growing unease among civilians. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010960 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/27/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Iraq’s top Shiite cleric ramped up pressure on politicians to agree on the nation’s next prime minister by Tuesday. Iraq’s current 

prime minister, Nouri al-Maliki, continues to lose the confidence of former allies in the fight against ISIL insurgents. Judy 

Woodruff talks to Rob Nordland of the New York Times about the struggles to unite politically and what role U.S. is playing. 
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NOLA:            MLNH  010961 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/30/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Supreme Court limits health care law’s contraception mandate: The Supreme Court ruled that family-owned corporations with 

religious objections are not required to pay for the contraceptive coverage of employees or their dependents. Marcia Coyle of The 

National Law Journal offers background on the case and Judy Woodruff gets debate on the potential fallout from Elizabeth 

Wydra of the Constitutional Accountability Center and attorney Kevin Baine. 

 

NOLA:            FRON  003212 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:   United States of Secrets (Part Two) 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/20/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In Part Two of United States of Secrets, FRONTLINE explores the role of Silicon Valley in the National Security Agency's 

dragnet.  As big technology companies encouraged users to share more and more information about their lives, they created a 

trove of data that could be useful not simply to advertisers, but also to the government.  The revelations of NSA contractor 

Edward Snowden would push Silicon Valley into the center of a debate over privacy and government surveillance. 

 

NOLA:            INLE  001520 

Series Title:    Independent Lens 

Episode Title:   God Loves Uganda 

Length:          90 minutes 

Airdate:         5/19/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Journey to the heart of East Africa, where Ugandan pastors and their American counterparts spread God’s word and evangelical 

values to millions desperate for a better life. Inspired by his own African-American Baptist roots, director Roger Ross Williams 

explores a place where religion and African culture intersect. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010935 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Can we reconcile the advancements of our modern world with Plato’s philosophical questions of free will? In “Plato at the 

Googleplex,” author Rebecca Goldstein imagines how Plato would approach neuroscience, the Internet and other technologies 

that make philosophy obsolete to some, but inevitable to Goldstein. Jeffrey Brown sits down with Goldstein to discuss. 

 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010935 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The rate of breast cancer deaths for African American women nationally is 40 percent greater than that of white women, 

according to a study published in the Journal of Cancer Epidemiology. In Memphis, the city with the widest disparity, a public 

campaign strives to tackle the gap through earlier detection and financial support. Gwen Ifill has the story. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010936 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/26/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 
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In charged acts of political symbolism, Pope Francis stopped at some of the holiest sites for Jews and Muslims during a trip to the 

Middle East. Pope Francis called for renewed peace talks, and became the first pontiff to refer to the “state of Palestine.” The 

visit came just weeks after U.S.-led talks between Israeli and Palestinian negotiators collapsed. Jeffrey Brown reports. 

 

NOLA:            NAZP  000000 

Series Title:    Escape from a Nazi Death Camp 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/20/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

October 14, 2013, was the 70th anniversary of an event that shook the Nazi party to its core. In east Poland, at Sobibor, the 

remote Nazi death camp, 300 Jewish prisoners staged a bloody break out. This film travels back to Sobibor with the last 

remaining survivors to reveal their extraordinary story of courage, desperation and determination. The film uses drama-

reconstruction and first-hand testimony to reveal the incredible escape story. The plot unfolds like a movie —- from the last-

minute change to the escape plan forced by an unexpected arrival of a train load of SS soldiers, to the systematic luring of 

individual camp guards to separate locations and different deaths -— yet every terrible and inspiring moment of this story is true. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020099 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/8/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Sister Rosemary Nyirumbe discusses her work providing shelter and work for female victims of the Lord's Resistance Army in 

Uganda. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010920 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In the West African nation of Senegal, at least 50,000 talibes — young boys studying the Koran — beg for food and money to 

pay their master. Some of these boys left home so young they don’t know where they came from, and suffer brutal punishment 

when they fail to make their quota. Kira Kay of the Bureau for International Reporting visits some organizations that are trying to 

help. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010921 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/5/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In a 5-4 decision, the Supreme Court ruled Monday that local governments have the right to open town meetings with prayer — 

even if the prayer is explicitly of one denomination. Gwen Ifill gets an overview of the case from Marcia Coyle of The National 

Law Journal. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010921 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/5/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Primaries in North Carolina, Indiana and Ohio will kick off the 2014 midterm election season. Over the next month and a half, 25 

states will vote in primaries for Congressional and local offices. Gwen Ifill gets a preview of some of the battles from NewsHour 

political editor Domenico Montanaro. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010925 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/9/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 
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Nearly a month since the Islamist group Boko Haram attacked a village in Nigeria and made off with more than 300 girls, that 

country’s government and military have been criticized for failing to do more. Amnesty International has reported that officials 

failed to prevent the attack, despite being warned. Jeffrey Brown examines the international social media campaign that has 

sprung up in reaction. 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005345 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         5/9/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The kidnappings of nearly 300 schoolgirls in Nigeria by Boko Haram; the White House released a new report on climate change; 

the SCOTUS ruling to uphold prayer at government meetings; and a roundup of the primaries that marked the unofficial launch 

of the midterm season. Joining Gwen: Hannah Allam, McClatchy Paper; Dan Balz, Washington Post; Coral Davenport, The New 

York Times; Pete Williams, NBC News. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020092 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/29/2014 12:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Analysis of the canonization of Pope John XXIII and Pope John Paul II with Delia Gallagher, senior editor for Inside the Vatican 

Magazine; Monsignor Anthony Figuerido; Cardinal Timothy Dolan, Archbishop of New York; and Cardinal Donald Wuerl, 

Archbishop of Washington. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010915 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/25/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Catholics from around the world converged in Rome ahead of the historic canonization of the 20th century’s most loved pontiffs. 

Pope John Paul II, who stood as a firm opponent to communism at the height of the Cold War, and John XXIII, the so-called 

“good pope” who is best known for convening reforms under the Second Vatican Council, will be declared saints in Saint Peter’s 

Square. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010915 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/25/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Pope Francis has chosen two iconic 20th century popes to be canonized. Jeffrey Brown gets reaction and background from 

Patricia McGuire of Trinity Washington University and John Allen of The Boston Globe on the political motives behind the 

pairing, the unprecedented speed of the selection and the evolving standards of sainthood. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010918 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/30/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In Oklahoma, Clayton Lockett died of a heart attack when he was given an untested combination of drugs in what was intended 

to be a lethal injection. Judy Woodruff talks to Cary Aspinwall who has been covering the story for Tulsa World. Attorney Roy 

Englert and Deborah Denno of Fordham University School of Law discuss whether states can implement the death penalty in a 

humane fashion. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010906 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 
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Airdate:         4/14/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Federal authorities confirmed that they believe shootings at two Jewish community sites in Kansas were motivated by hate. Gwen 

Ifill talks to Mark Potok of the Southern Poverty Law Center to learn more about the 73-year-old suspect, Frazier Glenn Cross, 

who faces first-degree murder charges for the deaths of three people. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020125 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/13/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A panel discussion with Kate Valk, Elizabeth LeCompte, and Frances McDormand of the Wooster Group, an influential 

experimental theater and dance group, on Early Shaker Spirituals, their staged version of a record album found in a used record 

store. 

 

NOLA:            SJSS  000103 

Series Title:    Story of the Jews with Simon Schama; The 

Episode Title:   A Leap of Faith 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/1/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Simon Schama explores the bright, hopeful moment when Enlightenment thinkers and revolutionary armies brought ghetto walls 

crashing down — allowing Jews to weave their wisdom, creativity and energies into the very fabric of modern life in Europe. 

One of the most of fruitful branches of this Jewish renaissance was in music, and the stellar careers of Giacomo Meyerbeer and 

Felix Mendelssohn established the enduring tradition for Jewish musical prodigies. However, the remarkably successful 

integration of Jewish talent into the mainstream of European culture and commerce stirred up the ghosts of ancient prejudice, 

decked out in the new clothes of romantic nationalism and the pseudo-science of anti-Semitism. The road to the hell of the 

Holocaust was paved by the diatribes of Richard Wagner, while the trial of Alfred Dreyfus led Theodor Herzl to conclude that 

without a homeland of their own, Jews would never be free of the millennia-old persecution. 

 

NOLA:            SJSS  000104 

Series Title:    Story of the Jews with Simon Schama; The 

Episode Title:   Over the Rainbow 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/1/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Simon Schama plunges viewers into the lost world of the shtetl, the Jewish towns and villages sewn across the hinterlands of 

Eastern Europe, which became the seedbed of a uniquely Jewish culture. Shtetl culture would make its mark on the modern 

world, from the revolutionary politics of the Soviet Union to the mass culture of Tin Pan Alley and Hollywood. It was also the 

birthplaces of Hasidism, the most visible, iconic and, arguably, most misunderstood expression of Jewish faith and fervor. This 

episode travels from the forests of Lithuania, where Schama’s own family logged wood and fought wolves, to the boulevards of 

Odessa, where shtetl kids argued the merits of revolutionary socialism over Zionism. From the Ukrainian city of Uman, where 

today thousands of the Hasidim chant and sing over the tomb of the wonder-working Rabbi Nachman, to the streets of 

Manhattan’s lower east side, where the sons of shtetl immigrants wrote the American songbook. The program returns, with grim 

inevitability, to Eastern Europe in 1940, where the genocidal mechanisms of the “final solution” were beginning to grind the 

shtetl world into dust and ash. 

 

NOLA:            SJSS  000105 

Series Title:    Story of the Jews with Simon Schama; The 

Episode Title:   Return 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/1/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Simon Schama examines how the Holocaust and the creation of Israel have fundamentally changed what it means to be Jewish. 

Mixing personal recollection with epic history, Schama tells the story of the remarkable personalities and unprecedented events 

that turned the Zionist dream of creating a modern state of Israel into reality — and the consequences for the world. With 

contributions from writer David Grossman, photographer Micha Bar-Am, kibbutz founder Freddie Kahan, West Bank settler Zvi 
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Cooper and Palestinian villager Yacoub Odeh, the film explores the tension between the high ideals and dire necessities that led 

to the creation of a Jewish homeland and the realities of conflict, dispossession and occupation that have followed in its wake. 

 

Sexuality 

NOLA:            MLNH  010961 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/30/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Supreme Court limits health care law’s contraception mandate: The Supreme Court ruled that family-owned corporations with 

religious objections are not required to pay for the contraceptive coverage of employees or their dependents. Marcia Coyle of The 

National Law Journal offers background on the case and Judy Woodruff gets debate on the potential fallout from Elizabeth 

Wydra of the Constitutional Accountability Center and attorney Kevin Baine. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010922 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/6/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In the last few decades, a multi-billion dollar industry has evolved around princess stories and toys. But in contrast to this pink 

and purple “girlie” world are alternatives emphasizing more diverse interests and portraying different kinds of heroines. Gwen 

Ifill talks to author Peggy Orenstein and Angelica Perez of the Ella Institute about the influence of modern marketers and media 

on girls. 

 

War/Veterans/National Security 

NOLA:            COSE  020126 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/16/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Kai Bird discusses his book, The Good Spy, a look at the legendary CIA agent Robert Ames, who was killed in the 1983 

bombing of the U.S. agency in Beirut. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020126 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/16/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Continued discussion about the crisis in Iraq with Robin Wright and Les Gelb, president emeritus of the Council on Foreign 

Relations. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020127 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/17/2014 12:00:00 AM  

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Michael Morell, former deputy director of the CIA from 2010-2013, discusses the Sunni militant efforts to capture Iraq. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020129 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/19/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A conversation with General Richard Myers, former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, about the ongoing crisis with Sunni 

insurgents in Iraq and its potential threat to U.S. national security. 
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NOLA:            COSE  020131 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/23/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Continued analysis of the Sunni insurgency crisis in Iraq with Dexter Filkins of The New Yorker. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020132 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/24/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

An hour with former vice president Dick Cheney on his and his daughter's Wall Street Journal Op Ed questioning President 

Obama's leadership toward the Middle East. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010951 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/16/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The town of Tal Afar in northern Iraq fell to jihadists overnight. A city official said families were trapped in their houses by the 

fighting and that many people were killed. Meanwhile, a new video was released showing Sunni militants killing Iraqi army 

prisoners, a day after photos emerged of an alleged mass execution of soldiers. Jonathan Rugman of Independent Television 

News reports. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010951 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/16/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The Sunni militants known as ISIL or ISIS continue to broaden their control over the northern Iraq. What are their origins and 

how does the group compare to other insurgencies? Gwen Ifill learns more from journalist Rania Abouzeid and Brian Fishman of 

the New America Foundation. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010952 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

U.S. special forces, with the help of the FBI, apprehended Abu Khattala, one of the suspected ring leaders of the 2012 embassy 

attack in Benghazi, Libya. Khattala is the first accused perpetrator of the attacks to be taken into U.S. custody. Jeffrey Brown 

discusses the details of the capture with The Washington Post’s Karen DeYoung, who first broke the story. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010952 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In Baghdad, 10 people were killed in a car bombing in a Shiite neighborhood today. In the north, Shia militia appeared to join 

fight in lieu of security forces. Jonathan Rugman of Independent Television News reports from Iraq on refugees fleeing Mosul 

and Tal Afar, as well as a video released by the insurgency calling for all Sunnis around the globe to rise up and support ISIL. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010952 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 
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Service:         PBS 

 

The insurgency by Sunni militants in Iraq, known as ISIL or ISIS, adds conflict to an already volatile region. Gwen Ifill talks to 

Hisham Melhem of Al Arabiya News and Mary-Jane Deeb of the Library of Congress about the failure to stifle ISIL’s growth in 

Syria, the prospect of U.S. collaboration with Iran and the divergent agendas of Iraq’s other neighboring nations. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010953 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/18/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Wednesday, the interim government in Libya insisted the U.S. hand over the newly captured suspect in the 

Benghazi attack, condemned the raid that seized him, and demanded that Khattala be tried in Libya. Ahmed Abu Khattala is now 

headed to the U.S. Also, Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko offered up a cease-fire plan to end the violence plaguing the 

border with Russia. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010953 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/18/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Pressure is mounting for the U.S. to come up with a course of action against the uprising of ISIL in Iraq. Judy Woodruff talks to 

Sen. Tim Kaine, D-Va., who says reforms have to happen in Iraq before the U.S. decides what kind of assistance to provide. Sen. 

John McCain, R-Ariz., says the U.S. should launch airstrikes and put some boots on the ground to oppose the extreme elements 

in Iraq. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010954 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/19/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki has been faulted by some for deepening sectarian divisions now roiling the country. Gwen 

Ifill talks to Charles Duelfer, former UN and U.S. weapons inspector in Iraq, Abbas Kadhim of Johns Hopkins University and 

Feisal Istrabadi of Indiana University about what’s undermining Iraq’s stability and best possible outcomes. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010954 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/19/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In November 2010, Lance Cpl. Kyle Carpenter’s battalion was tasked with taking over a compound in Afghanistan, when a 

grenade landed on the roof where he was standing. He dove on it to save the life of a fellow marine, absorbing much of the blast 

that seriously wounded him. He was awarded the Medal of Honor on Thursday. Carpenter recalls his story and what followed to 

Jeffrey Brown. 

 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010954 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/19/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

President Obama announced that he will be sending up to 300 military advisors to Iraq, but stressed that the Iraqis will be 

ultimately responsible for stabilizing the uprising. The president also pushed that country’s leaders to seek a political solution. 

Meanwhile, Iraqi soldiers and helicopters faced off against Sunni extremists at Iraq’s main oil refinery north of Baghdad. Gwen 

Ifill reports. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010955 
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Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/20/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In Iraq, the country’s most influential Shiite cleric urged the newly elected governing body to convene quickly and choose a 

speaker and a president to counter the insurgency. Meanwhile, the Pentagon said it expects Iraq to agree to legal protections for 

the incoming group of military advisers. Judy Woodruff reports. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010955 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/20/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Pressure is mounting for Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki as ISIL advances toward that nation’s capital. Judy Woodruff talks 

to Rod Nordland of The New York Times from Baghdad about the future of Iraq’s government and reaction to President 

Obama’s announcement that he’s sending up to 300 military advisors to Iraq. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010955 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/20/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week’s top 

news, including the current political agenda of religious conservatives in America, the election of Rep. Kevin McCarthy to be 

House majority leader, new poll numbers for President Obama and the murky goals for U.S. military intervention in Iraq. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010955 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/20/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Friday, Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko ordered government troops to put down their weapons against 

pro-Russian separatists. Rebel leaders dismissed the cease-fire. Also, there are more than 50 million people in the world living as 

refugees for the first time since World War II, according to a UN report. The massive increase was driven largely by the war in 

Syria. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010956 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Secretary of State John Kerry delivered a stern warning during a visit with the Shiite-led Iraqi government, urging immediate and 

united action to stand against ISIL. Meanwhile government forces lost control of the entire frontier with Syria and Jordan and 

Sunni insurgents extended their grip across northern and western Iraq. Gwen Ifill reports. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010957 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/24/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The United Nations estimates that, at minimum, 1,000 people have been killed in two weeks of fighting in Iraq. Judy Woodruff 

talks to two former U.S. Army officers who served in Iraq -- retired Lt. Col. Douglas Ollivant and retired Col. Derek Harvey -- 

about the strengths and weaknesses of the Iraqi security forces, the role of incoming U.S. special forces and the spread of ISIL’s 

influence in the region. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010957 
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Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/24/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Secretary of State John Kerry made an emergency visit to the Kurdish region of Iraq to meet with President Massoud Barzani, 

urging him to support political reform in Baghdad in the face of the military onslaught by ISIL. But Barzani made it clear that the 

idea of single, unified Iraq might be a thing of the past. Judy Woodruff reports on how the Kurds have responded to the crisis in 

Iraq. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010958 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/25/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Wednesday, Iraq prime minister Nouri al-Maliki called for all factions to unite against a Sunni insurgency. 

However, he insisted that forming a unity government, as President Obama and others have pressed, would amount to a coup. 

Also, supporters of gay marriage won two new legal victories in Utah and Indiana. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010958 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/25/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Hillary Clinton, the former secretary of state, senator and first lady, joins Gwen Ifill for an extended conversation on international 

concerns like the crisis in Iraq and upheaval in Ukraine, as well as the state of economic recovery in the United States, why 

Democrats should be embracing health care reform and the reason she's waiting to decide whether she'll run for president in 

2016. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010959 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/26/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Both Iraq's government army and fighters from ISIL have claimed to have the upper hand in a week-long battle for Iraq's biggest 

oil refinery. The clashes have stopped oil production at the Beiji complex, but amid the chaos, the price of crude exports has risen 

by only $2.35 a barrel. Gwen Ifill talks to Gianna Bern of Brookshire Advisory and Research and Greg Priddy of the Eurasia 

Group. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010959 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/26/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Jeffrey Brown talks to Dennis Wagner of The Arizona Republic about two whistleblowers who have emerged to make public 

accusations about problems within Veterans Affairs health system. One came forward with information about patients who died 

while waiting for medical care in Phoenix, while another claims she was fired after raising concerns. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010960 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/27/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Friday, the head of Syria’s moderate opposition, Ahmad al-Jarba, met with Secretary of State John Kerry in 

Saudi Arabia. The White House called for $500 million to aid his forces. Also, in Afghanistan, thousands filled the streets to 

protest alleged fraud in the presidential runoff election two weeks ago. 
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NOLA:            MLNH  010960 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/27/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The U.S. is now flying armed drones over Baghdad to protect U.S. civilians and military forces in the Iraqi capital, the Pentagon 

confirmed. Also, Human Rights Watch released a report alleging that ISIL conducted mass executions of more than 160 men in 

Tikrit. Lindsey Hilsum of Independent Television News reports from Baghdad on the growing unease among civilians. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010960 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/27/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Iraq’s top Shiite cleric ramped up pressure on politicians to agree on the nation’s next prime minister by Tuesday. Iraq’s current 

prime minister, Nouri al-Maliki, continues to lose the confidence of former allies in the fight against ISIL insurgents. Judy 

Woodruff talks to Rob Nordland of the New York Times about the struggles to unite politically and what role U.S. is playing. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010961 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/30/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

News Wrap: Sunni extremists declare new Islamic state in Iraq and Syria: In our news wrap Monday, there was celebration and 

condemnation for the announcement of a new Islamic state, or caliphate, in Iraq and Syria, declared by ISIL on Sunday. Also, 

President Obama formally announced his nominee to replace former Secretary Eric Shinseki at the Department of Veterans 

Affairs. Robert McDonald is a former Proctor and Gamble executive and Army captain. 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005351 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         6/20/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

President Obama said Thursday the U.S. will provide military assets to support Iraqi security forces fighting ISIS insurgents but 

no combat troops. Plus, how will Obama's record-low approval ratings affect the midterms? And House Republicans elect new 

leaders. Joining Gwen: Peter Baker, New York Times, Nancy Youssef, Michael Crowley, TIME Magazine; Janet Hook, Wall 

Street Journal; Ed O'Keefe, Washington Post. 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005352 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         6/27/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Four significant Supreme Court decisions this week including suspects' rights & abortion clinic protests, incumbent Sen. Thad 

Cochran of Mississippi survives a strong tea-party challenge, and a first person account on the worsening situation in Iraq. 

Joining Gwen: Pete Williams, NBC News; Joan Biskupic, Reuters; Martha Raddatz, ABC News; Dan Balz, Washington Post. 

 

NOLA:            CBAC  000102 

Series Title:    Coming Back with Wes Moore 

Episode Title:   Fitting In 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/20/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In episode two, host Wes Moore reflects on the idea of fitting in when you and the home you are returning to is fundamentally 

changed by war. Wes follows up with Andy Clark as he prepares to return to Afghanistan as a military contractor and Brad 

Farnsley as he struggles to accept his situation at the Warrior Transition Unit. He also meets Bobby Henline, whose body was 
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more than 40 percent burned when his Humvee was hit by an IED and has since found himself on stage as a stand-up comedian. 

But he still struggles with PTSD, which is making it difficult to cope with his tumultuous family life and straining his relationship 

with his wife. Taylor Urruela lost his right leg to an IED two days before he was set to leave and now has a prosthetic limb. He 

now attends the University of Tampa to study Sports Management, while at the same time plans to try out for their baseball team. 

Earl Johnson is determined to use the skills he learned in the military to remake his neighborhood - Baltimore's infamous Oliver. 

Working with Operation Oliver, he cleans up trash, boards up abandoned homes, and works as a conduit between the police and 

drug dealers. But his zealous drive is putting a tremendous strain on his relationship with his wife, Zina. And his past military 

service also comes into question, revealing a series of secrets that even his wife is unaware of. 

 

NOLA:            CBAC  000103 

Series Title:    Coming Back with Wes Moore 

Episode Title:   Moving Forward 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/27/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In episode three, host Wes Moore highlights the drive veterans often have of finding a new mission. Revisiting Taylor Urruela, 

his immediate mission is succeeding in the competitive tryouts for the University of Tampa baseball team, despite the fact that 

he's missing a leg. He is also finding meaning in Vet Sports, an organization he co-founded that helps veterans socialize through 

playing a variety of sports. Bobby Henline is still on his new mission of helping others through his comedy, but his PTSD is still 

interfering with his home life. His personal mission is to overcome this and fix his relationship with his family. Earl Johnson, 

whose lies have caught up with him in the previous episode, struggles to keep his mission of revitalizing the Oliver.  Tammy 

Duckworth, currently a Congresswoman from Illinois, was a helicopter pilot in Iraq and the survivor of a crash that caused her to 

lose both of her legs. In honor of those who saved her, Tammy now has a mission to continue serving the public and be a voice 

for her fellow vets. Finally, Wes meets Stacy Pearsall who was a war photographer who was hit by an IED in Iraq and now 

suffers with mild brain damage. Though she was told she'd never be able to be the photographer she once was, she now travels 

the country taking portraits of veterans as part of the Veteran's Portraits Project. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020105 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/16/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Thierry de Montbrial, a French economics and international relations expert as well as president and founder of the World Policy 

Conference, discussed the French political climate and the country's relationship with the U.S.; the likelihood of a nuclear 

agreement with Iran; the ongoing political tension between Russia and the Ukraine; and other countries' expectations of the 

United States. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020107 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/20/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

David Sanger of The New York Times and Richard McGregor of The Financial Times discuss the U.S. government's charges that 

Chinese army officers hacked into American companies. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020109 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/22/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

An hour with Chuck Hagel, the United States secretary of defense, who discussed a variety of subjects, including the impact of 

his military service in Vietnam on his future career; the Veterans Administration health care crisis; the Ukranian government 

crisis and tension with Russia; the ongoing civil war in Syria; the U.S. relationship with Israel; nuclear negotiations with Iran; the 

importance of keeping some troops in Afghanistan; the terrorist threat today in light of Al-Quaeda's worldwide resurgence; the 

Nigerian terrorist child kidnapping; China's recent hacker attack on American corporations and the two countries' shared 

economic interests; America's ability to continue acting as the world's policeman in light of sequestration; and the military's 

mission after a period of protracted war. 
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NOLA:            COSE  020110 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/23/2014 12:00:00 AM  

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Conversations with General Stanley McChrystal on his memoir, My Share of the Task; and General Ray Odierno, chief of staff 

of the Army, who discussed the capture of Bin Laden and the lessons of the war in Iraq; and Major General H. R. McMaster, who 

has been tasked with overseeing the Army's think tank on the future of warfare. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020111 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/26/2014 12:00:00 AM  

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Acclaimed interviewer and broadcast journalist Charlie Rose engages today's newsmakers in one-on-one interviews and 

roundtable discussions. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020113 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/28/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A panel discussion about President Obama's West Point commencement address--in which he recast his broad vision of foreign 

policy and America's role in the world--with Michele Flournoy, CEO of the Center for a New American Security; EJ Dionne of 

the Brookings Institution; Jeff Goldberg of Bloomberg View; and David Rennie of the Economist Magazine. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020114 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/29/2014 12:00:00 AM  

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

An hour with United States national security advisor Susan Rice, who discussed President Obama's recent restatement of his 

foreign policy objectives, the administration's policy on a number of regional conflicts; NSA leaker Edward Snowden's claim that 

he was trained as a spy; prospects for a peaceful resolution of the Iranian nuclear negotiations; and her thoughts on the late poet 

Maya Angelou. 

 

 

NOLA:            DDAU  000000 

Series Title:    D-Day 360 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/27/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

D-Day was a logistical effort on a scale never seen before or since. On the day itself, 3,000 planes dropped 23,000 airborne 

troops behind German lines, and 7,000 ships delivered around 20,000 military vehicles and 130,000 soldiers onto the beaches. 

Once on the shore, the troops had to negotiate two million mines buried in the sand, 46,000 fearsome beach obstacles and 

hundreds of miles of barbed wire, while dodging the shells and bullets fired by 40,000 German defenders. This film takes 

advantage of LiDAR technology to re-create the landscape and allow viewers to switch effortlessly between the macro and the 

micro — pulling back for the big picture and zooming in to a close-up of a single soldier on the battlefield. 

 

NOLA:            FRON  003212 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:   United States of Secrets (Part Two) 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/20/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 
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In Part Two of United States of Secrets, FRONTLINE explores the role of Silicon Valley in the National Security Agency's 

dragnet.  As big technology companies encouraged users to share more and more information about their lives, they created a 

trove of data that could be useful not simply to advertisers, but also to the government.  The revelations of NSA contractor 

Edward Snowden would push Silicon Valley into the center of a debate over privacy and government surveillance. 

 

NOLA:            FRON  003213 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:   Battle Zones: Ukraine & Syria 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/27/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

FRONTLINE goes inside the raging battle zones of Ukraine and Syria.  In Ukraine, with personal and dramatic footage, 

FRONTLINE reveals the deep-seeded hatreds between right-wing Ukrainian nationalists with historic ties to the Nazis, and 

violent pro-Russian separatists vying for control of the country.  And in Syria, FRONTLINE finds rebel fighters who say they're 

being secretly armed and trained by the United States. 

 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010930 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/16/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Friday, Dr. Robert Petzel, the top health official at the Department of Veterans Affairs, has resigned. He 

testified Thursday before a Senate panel on the department's failures to provide adequate care for veterans. Also, the Department 

of Transportation fined General Motors a maximum of $35 million for mishandling ignition switch defects. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010933 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/21/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Wednesday, Democrats in the House of Representatives have decided to join the latest probe into the attack on 

U.S. diplomats in Benghazi, Libya. Also, the U.S. deployed 80 troops to Chad in order to help with intelligence and 

reconnaissance in the search for the abducted schoolgirls in Nigeria. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010933 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/21/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

President Obama defended embattled Veterans Affairs Secretary Eric Shinseki Wednesday, but warned that someone will be held 

accountable for any revealed shortcomings amid allegations that 40 veterans died awaiting care. Gwen Ifill gets two views on the 

troubles inside the VA from former Defense Department official David McGinnis and Joseph Violante of Disabled American 

Veterans. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010935 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and Washington Post columnist Michael Gerson join Hari Sreenivasan to discuss the week’s 

news, including primary election contests in Kentucky, Oregon and Georgia, and calls from some lawmakers for Secretary Eric 

Shinseki to step down after troubles at the Department of Veterans Affairs. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010935 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 
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Airdate:         5/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Friday, Thailand’s ousted prime minister was detained and 150 political leaders were barred from leaving the 

country. In response, the U.S. suspended $3.5 million in military aid to Thailand. Also, Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel told CBS 

News it would be premature to fire Veterans Affairs Secretary Eric Shinseki over allegations of delayed care. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010935 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Russia’s President Vladimir Putin questioned why his country is being blamed for Ukraine’s unrest, but also said he would 

respect the outcome of its national elections Sunday. Chief foreign affairs correspondent Margaret Warner talks to Andriy 

Parubiy, secretary of Ukraine’s National Security and Defense Council, who has been overseeing operations against the 

separatists. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010936 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/26/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

On Memorial Day, Americans across the country paused to honor men and women who fought and died in war. President Obama 

laid a wreath at the tomb of the unknowns at Arlington National Cemetery after a surprise weekend trip to Afghanistan. 

Remembrances come as the U.S. prepares to withdraw most of its forces from Afghanistan by the end of 2014. Judy Woodruff 

reports. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010937 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/27/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

President Obama declared 2014 a pivotal year in pulling nearly all U.S. troops out of Afghanistan by the end of 2016. To 

examine the timetable laid out by the president, Gwen Ifill gets views from former Defense Department official Michèle 

Flournoy and retired Army Gen. Jack Keane. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010938 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/28/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

President Obama addressed West Point graduates with a commencement speech that doubled as a defense of his foreign policy 

and a statement on his view of America's role abroad. Judy Woodruff examines the president’s remarks with former State 

Department official Thomas Pickering, former National Security Council staff member Elliott Abrams and Stephen Walt of 

Harvard University. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010938 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/28/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Wednesday, the VA inspector general concluded that veterans awaiting care in Phoenix waited an average of 

115 days for a first appointment, and that 1,700 veterans weren’t on a waiting list at all. President Obama called the findings 

“extremely troubling.” Also, Libyan military jets bombed Islamist militia bases and the State Department urged Americans to 

leave the country. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010939 
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Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/29/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Secretary of State John Kerry weighs in on the U.S. response to the crisis in Ukraine, a terror resurgence in North Africa, the 

long, bloody war in Syria and a Mideast peace process that ground to a halt just a few weeks ago. He joins Gwen Ifill for an 

extended interview on current foreign policy challenges and why he thinks President Obama doesn’t get sufficient credit for 

successes. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010939 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/29/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Calls for VA Secretary Eric Shinseki are mounting in Washington after the inspector general’s interim report on the VA medical 

center in Phoenix, Arizona, alleged staffers cooked the books to earn bonuses. Lawmakers on both sides, including Sen. John 

McCain, are calling for a criminal investigation. Hari Sreenivasan gets more detail from Gregg Zoroya of USA Today. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010940 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/30/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Eric Shinseki ended his five-year tenure as secretary of Veterans Affairs after more than 100 members of Congress demanded he 

step down. How will the VA clean up its problem-plagued health system? Jeffrey Brown talks to retired Army Brig. Gen. 

Stephen Xenakis, M.D., Joseph Violante of Disabled American Veterans and Paul Rieckhoff of Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans of 

America. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010940 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/30/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week’s top 

news, including the resignation of VA Secretary Shinseki and President Obama’s foreign policy speech at West Point. 

 

NOLA:            NAZM  000106 

Series Title:    Nazi Mega Weapons 

Episode Title:   Fortress Berlin 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/14/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

April 1945. Hitler is in the center of Berlin, 10 meters underground, surrounded by four-meter thick concrete walls, safe from any 

air attack the Allies can throw at him. But the Russians are advancing on the ground — the Red Army is lined up along the Oder 

River and going for the Führer. Blocking the way are rings of ingenious defenses, kill zones and strong-points that have turned 

Berlin into a fortress. At the heart of this fortress is the Führerbunker. 

 

NOLA:            NAZP  000000 

Series Title:    Escape from a Nazi Death Camp 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/20/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

October 14, 2013, was the 70th anniversary of an event that shook the Nazi party to its core. In east Poland, at Sobibor, the 

remote Nazi death camp, 300 Jewish prisoners staged a bloody break out. This film travels back to Sobibor with the last 

remaining survivors to reveal their extraordinary story of courage, desperation and determination. The film uses drama-

reconstruction and first-hand testimony to reveal the incredible escape story. The plot unfolds like a movie —- from the last-
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minute change to the escape plan forced by an unexpected arrival of a train load of SS soldiers, to the systematic luring of 

individual camp guards to separate locations and different deaths -— yet every terrible and inspiring moment of this story is true. 

 

NOLA:            NOVA  004113 

Series Title:    NOVA 

Episode Title:   D-Day's Sunken Secrets 

Length:          120 minutes 

Airdate:         5/28/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

On June 6, 1944, the Allies launched an armada to invade the Normandy beaches and liberate Europe from the Nazis. Hundreds 

of ships sank while running the gauntlet of mines and bunkers, creating one of the world’s largest underwater wreck sites. Now 

NOVA has exclusive access to a unique collaboration among military historians, archaeologists and specialist divers to carry out 

the most extensive survey of the seabed bordering the beachheads. Dive teams, submersibles and underwater robots will identify 

key examples of the Allied craft that fell victim to German shellfire, mines and torpedoes. The team will use the latest 3D 

mapping tools to plot the relics on the sea floor. Highlighting the ingenious technology that helped the Allies overcome the 

German defenses, “D-Day’s Sunken Secrets” unfolds a vivid blow-by-blow account of the tumultuous events of D-Day and 

reveals how the Allies’ intricate planning and advanced technology were vital to assure the success of the most ambitious and 

risky military operation ever launched. 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005346 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         5/16/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Alleged deadly waiting times for medical care at VA hospitals, passing a compromise immigration bill ahead of the midterm 

elections, the growing number of 2016 presidential hopefuls, and a look at the GOP primary in Nebraska. Joining Gwen: Martha 

Raddatz, ABC News; John Dickerson, Slate Magazine and CBS News; Molly Ball, The Atlantic; John Harwood, CNBC and The 

New York Times. 

 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005347 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         5/23/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The latest on alleged mismanagement of VA hospitals, the indictment of five Chinese Army officials over cyber spying, analysis 

Tuesday’s primary elections and President Lyndon Johnson's call to make America a 'Great Society' fifty years later. Joining 

Gwen: Jeff Zeleny, ABC News; Pete Williams, NBC News; Susan Davis, USA Today; Karen Tumulty, Washington Post. 

 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005348 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         5/30/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

With the recent resignation of Veterans Affairs Secretary Eric Shinseki, we take a look at President Obama’s standing 18-months 

into his 2nd term, including his priorities, his stumbles and the potential obstacles ahead, both politically and internationally. 

Joining Gwen: Christi Parsons, Tribune Newspapers; Michael Crowley, TIME Magazine; Carrie Budoff Brown, Politico; Peter 

Baker, The New York Times. 

 

NOLA:            CBAC  000101 

Series Title:    Coming Back with Wes Moore 

Episode Title:   Coming Back 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/13/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 
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In episode one, host Wes Moore explores the questions surrounding the difficulty with the process of coming back from war. He 

meets Chris Phelan who was able to successfully translate his experience in the military to a career as a police officer. He is also 

raising his two-year-old daughter River by himself, while his wife, Star Lopez, serves as a lawyer at the Afghan Embassy 

preparing to return home herself. When Andy Clark returned from war, he and his wife were faced with their son's diagnosis with 

autism and the costs of his care. Feeling financial pressure, Andy decides to accept a position as a military contractor that 

requires him to be in Afghanistan for months at a time. Letrice Titus works as a counselor in the Canandaigua VA Hospital where 

all the calls to the VA Veterans Crisis Line are routed. And Brad Farnsley is at a Warrior Transition Unit, a system established by 

the Army in 2007 to assist with the transitioning of soldiers they deem medically or psychologically unready for either duty or 

discharge. Anxious to return to his family for good, Brad is stuck by the complicated bureaucracy and his discharge date remains 

a mystery. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020095 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/2/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A conversation with Jessica Mathews, president of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, on about President Obama's 

stated reticence about using military force. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020097 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/6/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A conversation with Rep. Trey Gowdy (R-SC), who was chosen by House speaker John Boehner to lead a new committee 

investigating the 2012 terrorist attack on U.S. embassy in Benghazi, Libya. 

 

NOLA:            FRON  003211 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:   United States of Secrets (Part One) 

Length:          120 minutes 

Airdate:         5/13/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Last year Edward Snowden downloaded tens of thousands of top-secret documents from a highly secure government computer 

network.  The revelations that followed touched off a fierce debate over the massive surveillance operations conducted by the 

National Security Agency.  Now FRONTLINE investigates the secret history of the unprecedented surveillance program that 

began in the wake of September 11th and continues today.  Through exclusive interviews with intelligence insiders, cabinet 

officials, and government whistle-blowers, Part One reveals how the U.S. government came to monitor the communications of 

millions of Americans and to collect billions of records on ordinary people around the world. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010919 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/1/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The Pentagon has seen a 50 percent rise in cases of sexual assault being reported, following escalated measures to prevent and 

combat rampant attacks within the ranks and amid growing pressure from Congress and the White House. Gwen Ifill gets 

reaction from former Capt. Anu Bhagwati of the Service Women's Action Network and retired Lt. Col. Geoffrey Corn, a former 

Army lawyer. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010920 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Secretary of State John Kerry traveled to South Sudan to urge President Salva Kiir to meet the opposition and halt a four-month 

civil war. In recent weeks, hundreds of civilians have been slaughtered in the Bentiu, and more than a million people have fled to 
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escape the fighting. Jeffrey Brown talks to former British foreign secretary David Miliband, CEO of International Rescue 

Committee. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010922 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/6/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Tuesday, Islamist militants have reportedly abducted more girls in Nigeria’s northeast, in addition to the some 

270 schoolgirls kidnapped last month. Men went door-to-door, taking girls ages 12 to 15, said witnesses and police. Also, the 

White House defended the Veterans Affairs secretary amid allegations that up to 40 veterans died while waiting for help at a 

hospital in Phoenix. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010923 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/7/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The war in Syria seems to be tipping in favor of Assad's forces, despite some rebel strongholds. Ties to extremists among some 

rebel factions have made the U.S. wary of offering military support. But the chief moderate political force opposing Assad, the 

Syrian Opposition Council, has been granted diplomatic status by the State Department. Margaret Warner interviews SOC 

representative Ahmad Jabra. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010924 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/8/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The House of Representatives moved to form a special committee to investigate the attacks on the American consulate in 

Benghazi, Libya. House Speaker John Boehner says there are valid questions to pursue over the Obama administration’s role in 

the aftermath, but some Democrats dismiss the efforts as politically motivated. Robert Costa of The Washington Post joins Judy 

Woodruff for more. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010924 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/8/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Veterans Affairs Secretary Eric Shinseki is pushing back against calls for him to resign after allegations that dozens of patients 

have died because of delayed treatment at an agency hospital. Shinseki has ordered a nationwide review of access to care at all 

VA clinics. Jeffrey Brown learns more from Phillip Carter from Center for a New American Security and Brian Skoloff of the 

Associated Press. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010926 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/12/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The city of Los Angeles is constantly reinventing itself. But now, a project called “Survey L.A.” is digging beneath the city’s 

layers to identify, catalogue and preserve its diverse cultural history in electronic form. Jeffrey Brown reports on this effort to 

map the history of a relatively new and rapidly developing city. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010927 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/13/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 
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At the White House, former Army Sgt. Kyle White was awarded the Medal of Honor, the nation’s highest honor for valor. 

President Obama recalled White’s bravery in a 2007 incident in Afghanistan when his platoon came under surprise attack. White 

sprinted through enemy fire to take care of a teammate with a shattered arm, and ensured his safe lift out by helicopter. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010929 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/15/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Veterans Affairs Secretary Eric Shinseki appeared in front of a Senate panel to defend his agency against accusations that a V.A. 

hospital in Phoenix, Arizona, falsified scheduling reports, and that up to 40 veterans died awaiting treatment. Senators on both 

sides of the aisle pressed Shinseki — under mounting calls to resign — to do more. Gwen Ifill reports. 

 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010929 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/15/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

A new National September 11 Memorial Museum commemorates both the 2001 attacks and the 1993 World Trade Center 

bombing. At each turn, exhibits recount chilling and heartbreaking moments from that September day and honors the victims 

with portraits of each individual killed in New York, at the Pentagon and in Pennsylvania. Judy Woodruff reports on the 

dedication ceremony. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010929 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/15/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Secretary of Homeland Security Jeh Johnson joins Judy Woodruff for a conversation about protecting the United States from 

future terrorist attacks, immigration policy and reform and use of force by Border Patrol. 

 

NOLA:            NOVA  004112 

Series Title:    NOVA 

Episode Title:   Escape from Nazi Alcatraz 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         5/14/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Colditz Castle, a notorious prisoner of war camp in Nazi Germany, was supposed to be escape-proof. But in World War II, a 

group of British officers dreamt up an escape plan: in a secret attic workshop, they constructed a two-man glider out of bed sheets 

and floorboards. The plan was to fly to freedom from the roof of the castle, but the war ended before they could put it to the test. 

Now a team of aero engineers and carpenters rebuilds the glider in the same attic using the same materials, and they’ll use a 

bathtub full of concrete to catapult the glider off the roof. As the hair-raising launch 90 feet up draws near, the program explores 

the Colditz legend and exposes the secrets of other ingenious and audacious escapes. Then, after a 70-year wait, the team finally 

finds out if the legendary glider plan would have succeeded. 

 

NOLA:            INLE  001516 

Series Title:    Independent Lens 

Episode Title:   The Trials of Muhammad Ali 

Length:          90 minutes 

Airdate:         4/16/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

This documentary covers Muhammad Ali’s toughest bout, his battle to overturn his five-year prison sentence for refusing U.S. 

military service. The film traces a formative period in Ali’s life, one unknown to young people and neglected by those who 

remember him as a boxer but overlook how controversial he was when he first took center stage. Cassius Clay became 

Muhammad Ali and found himself in the crosshairs of conflicts concerning civil rights, religion and wartime dissent. This film 
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zeroes in on the years 1967 to 1970, when Ali lived in exile within the U.S., stripped of his heavyweight belt and banned from 

boxing, sacrificing fame and fortune on principle.  

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010908 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/16/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Wednesday, six people have been confirmed dead with 290 missing after a ferry capsized and sank off the 

coast of South Korea. Most of the passengers on board the vessel were high school students on a trip. Also, al-Qaida in Yemen 

has vowed to harm the United States in a new video on terrorist websites. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010909 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

When random violence strikes on home soil, what do we call it and how do we prosecute it? Lisa Monaco, assistant to the 

president for Homeland Security and Counterterrorism, talks to Gwen Ifill about domestic terrorism, including why we must try 

to understand what draws people to extremism and who should be responding. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010911 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/21/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Monday, U.S. drones continued strikes in Yemen aimed at al-Qaida. According to Yemen’s government, the 

attacks have killed at least 55 militants, including three senior members. Also, the president of South Korea condemned the 

behavior of some crew members who were working aboard the ferry that sank, killing at least 86. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010913 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

President Obama made Tokyo his first stop on tour of Japan, South Korea, Malaysia and the Philippines. The trip is the latest step 

in a stated policy shift toward Asia and away from a decade of war in Iraq and Afghanistan. Gwen Ifill reports. 

 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010914 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/24/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Thursday, a security guard in Afghanistan shot three American doctors outside a hospital in Kabul. 

Afghanistan’s health minister called the killings “inhumane and brutal actions,” and lamented their potential harm to the 

country’s health services. Meanwhile, Ukrainian forces made a show of force against pro-Russian militants in the east, while 

Russia conducted military exercises. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010917 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/29/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 
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Iraqis are preparing to go to the polls in the first national elections since American forces withdrew. However, as the government 

faces a resurgence of al-Qaida-linked groups, fears intensify that security forces are losing their grip on a key part of the country. 

Journalist Jane Arraf reports from Baghdad. 

 

NOLA:            NAZM  000104 

Series Title:    Nazi Mega Weapons 

Episode Title:   Super Tanks 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/30/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Hitler’s megalomaniacal impulses led him to demand the construction of the largest tank the world had ever seen – a mobile 

fortress weighing 180 tons.  But even this colossus couldn’t satisfy Hitler’s thirst for enormous weapons of war, as he went on to 

request a land battleship weighing 1,000 tons. This is the story of the Nazi engineers tasked with fulfilling that dream, and an 

arms race that resulted in the evolution of super-guns and tanks. 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005342 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         4/18/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The high-level talks between the U.S., Russia, Ukraine and the E.U. to find a diplomatic solution in Ukraine, President Obama 

defends the healthcare law, the surge in political fundraising and a closer look at the two ongoing investigations into domestic 

terrorism. Joining Gwen: Peter Baker, The New York Times; Molly Ball, The Atlantic; Matea Gold, Washington Post; Pete 

Williams, NBC News. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020116 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/2/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

David Ignatius of The Washington Post discusses his latest spy novel, The Director, which draws on the history of intelligence 

and computer hacking. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020116 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/2/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Discussion about the release of Sergeant Bowe Bergdahl, the last American prisoner of war in Afghanistan--who was captured by 

the Taliban after walking away from a military base--with David Martin, national security correspondent for CBS News. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020116 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/2/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

David Rohde of Reuters and Seth Jones, associate director of the International security and Defense Policy Center at the RAND 

Corporation, discuss Sergeant Bowe Bergdahl. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020119 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/5/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

An hour-long conversation with outgoing White House press secretary Jay Carney on a variety of issues, including his close 

relationship with President Obama; his decision to join the administration after a strong reporting career; the White House's 
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relationship with the Washington press; the Obamacare website fiasco; and the recent controversial prisoner exchange with the 

Taliban in Afghanistan. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020125 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/13/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A discussion about the military action by radical Sunni militants in Iraq with Michael Gordon of The New York Times; Dexter 

Filkins of The New Yorker; and Richard Haass, president of the Council on Foreign Relations. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010941 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The exchange of five senior Taliban leaders -- transferred to Qatar -- for prisoner of war Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl has provoked some 

pushback. The Afghan government complained it was bypassed, while GOP lawmakers warned of the risk of releasing Taliban 

inmates. Jeffrey Brown gets views from James Kirchick of the Foreign Policy Initiative and former Defense and State 

Department official Vikram Singh. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010942 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/3/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Tuesday, President Obama announced he would ask for up to $1 billion from Congress to send more troops and 

equipment to Europe as a counter to Russian actions in Ukraine. Also, a Nigerian newspaper reported that 10 generals and other 

top military officers have been convicted of aiding Boko Haram by providing guns and information to the Islamist group. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010942 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/3/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In the days since Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl's release, fellow soldiers have disputed his account of his capture. According to media 

reports, the Pentagon had concluded he walked away of his own accord. President Obama defended the prisoner swap with the 

Taliban, saying the U.S. gets American soldiers back from captivity no matter the circumstances. Judy Woodruff reports. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010942 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/3/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Now that Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl has returned to the U.S. after years spent as a prisoner of war, the military will have the 

opportunity to question the soldier about his actions and motivations leading up to his capture. Judy Woodruff discusses the 

coming investigation with New York Times reporter Eric Schmitt and retired Lt. Gen. Dana Chipman, former judge advocate 

general of the Army. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010943 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/4/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 
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In our news wrap Wednesday, the Taliban released a video showing the handover of Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl. Meanwhile, Defense 

Secretary Chuck Hagel defended Bergdahl against accusations that he deserted in 2009. Also, San Francisco’s famous cable cars 

were idle this morning as the city’s transit workers pushed their “sickout” into a third day. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010944 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/5/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

New details have emerged about Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl’s time in the military and in captivity, as the political fight over his release 

intensifies. For insight on the circumstances surrounding Bergdahl’s time in Afghanistan, Gwen Ifill talks to Matt Farwell, a 

former soldier in the U.S. Army. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010945 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/6/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

It was a military assault unlike anything the world had ever seen: In 1944, well over 150,000 allied troops landed in France to 

fight the Nazis. On the 70th anniversary of D-Day, President Obama and other world leaders gathered at Normandy to salute the 

U.S. troops who stormed the shore and changed the course of the second World War. Judy Woodruff reports. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010945 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/6/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week’s 

news, including the Obama administration’s decision to exchange of five Taliban leaders for the return of prisoner of war Sgt. 

Bowe Bergdahl and the GOP primary contest in Mississippi. 

 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010946 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/9/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

A Veterans Affairs Department audit reveals that 57,000 veterans have been waiting 90 days or more for their first medical 

appointment at its hospitals and outpatient clinics. It also found that the 14-day wait time target was not attainable. Gwen Ifill 

talks to Ralph Ibson of the Wounded Warrior Project and Dr. Sam Foote, a former doctor in the Phoenix VA Health Care System. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010947 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/10/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Tuesday, the International Coalition in Afghanistan launched an investigation after five U.S. special operation 

soldiers were killed in what was reported as friendly fire. Also, the House of Representatives voted unanimously to make health 

care more accessible to veterans. The bill would pay for vets to get care outside of the VA system under certain circumstances. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010947 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/10/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 
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Sunni militants pushed Iraqi army units from parts of Iraq’s second largest city, Mosul, after days of fighting. Newly re-elected 

prime minister Nouri al-Maliki urged the Shiite-led parliament to declare a state of emergency and mobilize to fight the 

insurgents. Judy Woodruff reports. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010947 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/10/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Known as ISIS or ISIL, a Sunni militant group has taken over parts of the northern city of Mosul, a strategic hub for Iraq’s oil 

industry, as well as a gateway to Syria. Judy Woodruff is joined by Laith Kubba of the National Endowment for Democracy and 

Kimberly Kagan of the Institute for the Study of War to discuss the larger impact of the takeover on Iraq and its neighbors. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010948 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/11/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel defended the prisoner swap for Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl at a Congressional hearing, the first time an 

administration official has testified publicly on the deal, saying the U.S. “needed to act swiftly.” Meanwhile, the Washington Post 

reported that Bergdahl had been previously discharged from the Coast Guard for psychological reasons. Judy Woodruff reports. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010948 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/11/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The exchange of five Taliban prisoners for Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl has raised larger questions about prisoners being transferred from 

Guantanamo Bay. In all, 149 detainees from 19 countries still remain at the prison camp. For debate on what’s preventing the 

closure of the detention facility, Judy Woodruff turns to Benjamin Wittes of the Brookings Institution and Baher Azmy of the 

Center for Constitutional Rights. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010949 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/12/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Outside Kirkuk, Iraqi troops were filmed trying to halt the advance of Sunni militants. But when the government forces fled, 

Kurdish fighters moved into the city that they have long claimed as their historical capital. Reporting from Irbil, Jonathan 

Rugman of Independent Television News talks to Iraqis and refugees in Iraq who are trying to stay ahead of the advancing 

violence. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010949 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/12/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

As Sunni militants continue their march towards Baghdad, the Obama administration said the U.S. will not send forces on the 

ground in Iraq, but will assist in other ways. Judy Woodruff talks to Jane Arraf, an Iraq-based journalist, for an update from Irbil, 

and then turns to James Jeffrey of The Washington Institute and Feisal Istrabadi of Indiana University for political and military 

challenges. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010949 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/12/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 
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In our news wrap Thursday, the U.S. launched drone strikes overnight in Pakistan after a nearly six-month lull. Thirteen 

suspected insurgents were killed in two separate strikes, according to Pakistani intelligence officials. Also, the contest for House 

majority leader was whittled down to GOP Whip Kevin McCarthy of California and Rep. Pete Sessions of Texas. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010950 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/13/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Friday, Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl is now undergoing treatment at a military center in Texas. He flew there overnight 

from Germany, where he had been recovering after being held captive by the Taliban for five years. Also, international wildlife 

regulators reported that elephants in Africa are under attack by poachers, with 20,000 slaughtered on the continent in 2013. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010950 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/13/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In Kirkuk, Iraq's army abandoned several vast military bases overnight, leaving behind their uniforms and vehicles and 

equipment they purposely destroyed before fleeing. Kurdish forces have seized the area instead, arming themselves to fight in 

hopes of establishing their own state. Jonathan Rugman of Independent Television News reports on the advance of the ISIL 

toward Baghdad. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010950 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/13/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

President Obama said that he will not put U.S. forces on the ground in Iraq, but he is weighing other military options. He also 

pointed to problems within the Iraqi government and security forces. Judy Woodruff gets views on whether the U.S. should act in 

Iraq from Zalmay Khalilzad, former U.S. ambassador to Iraq, retired Army Col. Douglas Macgregor and retired Army Col. Peter 

Mansoor. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010950 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         6/13/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Syndicated columnist Mark Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week’s top 

news, including the crisis in Iraq and how the United States should react, as well as House Majority Leader Eric Cantor’s primary 

loss and what that means for both parties. 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005348 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         6/1/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

With the recent resignation of Veterans Affairs Secretary Eric Shinseki, we take a look at President Obama’s standing 18-months 

into his 2nd term, including his priorities, his stumbles and the potential obstacles ahead, both politically and internationally. 

Joining Gwen: Christi Parsons, Tribune Newspapers; Michael Crowley, TIME Magazine; Carrie Budoff Brown, Politico; Peter 

Baker, The New York Times. 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005349 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         6/6/2014 7:00:00 PM 
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Service:         PBS 

 

The controversial prisoner swap that freed Sergeant Bowe Bergdahl in exchange for five Taliban commanders, and two high-

profile GOP Senate primaries, Iowa and Mississippi, where six-term incumbent Thad Cochran is now facing a runoff election 

with tea party challenger Chris McDaniel. Joining Gwen: Molly Ball, The Atlantic; Ed O'Keefe, The Washington Post; David 

Sanger, The New York Times 

 

NOLA:            WWIR  005350 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Length:          30 minutes 

Airdate:         6/13/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

President Obama addresses the growing violence in Iraq. House Republicans regroup after the defeat of Majority Leader Eric 

Cantor to tea party upstart David Brat. And Defense Sec. Hagel defends the Bergdahl swap as the former Taliban captive returns 

to the U.S. Joining Gwen: Nancy Youssef, McClatchy; John Harwood, CNBC; Robert Costa, Washington Post; Mark Mazzetti; 

New York Times. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020073 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/2/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen discusses the NATO foreign ministers' meeting in Brussells and its 

suspension of practical cooperation with Russia since its annexation of Crimea. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020073 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/2/2014 12:00:00 AM  

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

A conversation with General H.R. McMaster, commander of the Army’s Maneuver Center for Excellence in Fort Benning, 

Georgia, whose new role will be to make sure that the Army is prepared to deter conflict and respond to future crises. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020074 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/3/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Michael Morell, the former deputy director of the CIA from 2010 to 2013, discussed his testimony in front of the House 

Intelligence Committee about his role in creating the CIA talking points following the attack on the U.S. embassy in Bengazi, 

Libya. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020078 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/9/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Carlotta Gall discusses her new book: The Wrong Enemy: America in Afghanistan, 2001-2014. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020079 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/10/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 
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A discussion of the new film The Railway Man with director Jonathan Teplitzky, actors Jeremy Irvine and Colin Firth, and Patti 

Lomax, wife of Eric Lomax, the film's subject, a British soldier who was tortured by the Japanese and forced to work on the 

Thai-Bruma railway. 

 

NOLA:            COSE  020081 

Series Title:    Charlie Rose 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/14/2014 12:00:00 AM 

Service:         PBS-PLUS 

 

Rafael Correa, President of the Republic of Ecuador. 

 

NOLA:            INLE  001516 

Series Title:    Independent Lens 

Episode Title:   The Trials of Muhammad Ali 

Length:          90 minutes 

Airdate:         4/14/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

This documentary covers Muhammad Ali’s toughest bout, his battle to overturn his five-year prison sentence for refusing U.S. 

military service. The film traces a formative period in Ali’s life, one unknown to young people and neglected by those who 

remember him as a boxer but overlook how controversial he was when he first took center stage. Cassius Clay became 

Muhammad Ali and found himself in the crosshairs of conflicts concerning civil rights, religion and wartime dissent. This film 

zeroes in on the years 1967 to 1970, when Ali lived in exile within the U.S., stripped of his heavyweight belt and banned from 

boxing, sacrificing fame and fortune on principle.  

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010897 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/1/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

A classified report by the Senate Intelligence Committee claims that the CIA misled the government and the public over aspects 

of its interrogation program for years. According to The Washington Post, the agency concealed details about the severity of its 

methods and took undue credit for some intelligence. Gwen Ifill talks to Washington Post’s Greg Miller for a closer look at the 

report. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010898 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

The upcoming presidential election will mark Afghanistan’s first democratic transition from one elected leader to the next. Hari 

Sreenivasan examines recent terrorism and threats of violence meant to scare voters, and previews the election and candidates 

with Nazif Shahrani of Indiana University and Zalmay Khalilzad, former U.S. ambassador to Afghanistan. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010899 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/3/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Army officials shed new light on the suspected gunman believed to have perpetrated the second mass shooting at Fort Hood in 

five years. Three people were killed and 16 wounded before Ivan Lopez, an Iraq veteran, killed himself. Judy Woodruff talks to 

Phillip Carter of the Center for a New American Security and retired Brig. Gen. Stephen Xenakis about what’s being learned 

about Lopez’s mental health. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010899 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/3/2014 6:00:00 PM 
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Service:         PBS 

 

After years of reporting on the war in Afghanistan, New York Times correspondent Carlotta Gall grew to believe that the U.S. 

wasn’t focused on the right target. Gall, author of “The Wrong Enemy,” says the real source of strife exists across that country’s 

borders, in Pakistan. She joins Hari Sreenivasan for a conversation ahead of Saturday’s presidential election in Afghanistan. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010899 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/3/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Thursday, the Senate Intelligence Committee voted to declassify parts of a report on interrogations conducted 

by the CIA after 9/11. But the CIA says Senate staffers accessed the information illegally. Meanwhile, Israel rescinded its 

promise to release another group of Palestinian prisoners, citing the Palestinians’ push for U.N. recognition. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010900 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/4/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

In our news wrap Friday, Army officials at Fort Hood said a mass shooting by Spc. Ivan Lopez was likely triggered by an 

escalating argument. Also, a federal judge in Cincinnati announced he would strike down part of Ohio’s ban on same-sex 

marriage. The state will have to honor gay marriages conducted in other states. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010900 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/4/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Veteran AP journalists Anja Niedringhaus and Kathy Gannon were traveling with election workers, soldiers and police in Khost 

province in Afghanistan when a police commander approached and shot them. Niedringhaus, a Pulitzer Prize-winning 

photographer, was killed and Gannon was hospitalized. Kathleen Carroll, executive editor of The Associated Press, remembers 

Niedringhaus with Hari Sreenivasan. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010901 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/7/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Despite the escalation of deadly strikes in the lead up to the election in Afghanistan, long lines formed at polling places in Kabul 

and ballots came by the truckload from far reaches of the country. As officials continue their hand-count of votes, chief foreign 

correspondent Margaret Warner reports on the three frontrunners who may be named the next president. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010901 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/7/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 

 

Chief foreign correspondent Margaret Warner joins Gwen Ifill for a closer look at the historic 2014 presidential election in 

Afghanistan, including the role of Afghan security forces in keeping polling safe, rumors of voting fraud, whether the United 

States favors a candidate, as well as what distinguished this election for average citizens. 

 

NOLA:            MLNH  010903 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Length:          60 minutes 

Airdate:         4/9/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Service:         PBS 
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In our news wrap Wednesday, a teenager allegedly stabbed and slashed 19 students and a security guard at Franklin Regional 

High School in Murrysville, Pa. Police haven’t released the 16-year-old’s identity, but said he was armed with two knives. Also, 

President Obama and the first lady, Michelle, participated in a memorial service at Fort Hood to honor three soldiers killed in a 

mass shooting. 

 

 


